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If

and Rail
Brotherhoods
K.
Chiefs 0.
Plan, First
Be Held
Will
Gathering
About February 10.
II

The AMi'lutvd Treat.J

j
Washington, Jan. It!. A provisional agreement wus reached today
by railway executives and heads of
brotherhoods,
the four railroad
meeting at the instance of Secreto
submit
wage and
tary Hoover,
working questions affecting train
service employes to regional conferences for adjustment, if possible, without contests before the
railroad labor board. Iiailroad executives will meet in Chicago Saturday to consider the proposals,
while brotherhood chiefs will report back to their organizations
und if the agreement is ratified, as
all concerned expect that it would
be, the regional gatherings will be
summoned about February 10 .
y
The action came after an
in which active heads of
many of the larger railroad organizations participated and which was
followed by a smaller preliminary
meeting of railroad executives and
labor leaders with Mr. Hoover.
Hrothcrhood Officers.
Among brotherhood officers were
Warren S. Stone, chief of the engineers; W. G. Lee, chief of the
trainmen; I 10. Shepherd, for the
conductors, and Timothy Shea, for
the cnginemen.
conferences, Mr.
The regional
Hoover said, would "facilitate the
work of the railroad labor board
and tend to create a spirit of
end the settle
working pood-wiment of differences hy adjusimem,
not by methods of litigation."
Mr. Hoover stated that the conference today did not discuss wages
or working agreements In themselves and added that he considered the railroad labor situation as
from
negotiations
disconnected
over coal mining wages.
To Ask
Wage Cnta.
Railroads have given notice to
the railroad labor board and the
of their employes
organizations
that they will ask general reductions in wage scales, but the proceedings have not yet been brought
to trial. It is anticipated that new
wage scale agreements, if reached
by negotiations between the Intrain
the
service men and the roads
wlH be subregional conferences,flecisions
which
stituted for any
formal
might bo reached through
board
to
the
Appeal
proceedings.
would on It be taken en Buch
tors as were not decided at the
all-da-
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Is Two Alternates Are Select10
Provisional Agreement
GrievSubmit
ed to Fill the Places of
to
Reached
ances to Regional MeetAny of the Jurors IncaAmerica Has Been Permittee
for
Adjustment.
ings
pacitated By Illness.
to Recover First From
(By The Assocliilcd TrcM.)
conferencTheld AT
Disastrous Results o
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 16.
INSTANCE The Jury in the second trial of
World War,
HOOVER'S

'

ll

fr

Roseoo C. (Fatty) Arbuckle on a
manslaughter charge was complct- ed late today.' Two alternates were
selected to fill the places of any
jurors Incapacitated by illness.
The jury Is composed of eleven
men and one woman. The alternates are a man and a woman.
Taking of testimony will bo begun
tomorrow.
Gavin McNab, chief of the
counsel, who was taken ill
while examining veniremen, was
able to go on with the case after
an hour. The twelfth regular juror
was obtained quickly but selection
of the alternates occupied some
time. Archibald Haskln, an adverwas challenged
tising manager,
peremptorily by the state after he
had said his son was a motion picture
operator at Hollywood, Calif.
'
By a coincidence, the second alternate was the last member of the
venire. Two panels. 81 veniremen
in all, were used in obtaining the
jury. This la nearly thirty more
veniremen than were examined to
obtain a jury at Arbucklc's first
trial.
Becatisn the district attorney
asked time to cover some details of
the case, taking of testimony was
set to begin nt 2 p. m. tomorrow.
Judge Harold Eouderbach fixed
the hours of court at from 10 to
12 and from 2 to 6. This represents an hour longer than usual
each afternoon, but the court announced no night sessions would be
held.
The Jury was ordered locked up
during the trial.
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UniWork of Cabinet
fied By Reor .nization;
Work of Conference Suc-

cess Fully

is

I

Proceeding.

(fly The Auaneir.ted

Trcw.)
16. America

Philadelphia, Jan.
Is regaining its mental poise,
'ifS"---'-- .'
its economic stability
in
one
of
nations
and leading the
the great liberal movements of
mankind.
Vice President Calvin
in an nddross tonight
Coolidge,
told the Philadelphia Forum. No
American, he said, could survey the
developments of the last year without a renewed faith in the financial strength and the moral vigor
of the nation and a renewed hope Attorney Genera) Daucherty at his
for the welfare of tho world.
desk, and Secretary of Commerce
Trials Passing Away.
Hoover, above, and Secretary of
"Thero have been doubts," the
Labor Davis.
speaker said, "but they are being
solved. There have been trials, but
Secretary of Commerce Hoover
they are passing away. The hand
and Secretary of Labor Davis
of man Is turning again to Indushave joined forces with Attorney
try, men and nations are coming
General Daugherty to conduct a
closer and closer in the harmonious
thorough investigation of prices
relationship of peace."
of food, fuel and clothing. The
Through a series of fortunate
circumstances
America has been
aim of the probe. Attorney Genpermitted to recover first from the eral Daugherty says, is to find
disastrous-resultMr.
of the war,
"the cost as a cow travels from
Coolidge said.
"But." he added, "from our great
accomplishment we ought
!
turn to great discouragemen
to great confidence. If ever
was a time, that tlmo is now
the people of America and
the earth ought to feel with increasing warrant, that they are esPOLICY ON
tablished in the possession of the
.
power to do and dare. This proNo one
cess has already begun.
who knows America could doubt
ODD i
that not for long will she refuse to
face fact3 with a clear vision or
lack for confidence or courage."
Work of the Cabinet.
The vice president also recount- Is
Opposed to Any Arrangeed the accomplishments of the adIn
in Washington.
ministration
ment Which Might Give
touching upon the work of tho cabInterests Any
Foreign
inet, he said, that by reorganization
and uniit is hoped to
Special Rights, He Says.
fy the work of these departments
so that they will neither overlap
Bj The Anstfrlnf Ml Press.)
nor be hampered by functions
be performed by
Washington, Jan. 18, (By the
which should
some other department.
Associated . Press.) Secretary
i
, ,,,
"It is expected," ne deciarea, i
"?
will
not
"that a reorganization
only arms
a meet-- ;
delegation, defined
make a considerable saving at once,
which will enlarge as time goes on, J" of the Far Fastern committee
but cause a more effective admin- a rat on or a
"" v"
.
tno acuviues 01 me
r :' ,
s
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FARMER KILLED WIFE.
SON, DAUGHTER WITH
AN AXE, CONFESSES

I

Unable to Reach a Verdict
72
After
Deliberating
Retrial
for
Date
Hours;
Will Be Fixed Today.

Charleston. 111., Jan. 16 (by the
Associated Press.) B. F.
a farmer, surrendered to
Sheriff Vincent Aye today and told
him he had killed his wife, son and
daughter with an axe in an effort to
extcrmimte his entire family because of financial worries. He took
the sheriff nnd his deputies to the
Monroney homo and showed them
the bodies.
"I killed them while they elept,"
Monroney said. "I killed my hoy
first, then my wife nnd then my
daughter.
They didn't know anything about it. Then I went to the
barn and tried to nans myself with
this window cord, but the knot
wasn't big enough and it wouldn't
stick, so I went to hunt you."
Monroney was locked up.
Mon-rnne- y,

San Francisco, Calif., Jan 16
The Pacific Coast baseball league
li. annual session here today went
(I5y Tbo Associated Prt.)
en cnrri aa unnilR Hf iprll V nnnosed
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 16. A
to any resumption of the drafting
or minor league piayers ty tubjui
jury of ten women and two men,
unable to reach a verdict after
league clubs. J. Cal. Ewlng, president of the Oakland club, cast the
seventy-on- e
hours
deliberations,
onlv dissenting vqte.
here today in- the
wa3 dismissed
The motion was made by Charles
. .
u
cilS8 "
F. Graham, of the San Francisco
,J.,:'1" "l
club, and stipulated that "besides
ton, 111., charged with the murder
the
reaffirming its position on thl3
of
Be)toh KnJy. local broker,
question of the draft
here August 5. The trial lasted two
unleague does not intend to como
montlm
der the selection of player rule
FIGHT IS PREDICTED
Burch declared ho was surprised
either now or at any other time."
,n ,a "ot?,fhe "t"1
,of
expect-- !
outlined
Mr.
the
Coolidge
Sze.
The league also decided to help ed results from legislation enacted
OVER IMPROVING THE
at the result. The jury reported to
TllllfVn V M T St Tl r.n.. V,A DnlnCW
here on July 1st.
Judgo Keeve that the alignment of
by tho last and present congress, ter,
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER dis, commissioner of baseball, in- .,:..,
Hughes was under ten to two was unchanged, but It
tho
Secretary
Pueblo. Colo., Jan. 16. Roy and
,.niinn'
.iL.v
ULUi.il
,LI, u
pUilllK
, ' ' 1J .ho
the
of
stead
major
1U1IIMIC1I
iL!M!ll
11,1V,;
!,.! lL was not mado known officially Claudo Monrcney,
permitting
sons of B. F.
tax revision, and reviewed the acx
.
16. A bitter leagues to pay It all.
the
covered
Washington,-Janfollowing
by
principle
tho
bodies studying
Monroney. Illinois farmer who surto be 'whether tho majority was In fa- - rendered
A schedule of a little more than tivities of the and merchant
was
which
statement
raid
and perhaps protracted fight Im-In
ma
to
authorities
the
today
railroad
weeks was adopted. tariff,measures.
contnined In the note:
vor of conviction, but this was the and told that he had killed his
congress over the proposed riv- twenty-eigThe season wlil open April A and rine
"Tho government of the United belief of attorneys.
provement of the St. Lawrence
and son, left for the
Conference.
wife,
daughter
Anns
oceanclose October 15.
nas never assneiaied u.-.er to provide a channel for
the Washington
In reviewing
Tho case was set for 9:30 o'clock enst tonight upon receiving word
Among the outstanding events of arms conference,
any arrangement which
the tragedy.
said: with
going vessels to the Great Lakes
the
speaker
tomorrow
for fixing a dato o re of The
Ivan
of
were
developthe
the
flav
naming
was forecast today by
"l"N"""
"It wilt ho noted that the list of
Monroney brothers are proments in the house after the re- Howard, brother of Del, as the DORitivo acconinlishnipntH has been rights or privileges in China which trial.
prietors of a local bnrher shop and
of the Oakland club, and
of
the
the
Thomas
would
Lee
district
Woolwine,
rights
have
resided
here for some time.
port on the International joint manager
abridge
To
increasing. fll the agreed
n il p
Dnrmnn. PtMrtily
tVlf
commission, which Investigated the v,a nlnrlntf nf
subjects or citizens of other friend- - attorney, declared after the dismis- - According to local advices, the slain
filling
limltntlnu
in
on
to
the
with
Oakland,
transmitted
been
states."
was
has
missal
of
he
goformerly
the jury that
of the.ly
fon and daughter of B. F. Monroproject,
"And I am happy to
r
yon," ing to convict Hindi and would ney were
nnd
Speaker Gillett by President Hardi- eligible list for five years by juage four power treaty, there has been
Landis.
of
note
"the
the
did
him
until
ho
after
continued,
bo.
purpose
of the Pueblo men and tho
ngkeep
declaration
the
aeainst
n,l,l
th
was
It
A
was
ball
which,
adopted
is neither to liar Faul Schenck, attorney for Burch, woman slain was their stepmother.
Instead of Immediately referring
use of the submarine as a com- this government
the paid, will eliminate the
the report to a committee,
merce destroyer, and tho prohibi- ticlpato nor to acquiesce in any ar-to expressed himself as much satisfied
season.
of
ball"
last
deterwould
he
announced
which
"lively
might purport
wifh tho Jury's deliberations, Tho
rangement
speaker
tion of the use of poisonous gases.
establish in favor for foreign in- Rev. W. A.
father of the
mine at a hearing Wednesday
Along with these have gone limi'
the
of
committees
which of three
rights defondant, declared it a great vicsuperiority
OF
tations as to the size and armament terests any to
PRO
ecoor
commercial
with
D.
and
merchant marine, foreign affairs WOULD TRANSFER
respect
J,
tory
Kennedy, father of
of auxiliary craft, the settlement
In
nomic
the
or ways and means should take
an
designated
slain
declared
it
TO
development
man,
and
ENFORCEMENT
Interests in Yap
LAW
. of conflicting
of the territory of China, or
charge of it. Once referred to a"
mandated islands north of the regions
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT the
which might Beck to create any
committee, lengthy hearings ap-the agreement to respect such
equator,
AT
certain.
monopoly or preference as FINAL VOTE OF Jl RY
pear
the sovereignty of China, to provide
10-- 3
FOR CONVICTION
chance to develop, would exclude other nationals from
(By The An.oelnteil
full
a
with
her
F.nforce-ment
any legitimate trade
Washington, Jan. 16.
to maintain an equality, o' oppor- undertaking
DOWNTOWN TOLEDO IS
Los Angeles, Jan. 10. The trial
of the national prohibition
of all nations for her com- or Industry or from participating
Chinese
with
the
government in of Arthur C. Eurch, of Evanston,
WITHOUT BUS SERVICE act would ho transferred from the tunity
I
no advantage of her
take
merce,
with murdering J.
treasury department to the depart- present condition and the agree- any category of public enterprise." 111., charged
Intro-.
Helton
near
bill
a
tinder
Los
ment
of
Angeles
Downthe
Kennedy
16.
administration
justice
to
ment
relative
Jan.
Toledo, Ohio,
last August, ended in a disigree-men- t
of the Chinese tariff, together with
town Toledo was without bus serv- - duced today by Senator King, demof the Jury today and liurch
of a settlement of
ice yesterday for the first time in ocrat, of Utah. The measure was the prospect
Most of Problems to Be
was directed to be in court tomorseveral years and to care for ex- referred to the judiciary commit- conflicting claims of China and
row to have a ne;w trial date set.
in the province of Shantung,
the Community tee without discussion.
tra patronage,
Approached Have Arisen
The Jury of ten women and two
The bill also would transfer the which show that the work of the
Traction company Toledo's
men, which had been out seventy-on- e
Over Policies and Acts
Btreet car sys- secret service division of the treas- conference is steadily and successipally-controlled
and
hours, was distem today placed extra cars on ury to the justice department, fully proceeding."
charged by Judge Sidney N. Reeve,
which then would bo charged with
Emanating From Tokio.
nearly all lines.
without comment.
The foreman
The buses were ruled out of the suppressing counterfeiting and oth- CITIZENS OF PUNCHEL
announced the final vote was ten
(By The Amiorlntrd Prp.)
district last er crimes, protecting the president
business
congested
to two . Jurors who larked to news
Washington, Jan. 16, (By the AsCORDIAL TO
week by Safety Director Gllson D. and members of his family and
VERY
ARE
men
the
paper
later said
majority sociated Press.) Far Eastern disperforming the other varied funcLight.
was for conviction.
AND WIFE
The bus owners will seek court tions now discharged by tho treasLee cussions of the arms conference
District
Thomas
Attorney
secret
service.
action.'
ury
entering their final period of
Woolwine said he was ready, If are
(Hv The Aafioclulrd PrH.)
decision with most of tho delega- Punchel, M"leria, Jan. 16. Peo : Cargo Shifts During Heavy HurVh tomo?row but expVcted tha
s'n eonfldonce
Die of this city are extremely cor
but conceding privately
the case would follow that of Mrs.
uc-cu- rs
dial to the former Emperor Charles
nhend may be
tt5"tJne't dn,y" J
weather; txpiosion
Mndalynne Obcnchaln,
and the former Empress Zita of
of the whole ne- of Burch, set for February 0.
and Soon the Whole ant"I'm
Austria Hungary, who have been
6
going to keep after Burch
u '
exiled here. They have vied with
with a .'eclared
until I get him," tho district at- Ship Is in Flames.
one another In offering their resiof disposing first of subjects
Vohcy
He
said.
issued
a
torney
signed 0,1
dences, lands and motor cars to the
agreement appeared
. whlf'1
statement in which he asserted that
("By The Annncliitfd rrr.)
formerly royal couple,
plenipotentiaries now
hours after the
London, Jnn. 10, (Ry the Asso- within forty-eigThe peasants offer flowors to
themselves
confronted with
was
sworn
ho
Assistant
in, A.-- , and
Zlta wherever she goes and she ciated PrcF. ) Eleven members of jury
niBti-inti.'m.n. v, n ri decisions on the problems which
often returns to the villa Victoria, the crew of the German steamerto made
th"
storm centers
bepn
up tholr minds that one of lo,n I'""hYf
home, with her arms filled Vesta, bound from Hamburg
EnRt politics
enforcement
the
on
had
the
of
Jurors
the
jury.0'
"gone
wife
as
the
well
as
Accom- their
Lisbon,
floral
with
gifts.
l lii; !jtrii uuur, ofianiunR. tne
her mind already made up, "twenty-onCharles goes to church every chief officer, were killed by an ex- with
o
demands." Manchuria
nnd that she would In all probabilimorning carrying his prayer book plosion on the ship Sunday followand Japanese occupation In Siberia.
vote for acquittal."
and rosary.
ing a fire. Ten survivors of the ty Tho
tho
For
moment
all delegations
the
statement characterized
crew were landed at Lowestoft by
conduct of this Juror as "reprehen appear to have adopted an attitude
afternoon.
a
this
trawler
lato
of
o
that except for col- waiting.
DETECTIVES DIG UP
Details of the disaster ns related sible beyond belief.'
on various
lateral
discussions
Burch
was
said
he
are
"surprised
Vesta
of
the
tho
by
captain
PLUNDER OF A CLERK
tho work of the conference
disappointed," but added, "I Points
that during heavy weather Sunday and
nt a standstill,
believe tho Jury did the best it
OF BANK OF FRANCE night the neck cargo, consisting
(BT TITE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
The situation again has made Ja-could." His father, the Rev. W.
largely of naphtha, shifted. An exNew York, Jan. 16. Several eral thought and peace through
the center of conjecture
Pnn
he
Burch, of Evanston, III., said
occurred and soon the
hundred men and women cheerel Justice."
of her outstanding position
Paris,' Jan. 16. Detectives have plosion
"well pleased with tho
In
except
was
wholo
vessel
flames,
to
of
name
the
of
former
the
Tflbutes
mention
president,
360.&00
every
francs, plunder
come." J. D. Kennedy, father of In the Far East and becnuso most
just dug up
Woodrow Wilson today at the his accomplishments and his Ideals of a clerk of the Bank of France, a space near the bridge, where the the slain man, paid
of
the
he believed the,
problems to be approached
huddled for safety.
have arisen over policl s and acts
conopening of a campaign for $1,000,-00- 0 were spoken by James W. Gerard, who hid it in four preserve Jars crew
A boat wan lowered, but It was evidence was conclusive for
to establish annual awards by former ambassador to Germany; and buried them In different spots
seas and Its viction and that any other result emanating from Toklo.
e
amth0 Woodrow Wilson foundation Henry- Morgenthau,
in the Park of Versailles in this engulfed In the heavy
an "outrage."
Representatives of the other
three t occupants drowned. The wasMost
"for meritorious service In behalf bassador to Turkey, Mrs. Carle
of tho jurors declined to power are speculating to what exof democracy, public welfare, Ub- - Chapman Catt, Augustus Thomas, C"The detectives say that Armand mate, clasping his bride in his discuss what had
tent
the United Stntevs will go in
In
on
the
gone
perplaywright; Franklin D. Roosevelt Grenet, a former army aviator and firms, Jumped overboard. Roth
the many protests she
into the jury room. Those who did talk re reiterating
also
adished.
Others
plunged
and others.
of
Lerion
Honor,
In the past against Ja'- of
the
made
has
fused to mention names
said
Knight
Mr. Gerard Ceclared Mr. Wilson mitted that ho embezzled 400,000 sea only to die. Finally, only the the first ballot stood six but
moves
In Shantung nnd else
conpan
for
I had been stabbed by hatred, envy francs from the hank, kept 40,000 captain and nine men were left. vlctlon, five for
ncqultt.il nnd one; where In Asia, and In seeking an
and ignorance, adding that If the of them and hid the rest in the jam Thev were rescued after great dif- blank, and that the
majority grad effective means by which readjustI
former president had been victori- Jars.
ficulty by a trawler. They had
and ually grew to ten, where It re- ments may be brought about.
ous In his alms, there would be no
He fled to Brussels where he was been scorched by the flames
forty-eigBecause the Washington governformained
nearly
his partially asphyxiated by tho naph- hours, until the
war cloudu In Europe today.
FORECAST
arrested with 14,000 francs In hidjiiry's dismissal. ment has thus taken the lead in
fumes.
tha
rovealed
the
Mrs.
He
Catt
declared
New
16.
the
Denver, Colo.,. Jan.
Those who voted for conviction protesting
ingrati- possession.
heretofore, however,
Mexico: Fair south, partly cloudy tude of the republic to be prover- ing places of the Jars containing
never indicated by Ihclr ballotr. however, Rome delegates
believe
north portion Tuesday and proba- bial, and expected that the genera- the other 360,000 francs,
MRS. SIBLEY REAR.
their opinion as to tho degree of American officials would not object
Mrs. Ma- guilt, according to these inform-- 1 If some other delegation now took
111., Jan. 16.
bly Wednesday! colder northwest tion to come would proclaim the
Qulncy,
ideals of Wilson as those who fol1XVK.NTOR 1EAD.
on It shoulders the tusk of stating
ria E. Sibley, 93, probably tho old- ants.
portion Tuesday.
Arizona:
Canton. Mass., Jan. 16. Cornel- est member of the Daughters of
The jurors spent nbout thirty- - pointedly the desires of the pow-on- o
Fair, Tuesday and lowed Washington and Lincoln had
ius Callahan, 84, Inventor of the the American Revolution In the
Wednesday: not- - much change in reversed the Juft;ment of tfcolfl
hours actually in the juryirrs regarding future Japanose-Chi- room.
'iiese relations.
lire nozzle, is dead here.
temperature.
United States, died today.
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SENATE TO VOTE

WORK TODAY TO PLAGE

MAIL

Boston, Mass., Jan. 16. Through
the arrest today of Benjamin
Greenberg of Hull, on a chargo of
receiving stolen bonds, the police
said they hoped to locate in Massachusetts cities bonds amounting
to more than $100,000 that were
part of the loot of a J30,000 moil
robbery in Los Angeles last March.
Greenberg was arrested while
trying to negotiate a loan on two
$1,000 bonds which police said had
been identified as having been
stolen In Los Angeles. They said
borrowed
he admitted having
$4,000 from a national bank here
on bonds for $5,000.
Bonds valued
"A
at $10,000 alleged to have been
stolen in Los Angeles have been located in other local banks, according to tho police. Greenberk wus
held In $23,000 bonds for a hemins
tomorrow,
of SaGreenberg Is a
lmon Swig, who was vice president
of the Tiemont Trust company, one
of the Boston banks closed by tho
bank commissioner last year. His
arrest Is the third transcontinental echo of the holdup of a pmall
truck In Los Angeles by three men,
when 000 pieces of mail were taken. In November, Bert It. Chapman of TCast Boston, Was nrrcste l
In New York as he was about to
sail for Kurope. He was brought
the pasture to the kitchen and an back here on charges of having
stolon bonds from Los Angeles in
hen
breakto the
egg from the
his possession and Is awaiting acfast table." The three departtion by the grand Jury.
Charles
ments are combining their activities to reduce expenses and Solomon of Boston nlso was arwas
rested
but
released.
later
avoid duplication in the probe.
When Greenberg was taken Into
custody he had, police said, two
Baltimore and Ohio railroad $1,000
bonds on which he was trying to
Ml
negotiate a loan of $1,400. Police
claim these bonds, numbered 2107
and 2 ICS. are listed as having been
stolon at Los Angeles.
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Boston Police Nab Man Trying to Obtain a Loan on
Bonds Stolen in Los Angeles Last August.
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Butte, Mont., Jan. 16. Four
mines of tile Anaconda Copper
Mining company resumed operations today with full shifts
aggregating about 2,000 mon,
and other properties in this
district Increased their forces.
The Butte and Superior mines
and the Clark properties will
continue to arid workmen, it
was announced.
Work at the
Anaconda
smelters was resumed today
with a force of 700 men. It
was stated that eventually
1.S00 men will be employed
thero.
Increase of employment at
the Great Falls smelter is expected to begin at the end of
the week.
The mining properties have
boen closed for several months
because of unfavorable market
conditions.
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FARMER ON THE

RESER1EIB!
Measure Now Pending Is a
Compromise to Which the
President and Most Senators Have Agreed,
S0L0NS GRIlTaKD
DEFEND.

POLICIES

Glass Praises the Personnel
and Program and Norris
in a Speech Takes the
Opposite Side,

ST

(By The AsHoclntra

I'rnB.)

Washington. Jan. 16. Tli.i senIN
LVER CITY ate will probably vote tomorrow to
put a farmer on the federal reserve
board, leaders said tonight.
Such
action would be taken on a bill
ON FRIDAY amending the federal
reserve act so
that in making appointments to the
board, the president
must have
due regard for a fair representaGov. Mcchem Won't Grant tion
of the financial
agricultural
industrial commercial
a Reprieve or Commute and
Interests
and the geographical
Sentence in the Case of of the country." The measure is a
to which President
compromise,
Corral and Losano.
Harding and most senators have
agreed.
ISPCCIAL
OIPATCM TO MORNtNJ JOURN'U
Senatni-i,
fn,i
Santa Fe, Jan. 16. Governor defended the many
pha.ses of tha
Mcchem will not grant a reprieve reserve board's
activities, there beor commute the sentence In the ing several attacks
on the
case of Kkuiterio Corral and
administrative policy of the general
hoard,
Losano, who are sentenced while Senator
Class,
democrat.
to ho hanged in the Silver City jail
irginla, a former secretary of tho
were
next Friday. The prisoners
treasury, and known as the author
taken from the penitentiary her of the reserve act.
stoutly defended
Monday and carried to Silver City the board's personnel
and program
in the custody of sheriff John E He denied
charges that the board
was tin cause, of tho
Casey, former Sheriff Herbert
deand Deputy
creases In prices of heavy
Harrington
agricultural
Governor Mcchem said the only products.
Tho other principal speech was
plea for executive clemency had
been mado on behalf of Corral, and by Senator Norris.
republican
was bawd on his youth. At the re
who. while
he was
quest of Governor Meihem, Doc- eager to do anythingsaving
which would
tors Massie, Knapp and Wiird old the farmers, warned
that "the
made an examination of tho pris.l. nic.a
are aoout to be fooled
oners. They reported that In their again. '
judgment the younger Is more thar,
"They think," he said, "that this
19 years of age.
legislation will work
that
Dr. Janet Held, director of the it will give Immediatewonders; that
child s wcllare bureau was ap-- " a sort of millenlum will bo propealed to on the ground that 'he duced. But it won't, because bv no
were juvenile
delin- legislative net can congress
prisoners
take
quents. After an examination, Dr. away the discretionary power vestHeld reported to the governor that ed In the executive over appoint.
she did not believe the young men ments."
...
wore deliiuiitents.
lie said he probably would vnt"
men
o
Theso two
killed Jailor
for some of the
which
at Silver City, and made their he said would amendments
be offered to the
escapo from the jail, but were cap- .compromise measure, but that in
, ,
...
1,1a
tured soon after. They were serv- ; iriout meet,
..,v.-jo
ji vMjum loe in
ing short Jail terms.- - An ax wm protest" nminst wSut de described
used to do the klllinir. Hencomo
otariy a maladministration of
was asleep when ho was attacked. affairs
by the reserve board.
Mr.
offered official' statistics
showing, ho said, that while
MEN PROMINENT IN
of
prices
agricultural products
tumbled Inst year, the regional
BASEBALL
CIRCLES
reserve hanks actually hud Increased
AT SHIBE FUNERAL the volume of currency and enlarged credits. He suhmllted fig
ures showinir the "nhoekln- - il...
(lly Tim Asmii lnleil PrpKH.)
,Jan. 16. Many lllne" in nrices Of
Philadelphia,
men prominent In baseball circles ducts during 920 nlon.i with stategathered tonight at the bier of ments showing that the amount of
Benjamin F. Bhihe. nrexident of the paper rertlscounted by the reserve.
American league baseball club who iiHMua increased rrom $z,zi ri.uno,.
died Saturday, to pay their last re- 000 on January
in-'in i'. fi7 .
spects. Simple funeral services 000,000 January 1. 1921. The cur
were held nt the home of Mr. rency In circulation increased from
nnn n, r i 'iaii
Shlbe's daughter, Mrs. F. H.
nnn
v .,, nan
vli... ftaQ
i.
i i. aaa
li v
ii u
of- Included in tho several tween the same dates, he declared,
hundred persons who attended
were Ban Johnson, president of the
American
Connie Mack, JOHNNY WILSON AND
league;
manager of the Philadelphia AmerMANAGER SUSPENDED
icans, and A. J. Reach. In the
groups nbout tho casket of the pioneer magnate were several mem(By The AsKocluIrd Prem.)
New Orleans, Jan. 16. Johnny
bers of the famous Athletics who
won pennants
and world cham- Wilson, middleweight champion,
until September!
pionships a decade ago. They in- was suspended
cluded Eddlo Collins, Ira Thomas 1922, by tho national boxing assoand Harry Davis.
ciation,
second annual meetThe room was banked with flor- ing today. The suspension also apal wreaths
from baseball players plies to Wilson's manager, and is
and baseball clubs.
effective In sixteen states, Austrawas made that lia nnd Canada,
Announcement
burial would be held tomorrow.
The fighter and his manager
were "found guilty" by the associof "conduct unbecoming a
ation
16 BIDS OPENED FOR
fighter and manager." The charges
PURCHASE
WARSHIPS'
concerned Wilson's bout with Bryan Downey in Ohio last year.
Minnesota, Connecticut and Ne16.
Sixteen
Washington,. Jan.
bids wero opened by the board of braska boxing officials were elected today to membership in the assurvey, appraisal and sale at the sociation.
navy yard today for the purchase
The question of Importing refof three battleships, two cruisers
and four monitors. The vessels of- erees from one state to another,
was
discussed and It was learned
fered for salo and tio highest bids
that fifteen states represented in
follow:
the
prohibit such
association,
&
Battleships, by J. O. Hllmer
Rons, Philadelphia, who submitted
tho largest bids In each case:
CHOLERA IX MANILA
Maine, $48Jjr,6; Missouri, $48,556;
i7iit nan. eacea
laniln Inn Ifi
Wisconsin, $48,556.
Cruisers. Memphis, $3,000, by A. of cholera and one death from tho
H. lladetsky Iron nnd Metal comdisease were reported during the
Health
hours.
pany, Denver; Columbia, $51,265, past twenty-fou- r
comauthorities nnnoiince the situation
by the Boston Iron and Metal
has
Baltimore.
improved greatly.
pany,
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12, APPEAL TO

HARDING FOR GOVERtlMEKT

AID

OR W. HA. MINERS' FAMILIES
Mother, Who Accompanies Her Daughters,
Says She Has Been Notified an Eviction
Order Will Be Executed; Her Six Small
Children Face Starvation, She Tells the

President.

(RY THE ASSO
Jan. 16. Misses
Washington,
Dorothy and Hallie Underwood,
aged 10 and 12, were members of a
committee representing coal miners
In the New River field of .West Virginia, which, called on President
Harding todayto appeal for government assistance for the families of
unemployed miners.
With Dorothy and Kallle was
their mother, Mrs. Alice
of Mabscott, W. Vtt., Laurence Pwyer, member of the executive board of the United Mine
Workers of America and three other delegated miners.
Mrs. Underwood said she had
been notified that nn eviction order would be executed in her caie
Undi-r-woo-

IATEI) PRESS.)
Wednesday. There Is no other
dwelling available at Mabscott, sho
said. The snow is nlre.idy eight
inches deep there, her two grown
sons are blacklisted by the coal
companies, and her six small
children, including two with her
today, face starvation.
Aleck Martin, also of Mabscott,
said he had borrowed a pair of
shoes and an overcoat from a more
fortunate friend in order to make
the trip.
The committee told President
Harding that the miners were anxious to work but were prevented
by tho alleged blacklist from obtaining employment. ven on highway const ruction.
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TREATY OPPOSED
BY HI. POINGHRE
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He Does Not Agree.
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Fred

(By Tim Auftclatrd

Jan. 16, (Dy the Asso's
l'ress). Premier
first official act on asof
the ministry
suming control
of foreign affairs today was toward straightening out points in
h
pact as agreed
the
to by M. Brianct and Mr. Lloyd
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GAS IS MOST HUMANE
V.'AR V7FAF0N PEV!?ED
DIVISION
CHIEF SAYS
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ARE K0T
NEEDED BY AMERICANS
ENTERINSJJLD MEXICO

FASSP0RTS

(Ity The Asnrl:i(Pd Prrsa.)

BOYS SENTENCED TO
(Hj Tin ."nrvi:fi1 I'rpni.)
Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 16. A
. GO TO SUNDAY SCHOOL fight to
repeal the Volstead aot and
permit tho sale of 2.75 per cent
'
(By The Amocinlfd Prru.)
beer and light wines will be carried
Ottawa, Hans., Jan. 15. Attend- to the voters of Ohio
fall unance nt Sunday school regularly for der the terms of the this
referendum
twenty-fiv- e
weeks is the (sentence law. according to Captain William
Imposed on four Ottawa youths by H. Rtayton, managing vice president
Judge R. S. Parker. The four boys, of the national association against
lilgh school students, were found tho prohibition amendment.
(rullty of attending a "crap" game,
Petitkns will be circulated and
fined $25 each and par ed on con- a vigorous campaign waged to dedition that they go to Sunday termine whether public opinion has
school, keep up their school work changed since tho act became
and not stay out late of nights.

0
Bilious

Liver

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleet)." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Suits,
fills. Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cent.) a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

MORE THAN 100.000
ASK FOR TICKETS TO
1922 PASSION PLAY
(D. The Anenrlated

)
(fty Thp Anchitrrt Pre
Washington, Jan. 16 (by the
Associated Press.) Decision was
reached by the Far Eastern committee at a meeting late today to
postpone consideration of the 21
demands submitted to China by
Japan in 1515 and of spheres of
China
influence in
until the
Shantung controversy Is settled.
The suggestion for postponement, It was said, was made by
Secretary Hughes, who Is understood to havo explained that there
would be little gained in taking up
these two questions until a satisfactory solution was found of
the Shantung question outside the
conference.
The committee, meeting for the
first time since January 5, finally adopted the tariff agreement
worked out by the Underwbod
under which China
would bo assured a five per cent
effective tariff.
With this question definitely
out of the way, the committee
proceeded with a general discussion of the policy of the open
Tlie
discussion
will be
door.
continued tomorrow.
Tho question of the open door
la on the conference agenda and
was reached in its proper order.
The purpose of the discussion was
declared to have been to bring
about "a clearer understanding
what
the open door
as to
means."
on behalf of
Hughes,
Secretary
the United Slates, outlined in a
general way, tho American policy
concerning tho open door and
was understood to have discussed
quite specifically the Hay open
door policy of twenty years ago.
The Hughes policy, as outlined,
it was said, contemplates the
Inwiping out of all spheres of
fluence In China as one of the
essentials of keeping "tho open
door."
The Eriti.'h delegation was understood to have spoken favorably of the general principles of
the onen door and some other
delegations likewise were said to
be in agreement on principles.
The Japanese delegation, it was
said, did not give any expression
of opinion, but may do so tomorwho
row with those
failed to express their views today
owing to lack of time.
s

McCANHA BROTHERS
TO CONTINUE THEIR

FATHER'S BUSINESS
Tho real estate, fire Insurance
and casualty business carried on
by P. F. McCanna up to the time
of his death last Tuesday, in the
future will be in charge ot lua
two sons, J. K. McCanna and
R. J. McCanna, according to an
last
authorised
announcement
Miss Augustine J. Olrard,
night.
who was with Mr. McCanna for
ten years as chief clerk in charge
of the fire insurance department,
will continue to be identified
with the business.
J. B. McCanna has resigned
bis nosition as assistant cashier
at the State National bank, in
order to take up his father' l
business. He has been Identified
with the bank in various capaciIt.
ties for the past nine years.
J. McCanna has been associated
business
in
the
with his father
for a number of years, looking
after matter pertaining to the
bond and casualty department.
The name 'P. F. McCanna will
and his two sons
bo perpetuated
will conduct the business
as possible aloni? the policy
established by their father. Both
young men are widely known in
been
this community,
having;
born, reared and educated here.

Nntrnles, Ariz., Jan. 16. President Obregon of Mexico has signed
a proclamation
eliminating requirements for passports for AmerMexico
icans entering
it was stated
In advices
received here tonight
I l '
.HHAIUU l,HV,
.
1.1
Tl
T1...11- -.
uitnn iy
ritTiuuiit
nitiuiiiK, mi.
Information received here, shortly
will sign a similar proclamation
Mexican citizens entering
the United States.
The Nogales chamber of commerce and other chambers of commerce along the border for the past
two years have been striving to MELLON
have passports eliminated.
I
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MAJOR GENERAL ALLEN
IS EN ROUTE TO ROME

'

state

4

Tlie Afanrlated Tri'M.)

New York, Jnn. 18. Brigadier
Cenernl Amos A. Frcls, chief of the
chemical warfare service of the
United S'ates army, defended gas
as used in war as "tho most humane weapon yet devised," in an
address tonight before the Compressed Gas Manufacturers' association, lie cited figure,"! of losses
In the war to support his contention and quoted numerous me'lial
Investigators to prove that the vlc-'lof gas wer no more subject to
tuberculosis than other casoaltios.
Citing the surgeon general's report for 1020. be nointed out thnt
of 70.552 men'ndmitted to hospitals
suffering from gas, only 1,221 had
died.

Pre.)

(By The Ammelntrd

)

Bowels

Poin-care-

He
Georgo, to which he objects.
with Lord
talked for two hours
'
British
secretary for
Curzon,
foreign affairs and Lord Hard-ingBritish ambassador with the
purpose of having tho pact ready
ns amended to present to the
chamber of deputies when ho
declarareads the government's
tion Thursday.
M.
Tolncare
It is understood
requested of Lord Curzon that
the pact be amended to make the
military protection clause mutual,
namely, that Franco should come
to the assistance of Great Britain,
should the latter be attacked,
and also that the general staffs
of the two countries should meet
nt the earliest possible moment
after the pact is ratified to draw
un a plan of defense, in wnicn
the British- - and French armies
in case of an
would
attack from tho east.
Tho question of the) protection
of Poland in case of an attack by
It
Ccrmanv was not discussed.
is learned this will be the subInterviews
after
ject of future
Warsaw Is consulted.
Lord Curzon will return to
but a long
London tomorrow
cablegram is being forwarded to
the British premier.
council under the
A cabinet
presidency of M. Millerand will
bo hold tomorrow, and another
with the foreign affairs department Wednesday, when the reply
from London is expected to have
arrived.
the governmental
Concerning
no information is
declaration,
forthcoming beyond tho statement
by M. Boineare:
"I wlrh that the engagements
taken at Versailles bo fulfilled
nnthlng more. My task accomplished, I shall retire."

1
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COMMITTEE

Judgment of 1892 vindicated by world's approval of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
a simple vegetable compound for constipation So safe thousands give
it to babes in arms Now has largest sale in tho world.
a man is in the 83rd
pie want to use them no one can
WHEN of his nge, as 1 am,
year
deny them the privilege, but
li.'
he
has
certain
are
to
there
things
should never be

Has Eeen Disposed of.

Pri-H.- )

Talis,
ciated

Bar, operated by Iitlllo Brown in
eve and arOld Town, Chrir-tmaresting three persona to be held as
witnesses against Brown against
whom an injunction had been
by tlie district court prohibiting himwanfrom operating athebtiwd
disapproved by
house,
trict court yesterday when the
charges filed by Brown against
and under which they
wore arrested, were dismissed.
Thfj matter has been hanging
fire for some time Justice of the
Peace Desidnrle :,Tonloya having
b
mutters
slluhtly complicated
afiff r
taking the ease into his hands the
ter receiving Instructions from
In
it.
to
spite
district nstorney
drop
of the instructions, the Justice ot
the peace continued to press the
cane and fined the undershcriff and
deputy J 00 each and sentenced
them to SO days in jail.
After several days had passed.
appeal bonds were filed by the officers and tho district court yesterday dismipsed them at the request
of the district attorney and completely exonerated themix-u-officers.
startp
The entire official
ed more than a year ago when tho
1
court assured the sheriff's office
of it
that It was thoroughly back counin an attempt to
up the
and
ty of places of immorality
..
, di
.t.yrrag
urged action In the matter by the
sheriff.
Eileen
Beatrice
Forbes,
The Countess of Granard and her daughter, Lady
A campaign was started and sevphotographed just before sailing.
eral places cleaned up. Then last
fall a raid was made on tlie CenThe Countess of Granard, who before her marriage was Miss Boat-ric- e
tral bar, operated by Billy Brown.
Mills, daughter of Oprien Mills of New York, has sailed ajjain for
He was brought Into court, witEngland nfter a holiday visit to her home. Her daughter, Lady Eileen
nesses were heard and an injuncBeatrice Forbes accompanied ber.
tion was placed against him operating the place as a bawdy hoiiM;
or house of prostitution. Hearing
that the place was again T being
used for Immoral purposes,
FOR
(IF G.
Fred Fornoff and Deputy
.
Sheriff Harold Holcomb raided the
house Christmas evo and arrested
1
throe persons.
Court Sentences Brown.
ACTIVITY UPON
In the district court these persons gave testimony which caused
the court to hold thnt Brown had
violated the injunction and ns a
HOTEL
result was punishable for conwas
tempt. A 80 day sentence
placed against him and his place
of business ordered closed. Brown
Chamber of commerce energies
Eut With
appealed his case to thn.Bupremo Work Resumed
will be centered upon the complecourt and gave an appeal bond.
Little Frospect of Mr.king tion of the hotel drive. The aid
He then filed charges of assaultof every member
ing hi3 home against tho two offiMuch Advance As Many and
cers.
District
attorneys, whoso
of the organization was tircred by
official duties included the proseDifficulties Are Found.
tho directors of the chamber last
cution of such charges, investigated
night in a resolution
the matter and decided that thVre
at
resumed
been
Work
has
was no ground;for the charges un- the preparation of a budget for the
accordBarelas
although,
bridge,
uer tne iNew .Mexico state laws.
which the
other nine projects
13.
contractor,
to
Kxon,
so
Justice
of
(luy
the ing
advised
They
members chose for the activities of
Peace Desidario Montoya and re- not nt the rer;pt of an ulti- the chamber this year. The budget
fused to press the charges.
matum from the state highway will be
after the hotel,
Brown then secured the services department as has been reported. one of thoprepared
ten chamber prcjects. is
of Modesto Ortiz who, acting as a j Work has started again, al- provided for.
attorney, tried the though under difficulties, for the
prosecuting
The resolution fol'ows:
case. The officers were fined and log of the test pile has not yet
Tho matter of the
"Whereas:
Jail
sentences, in spite of the been received by the contractor most vi'al importance to Albuquergiven
and
fact that they were not in court.
from the state department,
que nnd the chamber of commerce
Constructively in Jail, the matter an employe of the department is
f'is time is the completion of
was taken up by the officials with spotting tho location for the big at
the drive to raise the full $350,000
the district court, which finally cement piling and choosing tlie for the
building of the hotel.
cited the jUBtice to uppear and ' piling by luck instead of by the
"Therefore be it resolved, that
show cause, why he had acted con- - log of the test piling. The em- the
question of a budget for carrytrary to the orders of tho district
ploye was not present last sum- ing through tho other nine proattorney, and why he should not mer, according to the contractor, jects
for 1 2 2 be postponed for the
be punished. It was intimated that when tho test
was made.
nnd that the entire enerthe court intended to require the
The tests proved that in pome present
of the board be concentrated
gies
of
tho
his
to
records
40
purge
feet long upon tho completion of the hotel
justice
instances a piling
sentences.
firm
to reach
was necessary
The hearing was held some time ground while in other locations drive.
"Be It further resolved: That we
iH
considerstill
court
the
ago and
the piling had to be 48 feet long pledge the fullest
of
the
meantime
case.
In
the
the
Locafi
ot
50
and other
ing
long.
of the hotel
officers filed appeal bonds, with tions are not- - imtng chosen nt this body to the board Weil,
chairtho- result that they are now free random nnd the contractor inti- company nnd Sidney thnt we call
and
of the charges and of the sentences mated last night that there was man, in charge,
of
thU
members
organithe
which have been hanging over their a chance that possibly a 40 foot upon
zation nnd the people of the comtends for the past few weeks.
one would be ehopen for a locabehind the hotel pro.
"Tho question involved is a sim- tion requiring a HO foot piling. munityas to get task
In hand which
the
ple one," declared Undersherif f
direction
of tho ject
Under
the
attention and
must
undivided
havo
Fred Fornoff. "It is a question ot state official,
was
a
piling
constitute tho first achievement of
whether there are state statutes selected yesterday, and
locaa
the year."
under which such plncea can be tion spotted.
After driving the
to plan
closed, and if such is the case, i piling 17 feet, it Btruclt some- forA committee was named
th" membership dinner to be
whether the people want them en thing hard and would go no
t'l'Vl ni b on as the hotel drive is
forced. If the peoplo and the further.
H had struck the top
courts want such places closed in of one of tho old pino piling
demanrl of tho wives
Bernalillo county, the sheriff's of- which
the bridge be..-(
of the board of di- -'
fice Intends to do its duty but it fore a supported
it
was
washed
of
part
t'iev be admitted to
has taken us a year to close one away. Contractor
sughad
Exon
r
"i. rshlp, they were
bawdy house and we have experi- gested somo time ago that the
' 4n
rhip and became
enced all types of trouble doing it." spans be so lengthened that the .:
;i',,!e 'o pay dues.
new piers would not coincide
with the old ones.
15,000 NEW JERSEY
and PROVISIONAL REGIME
The piling was pulled
started agnhi. It went down just
CITIZENS WANT DRY
17 feet.
The contractor was not
HAS ENTERED ON ITS
MEASURE MODIFIED certain last night just what would
nimrro im idci mm
bo decided by tho state department, as he claims it is impos(By The Ainoctatrtl Pre.)
Dublin, Jan. 16. The provisional
Washington, Jan. 10. A diminu- sible to go further down on, the
tive senate page, preceded by Sen- location without pulling the old government has issued a proclamation announcing that today It had
ator Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, piling.
walked into the senate chamber toIt was at fir:-- t figured thnt entered on its duties and functions
day, bearing a bundle of paper leach nest of cement piling would as constituted under the treaty.
about which his arms were barely consist of four piling. The deIt directs that ell law courts, cornble to reach. There was a buzz partment ordered
departments,
only
enough porations,
of comment, but no reveiatlon of made to put three to each nest. boards, judges, ctvti servants, peace
the nature of the bundle, until the It takes wix weeks to season a officers and all pubiic servants and
Kenatcr a few minutes later sub- cement piling, and Mr. Exon ln- - functionaries heretofore acting unInc.,
a petition ISrt.Mtf.
mitted to the
lii.il inr.llL llmt
Midi nui.il n der the authority of the British
iiiiinii,
..1..
l.r.
1,.. government shall continue to carry
carrying, he said 15,000 signatures
out their functions, unless and unof New Jersey citizens who were at some stage in tho work.
modification
til otherwise ordered by the proof the
appealing for
visional government, pending the
Volstead act.
OHIO TO VOTE THIS
constitution of the parliament of
The senator said that it came
anti-dry
the free state, without prejudice to
from the
FALL ON REPEALING
league of his
the full and further exercise
elate.
that
THE VOLSTEAD ACT parliament of all its powers.by

The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
to
pliyalc your bowels when you havo
Hour Stomach
Headache
1 Colds
Jilliousness
'Dizziness
Indigestion
Is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. One or
Ltvo
willempty your
tonight

New-Faag!- ed

Takes Steps to Consideration
of
Chma's
Out
Points
the
Demands
Straighten
Postponed Until
in the Pact With Which
the Shantung
Dispute

1

For n off and Deputy Sheriff Haroli)
Holcomb in .entering the Central

For Constipated

BY

Doctor at 82 'Finds Mothers Prelc
Salts
11$ Formula to
And Coal Tar Remedies for Babies

Premier

Dismisses
Court
District
Charges Brought By Biiiie
From
Brown Resulting
Bar.
Central
on
Raid
The action of Undershcriff

iUL H
TIG! E SETTLED
I

iiyiEtfe

'

January 17, 1922.

Rome, Jan. 17 (by the Associated
Press.)
Major General Henry T.
Allen, with a composite company
of American troops, was received at
tho Swiss frontier today in the
name of the Italian ministry of war
by General De Luca, who will accompany the Americans to Rome
for the ceremony of the bestowal of
the American congressional medal
of honor on the Italian "unknown
soldier."
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TO OPERA STAR
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Oberammergau,
Germany. Jan.
One
or
hundred
thousand
more visitors already have applied
!for tickets to the Passion I'lay to
be staged next summer, from May
to September.
As soon as It wns definitely
.known the play would be perform
ed this year, prices here were advanced enormeusiy and there was
apparant a tendency to, hoard
everything
possible against the
day when the "rich foreigners"
Mary McCormic
came. The Passion I'lay committee has taken this situation in hand
Prom cow camp to prand rpera!
and will issue price lists and seek This epitomizes the career of Mary
with nil energy to avoid any
McCormic, the Arkansas girl, who
has just scored success in the Chicago Grand Opera company. She
I'ltGKS AID IYIt VETS.
had drifted west to the ranches of
Jan. 16. Thou- New Mexico, Arizona nnd dorado,
Washington,
sand!) of former service men who where she had made
l,
pood i a
need hospital treatment are forced
when the ambition fcr a muto remain at work to support their
families because their compensa- sical career obsessed her.
tion claims have not been allowed,
Hanford MacN'Ider, national comFor ColfYs, Crip or Influenza.
mander ot the American legion, de- and as a preventive, take Laxative
clared today in a letter to Direc- BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
tor Forbes of the veterans' bureau, senulne boars the signature of E.
urging prompt action on disabled VV. Grovt.
(Be sure you get
veterans' claims.
BROMO.) 30c.
16.

cow-gir-

learned that only time can
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teach him. The basis of treating sickness has not changed
since I left Medical College in
1875. nor since I placed on the
market the laxative prescription I had used in my practice,
known to druggists and the
public since 1802, as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Then the treatment of constipation, biliousness, headaches, mental depression,
indigestion, sour stomach ana
other indispositions that result
from constipation was entirely
by means of simple vegetable
laxatives, herbs and roots.
These are still tlie basis of my
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
which is a combination of
Egyptian Senna an d other mild
laxative herbs with pepsin.
Recently new medicines
have been brought out for
constipation that contain calomel, which is mercury, salts
of various kinds, minerals, and
coal tar. These are all drastic
purges, many of them dangerous, and the medical profession
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From recent portrait ot
DR. W B. CALDWELL
Founder of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Fepata
Bora Bheibyville, Mo mi

'

fs warning the public against
them. Certain coal tar products
will depress the heart; certain
salts give rise to intestinal
poisoning, impaction and rupture
of the intestines. If grown peo- -

cles.

It developed in today's market
session that a firm of lawyers had
circularized
Gulf Slates shareholders asl ing cptions on their
Hock at a figure to be named by
tho sellers, and rumor was that
Henry Ford interests were seeking
tho property as a possible adjunct
to Muscle Khoals.
Another rumor suggested that
the stock was being bought in the
open market ami at private sale
for Chicago interests 7hlch recently organized the Southern Iron
and Steel company, capitalized at
$100,000,000.

RAILROAD RATES ON
GASOLINE
ORDERED
REDUCED BY I. C. C.
(By The AMnrlntrd

Tre.)

The simpler the remedy for
constipation, the safer for the
child and for you, and the better for the general health of
all. And as you can get results
in a mild and safe way by
using Dr Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, why take chances with
pills and powders and strong
drugs, even if disguised in
candy? My remedy, too, costs
less than most others, only
about a cent a dose. A bottle
such as you can find in any
drug store, will last a family
several months, and all can use
it. It is good for the babe in
arms because pleasant to the
taste, gentle in action, and free
from narcotics. In the proper
dose, given in the directions,
it i3 equally effective at all
ages. Elderly people will find
it especially ideal.
The formula of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is on the cover

of every bottle, and the
ingredients have the endorsement of the U. S.

set aside the sum. of Ten Thousand
rnmrln'; "t my oVtl birtliday I have
bottles of my Syrup Pepsin. Only one
Dollars to be given away in half-ounFree Trial fcottle to a family. All are constipated now and then, and lire is an
PPortni'ty Z01- you and others to try Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin FKEE OF
CHARQE. Ash for your free bottle today, simply sending name and address to
Dr. W, B. Caldwell, 514 Washington St,, Monricello, 111. Do not postpone this.

FORD INTERESTS SEEK
SENATE CONFIRMS
GULF STATES STEEL,
NOMINATIONS OF 2
MEMBERS
RUMORED IN NEW YORK
AS I.
(Bj The Associated rreM.)
New York, Jan. 16. Heavy buy
ing of Gulf States Steel common
shares, which rose 5
points last
week and that much more again
today on tho stock exchange has
iven rise to much conjecture In
local financial and industrial cir

(By The Aociatfd PrcM.)
Washington, Jan. 16. The senate late today confirmed the nominations of Commissioners Aitchl- son and Hall of the Interstate
Commerce commission, who wore
reappointed by the president. Tho
senate action ends a protracted
fight waged by several southern
senators against the filling of th?
vacancies by men from sections of
the country other than the south.
Mr. Altchison Is listed from Oregon nnd Mr. Hall from Colorado.
Those senators who opposed the
confirmation and who had forced
delays in senate action several
times were said to have made it
plain that their opporhlon was not
personal, but that they had determined to press for southern representation on the commission and
believed that the best way to call
attention to their claims was by
opposing the confirmation of the
two nominations.

LEGAL' NOTICE
NOTICE OF SUIT.

County of
Bernalillo.
In the District Court.
Margarita L. Lawson, Plaintiff, vs.
Frank Lawson. Defendan..
To the Above Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said court and county by tho
above named plaintiff, in which the
said plaintiff prays for absolute di
vorce on the grounds of abandonment and
And you
are further notified that unless you
cause
to
or
enter
be entered your
appearance in said cause on or before the 11th day of March, A. D
1922, Judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default
and the relief prayed for will be
--

granted.
The name of the plaintiffs attorney Is George R. Craig whose
postofflce address is Albuquerque,

N. M.

FRED CROLLOTT. Clerk:
By Harry F. Lee, Deputy.
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phone 40.

Journal Want Ads bring results.
FOB PRIVATE
lAfCOTCDM
I
VV
L.I1IS SECRETARIES

SCHOOL
tht Tnoit vuoceiaful
husinesi training ichool in the South-we- st
Prepares for nrl nbt&lna excellent Secretariat positions.

replete

C. H. CARNES

EMfOIOi
(

C.

42S South Flral Street.

Cerrain toons, those I
rich in vitamins,
ffl
fira mtfA ticofiil

Scott's Emulsion

(By Ths AinArlnfed PrM.
Madrid, Jan. 16. Premier Maura

No. 13.164.
of New Mexico,

State

Washington, Jan. 16. Railroad
rates on gasoline from a number
of producing points to Salt Lake
than others.
City, Ogden and Provo, Utah, were
ordered reduced today by from ten
to twenty per cent, effective April
11
by the Interstate commerce
commission.
New rates were prescribed which,
is
with those
the commission said, should not exelements that determine
ceed 5C cents per 100 pounds from
Florence, Colo.; 65 cents from Cas.
growth and strength.
per, Wyo.; 6 9 cents from Greybull,
Wye; 75 cents from Wllmlnston,
Scott A Bowna, BloomfUId, N. J.
Cnl'f., and 81 cents from Boaz,
ALSO MAKERS OF
1
Calif.

WILL CONTINUE WITH
THE PRESENT CABINET

given

SPECIALIST IN OCTLAK
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phono 1057--

(Tablets or Granules)

for INDIGESTION

today accepted the Invitation of
King Alfonso to continue with the
WOULD FORBID same cabinet whose resignation was
offered
few days ago, as a result
THE ISSUANCE OF TAX of the situation created by the mili. . LEGAL NOTICE
tary officers' committees.
conconsent
to
EXEMPTJSECURITIES Premier Maura's
ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL COMPANY,
tinue with the present cabinet was
INC.
Notice ! hereby given that the first
(My Tlie Associated PreM.)
given after the military Juntas had
annual
of
16.
the stockholders of
Adoption declared themselves ready to be
meeting
Washington, Jan.
the Albuquerque Hotel Company, Inc..
of a constitutional amendment pro- suppressed.
will
be
held
the
at
principal office of
hibiting further issuance of tax extho company, 113 John Street, City of
toempt securities was advocated
of
Albuquerque,
Bernalillo, New
County
on Monday,
Mfxlcn,
day by Secretary Mellon at a hearthe 23rd day of
'and
house
a.'
the
ways
before
at
for the trans1922,
m.,
January,
ing
action of any and all business that may
means committee. An amendment, EVEN
come
before
the
of
meeting
the
Including conhe said, would have
tendency
sidering and voting upon the approval
increasing interstate rates on state
rat
Mention
and
conall
of
purchrses,
nnd municipal bonds and would do
tracts, accounts, proceedings, elections
much to check extravagance of
and appointments by the board of distates and municipalities.
rectors, since the organltattnn of thf
and specifically for the
corporation;
He estimated thnt $10,660,000,000
purpose of electing twelve directors to
in tax exempt securities were outone year next ensulntf
office
hold
for
commitMembers
of
the
standing.
their election and qualification; and for
tee say others had estimated the
the examination of any and all books
amount as high as $16,000,000,000.
and papers of the corporation.

w

FOR SALE,
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
jjNIOI'RN Al OFFICE
L

CAREFUL

GLASS

CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

CALOMEL USERS

1 mm

HIGH FREIGHT RATES
Next Dose of Treacherous
A BLOW TO CANNING
INDUSTRY. ASSERTS
Drug may Start Misery
for You
(Dr The Aiwoclatrd TrttnS
ILouisvllle,
Ky., Jan. 16. The
be unable to
Calomel is dangerous.
It may
canning industry will until
freight salivate you and make you suffer
function normally
rates are reduced, declared Harry fearfully from soreness of gums,
Mary- tenderness
F. Strasbough, Aberdeen
of , Jaws and teeth,
land, president ot the National swollen tongue and excessive saliva
Canners' association In his address dribbling from the mouth. Don't
at the opening of the canning con- trust calomel, It Is mercury: quickProduction and silver.
vention today.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
consumption alike are being rehe said.
this
for
reason,
tarded
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go. to your drugglrt and get a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
ROUND TABLE PARLEY
a few cents which is a harmless
PROPOSED IN INDIA vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if It
doesn't
start your liver and
PreBf.)
Bj The
Bombay, Jan. 16. At a discus- straighten you up better and quicker
a
than nasty calomel and without
sion which lasted eight hours,
of the conference of making you sick, you Just go back
.
of all shades of and get your money.
representatives
nublin nninlon in India, called in
If you take calomel today you'll
an endeavor to ameliorate the po be elck and nauseated tomorrow;
litical situation, pusnea a resolu- besides, it may salivate you, while
tion favoring a round table con- If you take Dodson's Liver Tone
ference.
you will waUe
feeling great. No
the salts necessary. upGive
The resolution
expressed
it to the chilopinion that to create a favors ble dren because It is perfectly harm
atmosphere in the conference, po- leas and can not salivate.
litical prisoners ehould be released
end that pending the result of the
conference
"hartals," picketing
and civil disobedience should cease.
Assftr-lnfe-

The resolution was curried unanimously by Ui full meeting of tho
delegates.

(Signed) T.OUIS 1T.FBLD, President.
Attest:
H. O. COORS. JR.,
Secretary.
Dated: Albuquerque, New Mexico, January, 9, 1322.

423 North First Street

ADMrVISTHATOK'8 NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Pernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the rstate of Rosa
Ortiz de Armljo, deceased.
Notice is 'lereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 29th day
of December, 1921, duly appointed
Administrator of the estate of Ro.a
Ortiz de Armijo, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Rernnlillo county,
and having qualified as such administrator, all persons having
claims against the estate of said decedent are hereby notified and required to present the same to the
in the manner and
undersigned
Within the time prescribed by law.
Dated December 30th, 1921.
ALBERTO H ATI II.TO,
Administrator

sign

Effective Monday, Jan.
16th Substantial Reduction in Gallup
Coals.
Try our Fancy Egg

ffiztes Fuel Co.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermakers

8100 Bonth Second

or eooo coal

L.

and Welders.
Ht.
Tel. 1U43--

CO

.

Phone 251
JOE MILLER, Pres.

C?V

WINTER TERM NOW IN SESSION

WH1TK GKTS IKCISIOk
turn
Boston, Mass., Jan.
Ur l.;...td has att.olute proof thm iu
White, Chicago lightweight, wan
ran be healed in all cllin.itfi
awarded the decision over Johnny bburiulosis
TUB INHALANT METHOD.
Results
Dundee, ratod as Junior lightweight are
Cor further particulars
d
bout here address THE INHALANT
champion, in a
METHOD CO..
137 H.ilte 09 Union Lengua Uldg., Key No.
White
weighed
tonight.
11, Loa Angeles, Calif.
pounds; Dundee-- 128.
natlnn-wtd-

If you can't attend our DAY SCHOOL, enroll for our EVENING CLASSES. If you live out of the city and can't attend
either, write for Information regarding our CORRESPOND- ENCE COURSE.

Albuquerque Business College;

KORBER BUILDING.
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FINISH CONCERT

BANK
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S
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"Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man
healthy, .wealthy and wise." B. Franklin
THRIFT DAY, "WORK and EARN"

Prohibition agents have Just returned from Roswi il, where they
conducted a series of raids, making several arrests and seizing n
quantity of liquor of various kinds,
w.is
Oiip still
captured In the
course of the raids, and another
was captured by agents at Gallup.
Tho first stllr was round in the
possession of Charles liven, ot his
home In Koswell. In addillon ti
the stillXbe officers seized two barrels of apricot brandy mash, a
leantity of whiskey, and some

TODAY'S
THRIFT

.(By T. 1$. CTtABIl.)
When Mr. Lynn Fox of the Y.
M. C. A., cunningly asked me to
f
(g f !
write a piece on "Why Have a
A
Hank Acct.," I luffed with all the
wind 1 had at my command, which
I am sad to state is not a lot.
wine.
When I asked how many words
before
was nrralirned
Irvcn
was I supposed to write and he
Pnited States Commissioner linn C
'said "O a hundcrd." I laffed again
and
plead
lavage of llcswell,
but not. quiet so much this time as
I SI
V
.11.4
;uillv to 'he charge of illegal posiiiT.ii.ii.il
n. nnnmtnf
ti iiinTiiiiililirffi.il AAiiMMa
His bond was
session of liquor.
VJ breaVh from the Hrs,
at ?1,000. in default of which
time.
Senator George Wharton Pepper and Mrs. Pepper, photographed at the set
between Benny Chavez, and Young
he was remanded to jail. His trial
And telling "Why Have A Bank
capital.
first
be
will
the
of
will
be held in March at Santa Fe.
Pueblo,
Sol,
a
Acct." in a hundred words
'
Mrs. Ka bela. also of Koswell, was
attraction on the program. This story in my mind about a puts
newest United States senator who was
Wharton
young
Pepper,
George
will he followed by tho ten round lady that was took out to dinner annointed hv fJnvernnr Snroul of Pennsylvania to fill th nlnpo made :irrcsted by the agent after tliey
a nuantltv of liquor in
mill between , Young Jim Flynn ny a
si. sura unci vacant Dy the aeatn ot senator coies renrose, has mane it clear to his had found
and Frankle Dean. Tho two boys mis. young man, aim
the rooming house and dance hail
fill
to
election
run
the
Slip into a nice, warm Blanket Bath
he
will
friends
for
that
unexpired term of Pen
met hero two weeks ago and Dean
by her. Phe plead guilty
Tho young man was a very slu-- j rose at the
next summer, inis is the latest photo of the new .(inducted
these chill mornings, or if you
Robe
of possession when
charm'
received a decision over Flynn in dlous younpprimaries
to
the
in-- 1
man
and
muchly
Ho is shown with Mrs. Pepper, arraigned before the United Stales
wh se home is in Philadelphia.
foiMrht bouts
one of th hardest
don't feel quite yourself and just
in
and the young; senator,
was.
bond
her
the
of
who
circle.
and
will,
evets ever seen in the city. The trcstedwantedhlstry,
course,
congressional
join
Commissioner,
capital
Kite should make a
want to lounge around. Here are a
The lady
in
the
ever
fixed ct jr.OO.
city.
Willi IMW yuuiic; man, aim
most unhealthy
l
a
now
is
Kale bout of fifteen her llll
Kid I,ce-Jo- e
of the beautiful color combina
few
talk
she
should
told
ma
her
to
rounds will conclude the card.
place for bootleggers, according
about hlstry, and when the watt-e- r POPULAR CORN FLAKES
tions:
who
PROTESTANT
give
made
ACTRESS
been
have
r
agent.,
the
prohibition
Arrangements
had took tne order and went
to
for the clean-ufor heating the armory in such a out to the kitchen to forget a part
the credit
IN
GIVES
DOWN
HER
PRICE
Rose
mid
and
$130,000
manner that the entire room will of it and smoke a Camel, the young
grey, mulberry figured,
Sheriff Peek of Chaves county,
The
be comfortably warm. There will
ESTATE TO CATHOLICS Chief of Police Cal l a Gordon.
light blue and white, tan and light
laid her hand on the young
of
member
, Cereal
The
Postuni
company.
was
be a 'slight change in the ring lady
formerly
latter
and said very affection
blue, wisteria and rose, and navy
Inc., has announced a lower prl
Hie prohibition force here. A f"W
space, new Irons being made which """..-I1.'Tlie AuciuU'd I'ri'ss.)
1 cst
and red.
effvotivo Decem- nirents slate, lithe
will give almost two additional tell me all about tho rise and fall
months
ago
pasties,
New
Voii;,
Jan. 16. Maude quor was sold freelv in lloswcli. but,
ber 31, 19i!l.
feet of space at each side. As most of the roaming empire."
so
chaiced
war
when
tho
Adams,
has
been
Protestant
has
actress,
condition
prices
of the boys are famous for their
During
this
That is not a new story but I laff
given her $120. DUO country estate that it i?i now one of the dryest
speed, this will add considerably to ever time I hear It and It always for food stuffs in general were
their ability to make usa of foot- goes good when you cant write but rapidly rising, Post Toasties were at bake l.onkoiikoina. I,. !., to the towns In the stale.
m
corn
to
last
flakes
the
iiouiun Oilhnlic Sisterhood' of Our
up
go
work.
gents also returned yesterday:
a hundred
and so when 1
was,
of the Oiinele.
Tho city commission will act as am a.sked towords,
from Gallup, "where a still Var-rawrite something In a price. ofAll through tholast trying Lady
Miss Adams,
year
readjustment
:io ims not ap-- found In the home, of Frank
Judges of the bouts, the referee's hundred words, I always tell that period
five
and
the
held
gallon
the market steady
.red on lie stage for several
In addition to
they
only duly being to keep the boys story.
now
are the first to come
became interested in relro'its still TOO gallons of mash and a
fmoving and to enforce rules. It Is
Well, one of the reasons why down. theyNo doubt tho thrifty years,
conducted
the
of whiskey were seized.
sisters
for
by
niiantilv
that
leriff
Ortiz,
probable
Tony
ever
should ought to have a
immediwomen and whilo in this city, was! YaiTfs'was arrested, and later rea member of the commission, will bank body
acct. is because when the housowife will be tofound
il
lowered
this
acciistnini to stay at tlK) convent leased on a $1,000 bond.
not be able to return from the law wolf comfs around you can throw ately responsive
Beautiful new plain or figured serof St. Hegis.
enforcement conferences at Santa your bank book at him and he price. Adv.
W hen
Fe in time to attend the bout, but will streak It back to the hills
knowledge of Miss Adams'
pentine Crepe Kimonas, in the
gift became public today, it wan STANDARD FASHION
a third man will be chosen by the where ho is living at, for if there TELEPHONE SERVICE
delicate shades:
learned that she had offered her
other two commissioners.
a wolf hates
is anything that
REARGUED
CASE IS
estate llbiillt n vfnr usrit tii fn.lhle
TO THE
COMPLETED
moren mr. Plneau it is a bank
the sisterhood to enlarge its work.
Rose, copen, lavender, pink and light
IN SUPREME COURT
book.
MOTHERS AND BABIES
Pefore Mother Marie Majoux
WELL COUNTRY CAMP
blue.
A nother reason for having a
could
obtain
liish
from
permission
bank account is that maybe some
WON'T BE SEPARATED.
Hr Tlli Aihoi'iiiled
Well !P McDonnell to accept the gift.
are speeding up central or; Telephone service from themoun-time
WnHhi'iiKton, Jan. 16. The Stande
-k
matter
,
the
ago
SECRETARY DECLARES along'you
in
Sandia
the
u,;,
forth st in your kiddycar and Country Camp
,,ard Fashion company case which
mr. Carter pinches you and judge tains has been provided by the
Mollov and he immcdjtdclv Involves coal rol of a copyrighted
su(By The Annorlatrd
McClellan says its tne usual ;inci iurcu service, imi mw unc gave his approval.
article, was reargued in the
and the
Washington, Jan. 16. Secretary amount, why a bank account can was recently completed
of a large preme court today, the government
The, estate consists
I
p
will have connection with stone
conDavis declared tonight that the la- save you from wearing the
small contending that broadly it
residence.
several
bor department was "not in the let on vour ankle for a few days, the main line at Tijeras.
under
same
the
(picstions
;1U0
cerned
acres.
end
For
buildings
spend-paiyears
More than 20 persons are
business of separating mothers
Or mavbo vou have got a little
act us tho case of the.
Country it was known as "Sandy Chili" and the Clavt":i
from their babies." in commenting
in vbur anatomv some wheresl ing the winter at
Coal Supply Co. Plicae 4 and 5.
Machinery company
on a New York dispatch which said and the doctor says its a miner op-- , Camp and three new cabins have there the actress studied many r,f Vnited Shopwhich
will be reached
Mrs. C. V. Bachmau and Mrs.
and oi hers
room her parts.
been
Mrs.
a
moren
Dlonisio
completed,
cost
making
resident
1ut
won't
eration
Zalewaska,
you
that
Belle
of Decatur, 111., on
tomorrow for reargument. In
24 WOMEN INVITED TO
of Chicago for eleven years, hnd 2 hunderd f. why Its a good toea for several more persons at the
tho their Meredith,
The case was instituted
way to spend the winter in Oklahoma
the
at
Boston
ATTEND THE NATIONAL been admitted nt Ellis Island with to prove it to him with yourto bank mountain health resort.
against
courts
Lady Had Not
BUREAUCRATIZING OF
federal
California, stopped in Albuquerque
three of her children but her thro book that you cant afford
pay
company of
for a day last week to visit Mrs.
AGRICULTURAL MEET months old Infant, born in Toland, that much.
to
n
not
LOUIS
enntrnct
SYSTEM
OF
ST.
CASHIER
EDUCATIONAL
Charles S.
lachman's
nephew,
Been Well for a Year, and
had been excluded hy the immigraA bank acct. Is some thing like
-end other competing Hoit, at the Methodist sanatorium.
NOT PLANNED, CLAIMS! ell patterns
BANK GIVES SELF UP
tion authorities because the im- a income, as it is a whole lot easThe
(Br Til Associated I'ress
other
companies.
of
numproducts
Triple Link Rebeicnr. iodga
Jan. 16. Twenty-fou- r migration quota for Poland had ier to get along with in one than
Washington.
Regrets She Did Not
federal court for Massachusetts ber 10, will meet tonight at 7:30
women have been Invited to been exceeded.
it is to get along with out one,
(By Tlifl AsKnrir.lcd Prr.) a
ana inn at: o'clock at the I. O. O. F. hall.
(By The Annocinttd TreM.)
void
contract
held
the
St. Louis, Jan. 1G. Arthur O.
Orders have gone forward from which is a old joke but no joke
Washington, Jan, 16. The Na- was twice heard by tho circuit
attend the National Agricultural
Take Cardui
Dr. Iv'urray, osteopathic physician,
he said, to pdmlt when you have not cot eyethcr, as Mrininger, cashier of the Night tional Educational association to- court ot appeals, which approved
conference which will convene here Jthe
I
1.
'knhlnadepartment,
Jn nil
Woolworth
Bldg., phone 644-we say when lolling around the and Day bank, which closed here day took issue with the declaration the decision of tho lower court.
next Monday. Secretary Wall-icand Mary F.
Mrs. E. C.
his
camnus,
Sooner.
disappearance of President Nicholas Murray Butannounced today. Six of them, he of the condition of the quota.
following
was admitted in the briefs in
"
A bank acct. Is a fine thing to Janunry 6, when a shortage of ler of Columbia
University, that theIt anpenl io the supreme court Hall, of North Second street, have
added, operate their own larmsj
to
Paso.
a
El
from
surthe
a
visit
returned
was discovered,
I
make some people, namely
$754,000
and the oihers are representatives ftUflPT Mill
pending legislation to establish
the Standard company has There will be a regular meeting
bank tellers, speak to you polite, rendered tonight and was later federal bureau of education Is a that
of the home economic work who UnUo It VV ILL. VVMLrx.
contracts with about 8,000 dealers, of the Woman's Benefit
association
them
eduof
and
bond
hand
on
the
a
in
$20,000.
to
eo
when
released
bureaucratize
Hinton, Okla. "I feel greatly
for
are familiar with farm conditions.
you
proposal
AMONG TROOP "A"
to handle exclusively their patterns
Maccabees this afternoon at 2:30 improved since taking Cardul,
a check they always look at it first A warrant charging him with cational system,
and
Their names will bo announced
two other com- of
and
It
that
and
o'clock.
mr.
a
of
I
of
MEMBERS TONIGHT and then say good morning
a false report
only regret I did not commence
making
Hugh S. Magill, field secretary
later.
a common holding
through
panies
hands
of
who
was
the
me
Issued
C.
is
J.
G.
for
and
P.
a
Presiin
statement
if
it
financial
institution
McDonald,
writes
Mrs.
is
tho
sooner,"
that
announced
that
Ho also
Crabb,
association,
out
George Curry,
company control about 20.000
Estanoia valley, were arrested last of Route S, this place. Mrs. Curry
the check and that is the last week. He refused to dis- the organization said:
dent Harding and Mrs. Harding
It's pay day for the boys of troop them
52.000 pattern agencies in the
is says she had not been well in over
It
on
a
name I am using that day,
charge.
close his whereabouts during his
"President Nicholas Murray But- of
night
would receive at the White House "A."
fighting
the
In
Canada.
States nnd
I have never yet seen a bank absence other than he "had been ler's statement is an affront to the United
they drove their car a year when she began taking CarThe first checks since the troop
the delegates and their wives next
the reportedcarthat
courts the contract of undriven by W. R. Walton dui.
Into a
thousand organized lower
five hundred
was formed last year were received teller who didnt look at the check in the south."
was held
Monday evening.
Standard
company
"I have suffered a great deal
teachers and to the friends of the lawful because its effect might be Just before starting the fight on
More than half of the delegates. from the federal department yes first and then say good morning
with nervousness, and this seemed
He assumes that to
Mr. Wallace said, will be "dirt" terday and will bo distributed to. mr. Crabb. If he didnt look at the DEATHS
AND FUNERALS public schools.
or might tend Central avenue.
lessen
competition
to
reason
citino
to
I
educators
have
come from womanly weakness,"
d
and
tho millions of
farmers and more than
the troopers tonight at tho regular check first
or both.
Factory wood, lull truck load,
zens who are supporting this mea- to create a monopoly
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. she explained.
of tho remainder representatives of drill and sof'lal . Lieutenant H. M. think that he would ever know it
for
services
Funeral
PHILLIPS
sure are ignorant anil insincere.
I was very
"I had headache,
state
The was mr. Crabb.
Phone 91.
agricultural departments, Peck will act as paymaster.
Mavbo vou have wondered why Mrs. Meekie Phillips will be held This attack on tho friends of pub- RAILWAY WILL OFFER
state agricultural colleges and edi- checks cover from January to June,
The American Trust and Savings weak and tired across my back.
at
at
Prothers'
chapel
today
of
Butone
if
Strong
but
Mr.
tellers
unlike
not
education is
1921.
".My limbs ached, and I did not
tors of farm papers.
they call them
bank filed suit yesterday in the
McKcan lic
them ever tells you where and the 2:30 o'clock. Rev. Charles
ler's falso nnd undignified attack
the Stock- feel like doing anything,
$30,000,000 ISSUE district court against
to get off when your acct. is officiating. Interment will be in on Major General Leonard Wood
h
"I had the tired draggy feellnff
of
Loan
men's
company,
Guaranty
OF MORTGAGE BONDS
Which he later abjectly retracted.
overdrew or you have got a note Fairview cemetery.
Albuquerque, seeking to collect an and I suffered so.
wonnever
on
will
attack
Butler's
"I would have bearing down
past do, why you
alleged note for $3,000.
PAVLANTIS Funeral services the"President
(B- The Afooliitfd rre.)
movement for .a department of
der again why they call them tellAmelia Salas Vigil filed suit for pains, first my hips and down each
New York, Jan. 16 .1. P. Mor- divorce
education
is based on false asside.
ers. I speak, from injurious ef- - for Mary Pavlantis,
Alfredo
yesterday against
daughter of Theo G. Pavlantis, who sumptions.''
"I suffered each month and
gan & Co.. it was learned today, Vigil.
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number 1, W. would
J
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afternoon
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tonight
held
of Southern Railway
yesterday
I riegan to use it. It did me a
dont have them we wont have
banks and if we havent got no 3 o'clock. Burial was in Fairview
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MATTHRWS The funeral
Tiiatiirlng 52.". 000. 000 notes of th"' ing this afternoon at the home
of business ha ha.
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a on Mrs. D. tson, 301 South Edith street.
company
16.
Southern
A bank acct. means tinanciai in Ludy Matthews, who died at her
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"I owe my health to Cardul."
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Railvay meet,
P.Ichmond.
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Financial
indepenthe
enable
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This
well known medicine, which
dependence:
railway
net as hostesses and Mrs. G. H. Mrs. Curry mentions. Is a mild,
dence is within reach of nearly ever urday afternoon, will be held at 10 Virginia Railway and Power com- gations to tho war finance
leader.
as
from
French's
Slaverance
o'clock
this
few
attained
Is
morning
medicinal purely vegetable tonic,
by
body but
pany at Richmond, Norfolk and
T.lio order of Do siolay will meet used with success for more than
Where will you be at 65? There chapel. Burial will be in Fairview Portsmouth. Ya., whose employes
at
Masonic
at
n
tho
tonight
temple
Is a old saying that there Is liars, cemetery.
in
protest
struck
against
today
forty years In the treatment of
J. FRANKLIN BAKER
om
7:30.
a
Hans, and statisticians,
many simple womanly allmerits.
wage reduction was made complete
in
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ENYEATtT
The
Clinton
tank
of
chief
body
the
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biggest
what
here
Mifs Margaret Tupper.
Thousands of women have written
WEDS BALTIMORE GIRL
tonight when the last car operated
the U. S. says about it. Out of 100 A. Enyeart will lie in state from2 over tho line here was taken to the
division of public Health nursing that they were benefited by tak10 o'clock this morniii
until
few
win ne
a
is
Now
Mexico,
for
spending
barns.
people 25 yrs. old, 64 6o.
ing Cardul.
IIS.V The Arlnlr(l Prrs.)
36 will this afternoon at French's chape'.
nn others at
He sells
Ask
The only arrests of the day here
your druggist.
days in the city.
P.allimorn. Jan. 10.
John
of
on
want
be
will
The
for
of
them
remains
shipped
symbe dead, many
resulted when alleged strike
Miss Frances Miller of Wichita, Cardul.
Franklin Baker, better known to
se- - train No. 2 this afternoon
to the
one
of
crew
at.
the
nttpntion that money would a ofmeaof
of the national pas- Kansas, and E. Chandler
- home of his father, and mother at pathizers jeered
Three men the devotees
cured 5 will be working for
of the cars operated.
were married yesterday
was
4 will bo well 10 0.0, Marceline,
Mo., accompanied by n wcro arrested and gave bail for time as "Home Run Baker,"
rrA living.married this afternoon to Miss afternoon at the Baptist convento
be
friend,
independent.
will
one
court
In
and
their appearance
police
headquarters by tho Rev.
Margaret Klizabeth Mitchell,O. tion
morrow.
L. V. Sage.
Putting something aside regular
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John the
ORTIZ Funeral of Lorenzo OrIs buying financial independence
The county health officer was
Mitchell, at the home of
on the dollar down and catch me tiz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Ortiz,
actively engaged last week investl- bride's paren-tsand who died Sunday night at their TWO MEN ARE DEAD AS
is
certain,
It
simple,
plan.
Baker vigorousjy denied tonight gating reports of diphtheria in the
works no hard ships. In piece of residence, 1 525 West Granite aveRESULT OF A DISPUTE rumors that
he would not play north part of the county, finding
mind and self respects It Is the nue, will be held this morning from
new cases. The dipththerla sit-- !
the family residence at 10 o'clock.
GIRL f ball next season, though he did no
A
YOUNG
OVER
clear McCoy.
woritheal
not definitely state his intention nation is showing improvement in
Fathers struggle to acquire a Burial will bo In Santa Barbara
this county, no new cases being
to return to tho diamond.
Crollott will bo in
cemetery.
immI rrm.)
competence to leave their children,
B:r The A
reported for ten days.
but they overlook the fact that charge.
Falrmount, W. Va., .Tan. 10.
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street, after a short Illness. He is fight between
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that is a inseperable part
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sisters. Funeral arrangements are near hero today.
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poison.
stops the itching lorture
still more." or words to that effect.
they turned on the kitchen sink
girl shortly afterwards, took his tions, he said.
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that
to
seems
It
If they held a glass or
to clarify
faucet.
life with a pistol.
should ought to of asked one of our
coffee pot in their hands, the
ministers to write this piece for thea
was that either the glass
result
angry skin
MARSHAL PETAIN WILL
Thrift Week, for I once' heard
was knocked out of their hand
that
preachers
say
Meth. Bishop
or they received an involuntary
HAVEHIGH POSITION
was the thriftiest people In the
bath in the rebound of the water.
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The facts are. the water was
other
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Sparkling
Eyes turned into the big concrete
less,
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Taris, Jan. 16. The cabinet has
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class of people In the world except
Can
reservoir early that morning and
decided in principle, according to
.
their wives.
Instead of a possible twenty-foo- t
to write
a semi official
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But since I was aeked wasnt
Dr.
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gravity pressure, a pressure of
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, Ohio Physician
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analagous
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certain
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moment, why it was up
Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17years treated residents now really enjoy a betas
best
while
functions
the
his
done
I
and
retaining
write the piece
i
In this capacity scores of women for liver and bowel ail- ter pressure than down in the
generalissimo.
I could with tne maiermi m iio.i",
he will assist tho minister of ments. During these years he gave to city proper.
which didn't happen to be nothingr.
Phone 371 324 S. Second
his patients a prescription made of a
war.
but a piece of paper and a
MOTION IS DKNIKD.
M. Maglnot. discussing his in- few
vegetable ingredient?
n
Adrian, Mich., Jan. 16.
tentions "tin taking up the war mixed with olive oil, naming them
a new trial filed by
.v. nop t.i
department, recalled that he had Dr. Edwards" Olive Tablets. Vou will counselforfor Mrs. Mattle V. Klrby,
EVACUATION TO BEGIN.
already dealt with military mat- know them by their olive color.
London, Jan. 16 (by the Assocprominent temperance worker,
ters in the chamber when ho was These tablets are
The war office today
iated Press.)
on convicted
of manslaughter. In
under secretary to war minister the liver and
Teach Children To Use
Issued an official announcement
which
norconnection with the disappearance
a
cause
bowels,
deKtienne.
At that time 'he
of southern
that the evacuation
ot
a
child
born to her unmarried
fended the three years military mal action, carrying off the waste and
Ireland will commence forthwith.
was denied today by
Cuticura Soap
daughter,
poisonous matter in one's system.
conto
ho
leavo
now,
service,
are
however,
about
which
Battalions
If you have a pale face, sallow look, circuit court Judge Hart.
siders eighteen months sufficient.
are named and it Is stated that oth-an
Leaves AlbuqueiQti. , 7:45 am
Because it Is best for their tender
With regard to black troops, dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, header units will leave as" rapidly
Arrives in Kanta Fe. . .10:45 am
kins. Help it now and then with
ni'.dSlON TO BROWN.
he said native contingents would aches, a listless,
' ' :
feeling, all out
Leaves
4:00 pm
Fe
ppssible.
Cuticura
Ointment applied
touches of
form an appreciable contribution, :f sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
Philadelphia, Jan. 16. Harry Arrives Santa
In Albuquerque 7:80 pin
to first signs of redness or rough-nes- t.
as this would
Philadelphia, won the
lighten the military Df Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets rightly Brown,
CHALLENGE ISSUED.
cost imposed on tho country.
Cuticura Talcum is also excelnewspnper decision over Jimmy
600
for a time and note the pleasing results. H
Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 16.
anion of Denver, In an
d
lent for children.
The Australian Lawn Tennis assoThousands of womea and men take
bout
Tho me,n are
We
tonight.
delivci
wftolMlirrMbTMtlt. AMrr: "CidnnUk.
size
ciation Is Issuing a challenge to the
any Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets the sucany
nwrlu. B.p nr. MiMwU.Mui." SoldmrT-whAmerican Lawn Tennis association
where. Henry Transfer Co., cessful substitute for calomel now and lightweights.
Office Singer (Ittar Slore.
Sotplte. Olnbmnt 25andWe. Tlnm26e.
to play for the Davis cup held by
WrCutiew Sop (havaa without mug. Phone 939.
SKI Uesl Ontral
then just to keep them fit. 15c and 30c,
17 TAXI Four Car.
the Americans next summer.
well-tille- d
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AL B UQURQU.

IN BOOZE RAIDS

All six boys who will appear on
Rca Makes Brave
Starts Y. M. C. A. Propathe
boxing card to be
Entire
ganda fqr thrift Week By
Attempt to Sing
staged at the armory tomorrow
of
the
under
the
Forced
Is
Article on "Independence
auspices
evening
Program But
Veterans of Foreign Wars will comto Abandon Effort.
and How to Get It."
plete their training this afternoon

with light workouts i.t the armory.
The boxers will receive pnysicai
tomorrow afternoon
examination
at the office of the official physician operating under tho city boxing commission. It is believed that
all of the boys are in the pink of
condition and that they will all receive the upproval of the physician.
Never before in the history of
boxing in the southwest have six
such boys been booked for one card

olcletx

SEVERAL STILLS

T

Virciinia

What was oho of the artistic re
citals of the season was given lust
night by Miss Virginia, Ilea, coloratura soprano. Miss Rea has an
perfectly conlight and
trolled voice with which she pleased
house, in spite of
ler
lie singer's scrimis imlisposilion.
llr. AV. K. Lovelace was in constant
nttendanoo behind tlie scenes during the concert.
Miss Koa opened her program
with "Ninir," a colorful number.
"A Pastoral" of
)y Pergolesi andnext
Tho
Veniolnl.
group found
rind-afgreat favor with the audienoe,
or the closing number, Delibes'
Miss
Kea
do
"Lea Filles
Cadiz,"
was twice recalled, and was finally
forced to sing an encore, which she
most graciously did. With
Unng," from Terr Gynt, she
opened the third group. The next
song, "Lindy Leu," by Strickland,
literally captured the d house and
apshe was accorded
It is a rollicking ballad,
plause.
and
full of southern atmosphere
co'or.
After the next number, the difficult "Norwegian Echo Sons," Miss
Ttea retired from the stage, and
Wilson
shortly after Mrs. John W. was
too
announced that the singer
ill to complete the program.
Miss Ilea's delightful appearance
and charming personality make her
a thoroughly
interesting person,
vocal
asldo from her excellent
If the - audience
achievements.
the footbrought her back before her
to enlights twice and forced
core under such cenditlnns as existed Inst night, one wonders what
she can do under normal conditions. Miss Ilea is to bo highly
efforts
congratulated on her brave
to satisfy her audience, 111 though
she was.
of Mrs.
The accompaniment!!
Lewis P. Thompson were sympaexthetic and Intelligent in the actreme. Mrs. Thompson is nn
a
was
She
complished musician.
musical graduate nt the age of 17,
and since then has devoted nearly
all of her time to her music.
she had hut one rehearsal
with the singer, her work was most
satisfactory.
Fortnichfly club H still to
bn congratulated on its ex.ieilent
concert series for this season.
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Seldom docs the city wear such
of
Exercises
complete mourning for one of its
builders as it (lid yesterday for
Inst
Class of Eighth
r
1'. Alci anna, who was ourieu in
'ru citv hail
ca.vary cemetery.
Grade Takes riace
flew its flag at naif staff during; tho
day Afternoon.
day, dozens of uusiness nouses

t4z

--

tn tho dead
TPvfl Mneod in
or the mnn, and a crowd of nearly 1,500

graduating exercises
funeral rervices nt
mid-yeclass of the prammnr attended the
the church of the Immaculate Con
cfiumi will hn held on Friday after
ception.
noon at 2:30 o'clock In the high
The funeral was one of tho larg.

chestra.

Talk Harold Davidson,
Class President.
"On the Chapel Steps" (G. C. Gow)
Eighth Grade Chorus.
Miss
"Observation"Address,
fethel Hlckey.
"Hungarian Dance" (Brahms)
Dana Todd.
Presentation of diplomas Maude
R. Rndgors, Principal.
The graduates are:
Josefita Armi.io, Dorothy Relic
Brandenburg. Julia K. Buchanan.
Kathleen
Jennibel Cunningham,
Curtis, Annie Lillian Dole, Nora
B. Gutierrez. Mabel Iiurcne Harvard. Adele K. .Tarrell, Irma
Albena Konry. Sybil Lonney,
Rosie Mares. Elizabeth Julia
Eleanor Cropper Sadler, Willi Salter. Mary Virginia Weir. Carroll Brown, John Carson. William
S. Clement, Charles Dzioglol, Harold P. Davidson, Deonard Oalnes.
James Alexander Lewis, John W.
J. Montoya,
Victor
Mantonya,
Thomas R. Osuna, Cecil Owens,
Isabel Pavedra, C. K. Spaulding,
Arthur F. Stamps, Richard Vann,
Robert Wilson,
Waldie,
George
Delhert Woodrow. Ruth B. Adams.
Slmforosa M. Barela, William Ar- n
thur Burgess. Ralph M. Coe.
C. Hawley. Maude Meta
Mary Riendalda Rnrtrlgue,
.Tamee Harold Smith and Elisabeth
M. Zieelef.
A Short

Klein-wort-

h,

Nnrd-Jiau-

s,

est over held in the city. The
church where the Inst rites were
s
filled almost before it
held
was time for the services to begin.
The requiem mass was said by the
Rev. A. M. Mandalaii, for many
vears the parish priest and personal
friend of the McOanna family.
The Rev. ,T. A. Brennan eulogized
his
the deceased, paying tribute to
life and character. He drew attention to tho unusual demonstration
ot grief of Jlr. McCanna's friends
at his death and of the debt which
t.hoso left behind owe to his memTessier sang
ory. Mrs. Anna
"Angels Ever Bright and Fair" at
the close of the service.
The funeral procession from the
,i1,,...ii tr, ihf corvietrv was more
than half a mile in length and was
led by members of the Elks' louge,
who inarched In a body. Hundreds
i.:hutrto tn th dead sur
r.f
rounded the grave into which the
body was lowered.
The active pallbearers were itny
McDonald, Will A. Kcleher. Will
McDonald, Ralph Kelcher, M. K.
The
Sippel and Louis Hesseldon. Sumhonorary pallbearers wefo
S.
Rosenwald,
1.
mers Rnrkhart,
O. A. Kasetnan, Martin Tierney, U
N. Marron and Dr. J. A. Koidy.

the Question of Mines Popular Society Wom?n;
Funeral Services Will Be
and Salt Fields Remain
Home ToHeld From
to Be Disposed of; Chmorrow Afternoon.
inese Tariff Settled.
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After a valiant Btruggle for life
and health Mrs. Elizabeth Wylder,

(By The Aouclotfd From.)
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Washington, Jan.' IS (by the
Associated
Press.) Final adoption Of the new Chinese tariff
agreement by the Far Eastern
formal postponement
committee;
of tho famous
of consideration
e
demands imposed on
twenty-on1915 and of
in
China by Japan
the question of spheres of influence, until tho Shantung ques'-tiohas been disposed of, and
by
"open
Hughes of the American'
door" policy in China,-- marked
today by the
the resumption
arms conference of its study of
Far Eastern questions.
The Far Eastern committee had
not met sinco January 5, pending efforts of the naval committee to complete its work. Today's
meeting was called on short notice primarily to pass on tho final
draft of tne tariff agreement.
Open Door In China.
With the tariff question disposed of, the nine powers represented in tho committee took up
the question of the open door
Tfuubes had sug
nfia.
of
gested that econsideration both anu
demands
the twenty-ondeferred
bo
spheres of influence
until tho Shantung question was
disposed of outside tho conference by the Chinese and Japan-es- o
delegates.
Secretary Hughes, opening
discussion of the open door, supdelegates copies
plied the other of
an open -- door
of a "definition"
for their
policy regarding China was
underThis, it
consideration.
Secnote
a
on
stood, was based
Chiretary Hughes handed the
nese minister here July J. conby
cerning the rights disputed Telother powers, of the Federal
American
an
egraph company, had acquired
corporation which
of
a concession for thoIn erection
this note
a wireless station.
Amtho
the secretary
erican policy regarding the open
door in China.
Some question arose during the
to whether the
discussion as
"definition" should apply to private enterprises, and at a meeting of tho committee tomorrow
the discussion will be continued.
Tho British IeU'i;ation, it is un
derstood, subscribed in principle
to tho open door through Mr.
Balfour.
Tariff Agreement.
Under tho tariff agreement, the
at
commission
revision
tarli'f
Shanghai nha'l Immediately revise tho schedule adopted In 1918
so that the custom duty shall be
an effective five per cent. This
revision shall bo completed within four months and become effective within two months there-

wife of Dr. M. K. Wylder,
on Sunday afternoon to an
illness which had kept her bedfast for the past two weeks. Burial
will take place here on Wednesday
afternoon following funeral services
from the family home at 2: SO
o'clock.
Mrs. Wylder's death resulted
from pernicious anemia. Three
transfusions of blood were made
from other persons during her recent illnesa in an attempt to save
her life. Whan it became known
that tho transfusions were to be
made, fifty friends of the dead
woman offered their blood to bring
her back 46 health.
Mrs. Wylder was one of the most
prominent society women in the
city with innumerable friends. She
was always active in philanthropic work and took part in all of the
Liberty loan, Red Crqss and other
She
campaigns during the war.
was born in St. Louis, Mo., on
1877.
Albucame
2,
to
She
May
querque' with her husband in August, 1804.
She is survived by her husband

Secretary
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James Lewis reading his weekly sermon into the microphone.
When Rev. James Lewis reads his Sunday text and then delivers
his sermon to his congregation in Denver his hearers aren't limited to
the church members. He has installed a mierophonii near the pulpit
and scores of amateur . radio enthusiasts within 12 miles of the church
can "sit in" on his
Hev.

sc-mon-

for she formerly was a member of
the famous Russian Imperial Bal
let, which produced tha greatest
dancers in the world.
"One Arabian NlKht" presents
some of the most gorgeously artistic
in a
sets ever presented
An entire
oriental city,
with the palaces of the Sheik, bazaars, bridges, streets and lanes,
was built for the production and
he exteriors are almost as beautiful as the interiors.
Tho harem
and throne scenes, especially, arc
works of art, and the groupings of
beautiful women, their costumes
and, the magnificence of their surroundings are startling In their exquisite allurement.

Theaters Today

C. OF C. GREETS

"IV Theater Jesse L. I.asky
presents the great film star, Gloriaa
Swanson, In "Under the Lash,"
Paramount picture; also presenting
the Burton Holmes "Travelogue,"
a reel of "Current Events" pictures.
EAST Lyric Tlicator-T- he
big attraction at the Lyrio today is "One
Arabian Night," a First National
starring Pola Negri witha
men who feature,
mtriItTfrA
an
cast; also showing
v
train
on
a
two-rehere
special
arrived
comedy, "Paying the Pann their wav to their semi tients."
annual convention at Catalina Is
rnstlnie. Theater Doris May Is "EPEX AND RFTT'RN" IS
KOL1 K KING COMEDY AT
land, were entertained by tne at the Tastlme tofay for the last
ReChamber
of
the
committee
P.VSTIMK TODAY ONLY
arresters
starring In "Eden and "Fox
nt rnmmn and taken short trips time,
the
also
turn;"
repeating
through the city. A large numberu News" and the comedy, "The Tip,"
Rollicking comedy that moves
SHEEP SITUATION
or Albuquerque toiuers were
with a zip and sprinkles laushter
Hith Harold Lloyd as the star.
A
FOR
visitors.
to
the
all over the premises. Is provided In
BRIGHTEST
given
"Eden and Return," in which Doris
The party was made uji of fur- 8FLKNDTD STfXLMl ROLE
NUMBER OF YEARS niture men
from all sections of the
HAS GLORI V SWANSON IN
May is appearing for the last time
tne
east and included several of
"IXDiat THE L.VSI1" today nt the Pastime theater In her
Vilrrhfti
nfYicinl
association.
nf
thfl
situation
second
picture, produced un"The sheep market
Unusual strength of character der the supervision of Hunt Strom-bernever was bettet than It has been Among the visitors were Charles S.
or New York city, associaportrayal is said to mark the actduring the year bo far," declaresof
"Kden and Return" was first
tion, president; P. L. Bateman, of ing of Gloria Swanson in her new
C H. Shute assistant manager
F.
Commission
vice
second
'Growers
president;
Paramount
Chicago,
the Wool
picture, "Under the written for the stage as a fnrce by
some
E. Renaiid. one of the best
"U"
formed
to
of
was
Texas,
San
tho
E.
cornea
Antonio,
which
which
Scobey,
Ralph
Lash,"
companv
of the third vice president; Ralph J. theater
for a run of a few known newspaper writers In the
time ago at the instance associatoday
It was adapted to the
Wood, of Chicago, secretary, and days. Never has the popular star country.
National Wool Growers
had a role better adapted to her screen by Beatrice Van, who ha
tion and several state organiza-re- James F. Keenan. of Pittsburgh,
alto tho production in
of
added
The
visitors
treasurer.
the
much
report
In
spent
her
weekly
his
than
tions.
part
personality
elements.
ceived hv the secretary of the New most two hours In tne city. Their wife of the fanatical Boer who the way of
b
association
19.
The loading role, that of a
convention will start January
Mexico Wool Growers
rules her with an iron hand and
to marry
desires
father
whose
in
therefor
who finds justification
here yesterday. never such a
good
his narrow Interpretation of the her off without permitting her to
"There was
of sheep PASSENGERS AND CREW
pick the man she really wants, fits
demand for All classes never
Scriptures.
been
Miss May snugly and she does quite
ARE
we
have
OF FLYING BOAT
Emotional, compelling, dramatand lambs and
the
so
fast,
the
be.t work of her recent career.
an
them
ic
up
which
is
the picture,
adapis
able to put
SAFE
REPORTED TO uE
A splendid cast supports Miss
"There never
tation by J. E. Nash of Edward
report continues.
a
such
was
was ft time when there
Knoblock's and Claude Askcw's May, including Emmett King,
this time of
(By The Associated lVesa.)
Livingston, Earl Metcalfe,
demand for feeders atnever
play, "The Shulamite." Tho leadft
was
three
The
Jan.
Miami,
It.
Fla.,
there
and
man is Mahlon Hamilton and Margaret Campbell, Buddy Post,
the year
ing
scarce
so
passengers and two aviators of the
time when they were lambs
part of the husband is played Gerald Prlng and Frank Klngsley.
sold commercial flying boat New York, the Russell
of
four double decks
Simpson.
by
feedsince
been
had
who
to
they
a
Michigan
missing
Miss Swanson Is seen In a new
here this week
left here Friday for a flight to characterization, that of tho abused ABRAM GAL.LF.G0S TO
er at 1 J dents a pound."
Knt iipni. J Ida tfkrinv hnvlncr
The commission company ad- uin-.ltGO TO
wife of a fanatical Boor farmer
jWSON TODAY
up on Great Isaac's- Who holds her in subjection, Later
vises growers who have fat stock been pinked
..n
t
ii..J
Tt.fo
umu-tnm
nuun
in
u
eion-fui
inn
ir
and
It
to market
a young Englishman enters her life
Fred Fornoff Will
come, to make it good before- ril. where they had put in nfter and with his appearance on the go t'ndersherlff
to Santa Fe today in company
ine ui- ineir tioar, nan uescenueu uuuui
action
is
re-- :
tho
scene,
attempting to market.
thrilling
rapid,
j with Abram a.allegos, who was
lambs at the and been tossed on the waves for and tense. The production
is an cently sentenced by tho district'
plies of sheep and
to
hours.
the(scven
according
excellent one in every respect and court to serve from two to two and
Chicago market,
k
an increase last) The boat, according to the
it was directed by Sam Wood.
report, ithowed
years in the state penof 10 OOO over the previous! singers, descended thirty minute
Among tho supporting players are itentiary.
Gallegos was charged
of
afternoon
here
an
increase
(after
was
leaving
Friday
Stead-maweek and there
Lillian
Lincoln
Lolghton,
with
a woman to cook a
J when the
propelle was broken,
SO 000 in the ten principal markets.
Thena Jasper and Clarence meal forcing
for him and assaulting her
Ford.
with a revolver.
"ONE ARABIAN NIGHT' IS
WALLACE APPOINTED.
J'OLA NEGRI'S LATEST
Washington, Jan. 16. Lew WalTRIUMPH NOW AT LVKIC
Ind.,
lace, Jr., of Crawfordville,
was appointed today by Secretary
A dream of Arabian Nights magIn
nificence and romance brought to Mellon to be director of savings
tho treasury department. Ho Is a
life.
1j to
Gen.
of
Lew
the
grandson
That, In a phrase, describes "One
and himself served in tho
Night," an Associated First Wallace,
250 Pimples. 736 Blackheads Arabian
National attractiyn, which will start world war as captain of artillery.
Boils!
ana 3
an engagement of three days nt tho
Lyric theater today. Pola Negri is
No rewtrd Is offered, because they the star of this production and be
cause
of the popularity which her
be
will
are lost forever! No question
'How former pictures won for her, Man
asked, except one question,
ons
did you lose mem" mere is dui
ager Scottl is making preparations
answer, "I cut out new fad treatto handle
crowd3.
ments and guesswork; I used one of
The Madame Du Barry, of "Pas
If your eyes are
or
the most powerful
sion" and La Carmoncila. of "Gypsy
If your vision is dim or blurred; if
and f s
it Doiners you to rrnu; ir your eye
known, and that Is 8. 9. B.I Now my Blood." takes the part in this Pic
face is pinkish, my skin clear as a ture of a wild, whirling, dancing bum or itrh or ache; if you wear Klnvs,
tablets from
rose, my cheeks are filled out and my nymph of the desert, for love of get a bottle of
rheumatism, too, is gone!" This w.in whom men fight; in turn, herself tiny druggist, dissolve one In a fourth of
use
water
of
ns
a
end
tit
be vour experience, too, if you try fl, loving with
glass
the
of the
1ms brought
tho eyes.
H. H.
It is guaranteed to be purely sandstorms that are ferocity
her playmates. bathe
to
comfort
relief
thousands
aud
aud
vegetable In all Us remarkably effec8. 8. 8. Here she is more beautiful than Du thousands.
tive medicinal Ingredients.
means a new history for you from now Barry, more artful than La Car- - ' Hole.
mencita a composite exaltation of 60 ppr en hi a tk'i time in many tniitftnriefwtirht
all
H.
H.
Is
sold
at
8.
nnd
drug store
Tout 3, that slot loo fueling that on! two
riiiiKit evrrywUcrt still It uadcr a posalva moauf
sizes. The larger size la the both and yet Enggesting neither. bault
In
comes with
clmr, pare, ruddy
guarantee.
mors economical.
She has been endowed with a role
more appealing than any in which
she has ever been seeti, and her
talent as ft dancer has been given
free rein.
Musterole insures quick relief from
In her dance before the Sheik, In
whose harem sr.e ts later Installed neuralgia, wnen those sharp pains go
ss the favorite wife, she performs shooting through your head, just rub a
have little of this clean, white ointment on
gyrations which
probably
nover been equalled on tho screen, your temples and neck.
Musterole Is made with oil of mustard, but will not burn and blister like
Men's Balbriggan Shirts
the
mustard
HGkn
Moving Picture- Funnies j Get Musterole at your plaster.store.
and Drawers
drug
photo-dram-
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Only

Mid-Yea-

A class of 4 4
school audiforium.
eighth grade graduates will he presented with diplomas which will
ndmit them to the high school
freshman class at tho beginning of
the second semester.
Richard Davidson Is president of
Richard
the graduating class,
Vann is vice president. Tho claw
colors are navy blue and gold and
the class flower in thi pink rosebud. The program follows:
of
"Barcarolle," from the Tales
"Pnn-quitHoffman
(Offenbach).
OrA. II. S.
(ftobyn)

--

pas-wee-

one-ha-

lf

i

after.

and a

record-breakin-

PROMINENT JURISTS TO
SPEAK BEFORE VARSITY
STUDENTS IN ASSEMBLY

On Friday morning. Januarv 20.
H122, at 11 o'clock.
Judge Reed
Holloman, of Snta Fc. will SDeak
before the students, faculty members and citizens of New Mexico
in Rodoy hall on "The Spirit of the
Law."
On Friday morning, February 3,
1922. at the snme hour, Hon. John
V. Slmrna,
of Albuquerquo, will
speak hef re the assembly on the
suhieot "The Federal Constitution."
The increasing interest of students
and faculty members at the state
university In the L'tudy and discussion of practical questions of the
Tay, adds to the enthusiastic attention which will greet tho speakers.
All citizens as well as students and
members of the university staff will
ve we!"ome at the above mentioned
assemblies.

.

the agreement
composed of tho
meet
three
within
shall
powers,
months at China's request to prepare the way for tho abolition
of the Liken (internal tax) with
a view to granting China the
right to levy surtaxes of two and
one-haper cent on necessaries
and five per cent on luxuries.
To keep the tariff schedulo up
to date, thus assuring an effective
rnte, tho agreement provides for
revision after four years and
thereagain every seven is years
mado of reafter. No mention
storing to China autonomy over
her tariff, as asked by the Chinese delegation in its ten points
presented when tho arms conference
opened.
'
Agreement Adopted.
When tho Chinese and Japanese delegates met today to conlf

'GOT!

Kiao-Cho-

iapepsin" ends Indi
Tape's
gestion, hi irtburn In five minutes.
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, acid
ity, dyspepsia; when tho food you
eat ferments into gases and stub
born lumps your head aches and
you feel sick and miser, hit that's
when you reailze the quick magic
or pnpe s Dlaperiin. if your atom
ach Is in a, continuous revolt if
you can't get It regulated try
It's so needless
Pape's Dlar-pslto have a bad stomach! Make your
next meal a favorite food meal
then take a little Dlapepsln. There
will not be any Hstress eat with
out fear. It's because tape's Dla- nepsin "really does ' regulate weak
rtomachs that gives it
Irs millions of ealei annually.
Get
a large sixty-cecase of Pape's
store.
from
It
any
otapepsin
drug
Is
the most efficient antacid
known. It Is scientific, harmless,
and belongs In every home.

railway.

din-rtr-

Ikin-Op-

35G5cinjarsftubes;hospitalsize,$3.
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Men's heavy ribbed
Union Suits
Men's fleece lined
Union Suits
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kCALARRHAL JELLY
is guaranteed
service

Americans.

Very fine quality
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Cut out the
on all four FREE
AnttaA
tltf Than picture
tOTnaiawnr
line 1 Its entire length. Then dotted
ee ncsifn
lino 2, and so on. Fold each sec- tla
tion underneath accura.ely. When I roar esq
'completed turn over and you'll find sod iddreaf
KONDON
a surprising result. Sav the pic- -

by 30

yesre

to millions

of

Kondon's

works wonders lor your
.cold, ineeslnit, cough,
chronic catarrh, bead-ache, sore nose, etc

a.

liave

'
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Old SUm's going to pitch for Toledo next season. And It wouldn'i
surprise me If Slim gave tho terrible A. A. batters bad dreams.
Slim hooked up with the
when released by the Giants.
His departure from New Tori
probably end his career in the
majors. He was one of the eldest
players in the big show last year
He hat
He'll soon be thirty-sevebeen playing pro ball for seventeen
He broke into tllo gamo
years.
with the Meridian Cotton States
Two years
league team In
later the Yankees signed him, but
ho wasn't ripe. They farmed him
to Willlamsport in the
'
r
league.
Bailees next ma.lor leaguo trlol
in 1908,
was with tho Cardinals
when ho became a member of tho
This
timo
.Cardinals.
Louis
St.
eiim stuck. He gave the Cards his
best for eight years until the
Giants puld $10,000 for him In 1916.
In 1917 he had ft wonderful year,
playing an Important part in the
Giants' pennant climb. He failed
to shine in the world's , series
however.
against the White Sox,
After tne mis season no an
nounced his retirement and obtained his release. Pat Mornn
coaxed him to help hurl the Reds tn
the pennant In 1919, and Sn did
that same. When the Reds released
him two years ago McGraw signed
him for relief duty.
Bailee was born In Hlgglnsport.
and still
O., February 3, 18S5,
makes that. locality his home.

EPflTS

SCALDED

BOY IS
TO DEATH

son of
Nick Terrazas,
and Mrs. Augustine Terrazas,
East Silver avenue, was scalded to
death yesterday morning when he
fell Into a tub of scalding water. A
tub of water was being heated over
a fire In the yard and the child
backed into the tub, upsetting the
water over himself.
Mr.

ASYLUM INQUIRY

is Held

at

ComAhu-querqn-

Contents of
Revealed.
Not
port

e;

Re-

The special committee appointed
last
by Governor M. C. Meohemaffair-osummer to investigate the
tho state asylum at Las Vegar
completed Its investigation yeater
day and compiled Its final repor
to the governor, which will bo pre
sented today by Ben Read, mem
ber of the committee froi Sanf
Fe.
It Is understood that the report
Is a thorough' ono nnd has only
heen made after a painstaking in-- 1
As tho report was
vesllgntinn.
compiled nt. the rcouest of the governor and will be immediately submitted to him, members of the
committee at their final meeting
here yesterday afternoon nt tho
Hotel, stated that they
would prefer to have the governor
release the contents for public consumption.
With the exception of Dr. M. K.
Wvlder, all members of tho committee attended the final meeting
The
here yesterday' afternoon.
committee is composed of Dr. M.
K. Wylder. Albuquerque: Dr. P. G.
Cornb-h- ,
Albiinuerque; Ben Read,
Santa Fe; W. G. Hnydon, Las
Vegas, nnd C. N. P.laekwel!, Raton.

Sheriff Tony Ortiz will attend
thn law enforcement
conference
called by Attorney General Harry
Bowman nt Santa Fe today. Representatives from all law enforcement departments In the state were
invited to attend tho meeting.
It is planned to discuss law enforcement, Including that of the
laws. It Is expected
prohibition
that a better eystem will be adopted at the conference.

PREMIER DISTANCE
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How to Make Pine
Cough Syrup at Horn

E. IHtOWN.

AlHUit Bailee?

no eqtsa! for prompt malts,
Takra hut moment to prepare,
on about $3.
ana mv

Princess Mary has Indulged In
most sports at some time or another. Nobody sits a horse better
than she, it in said, and she dances,
sings, and plays quite well. In
addition, she Is very adept at such
feminine pursuits as sewing and
embroidery. .

Uric Acid

Solvent

85 cent Bottle FREE
(32 Do.es)
Just

you start tha day wor- neu ana urea, stirr legs ana arms ana
nn ai.ii, iiH iieau,
i.iua..iT7c,
aim
becrln down pains In tha uuiiiiug
back worn
out before the day DSfflns du not think
you hava to stair In thnt condition.
CSet wall!
lie fra from stiff Joints,
sore muscles, rheumatic pains, aching
hark, kidney or bl&ddor troubles. Btart
beonuna

NOW.

If you suffer from blsdder weakness,
with burning-- , scalding pains, or If you
ere In nnd out of bed Half a dosen tlmrs
at niKht, you will appreciate the rest,
comfort and strength this treatment
Clvcs.

We will give yon for your own una
2 Dnees
bottle
FREE to
convince you The Williams Treatment
ronquers kidney ana bladder troubles,
nheumatlsm and all other aliments, no
matter how chronic, or stubborn, when
caused by excessive itrto acid.
Send this notice with your letter t"
The Dr. D. A. Williams Co., Dept.
P. O. nlock, East Hampton, Conn, plesse
send ten cents to help pny part eost of
We will snail to
poetoao. paeklntr, ato.
you by Parcel Poet, delivery paid, a
8 6 cent
bottle of The Williams
Treatment Ot DOSES), without obliga
tion or expense. Only one bottle to the
earns ao arena or lamuy. jsstaousnea
one

i:.

HE DARKENED
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A--

Telle How

H
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HIS
R

Did If,

Mr. J. A. McCrea. ft well known
resident
of California., who wa
callod Daddy and Grandpa, on account of his white hair, and who
darkened
it with ft home-mad- e
mixture, recently made the following statement:
"Anyone can prepare ft simple
mixture at home that will darken
gray hair, end make it soft and
glossy. To a half pint of water add
1 ounce of
bay rum, a small box of
Barbo Compound and
ounce of
glycerine.
These Ingredients can be bought
at any drug store at very little)
cost. Apply to the hair twice ft
week until the desired shade is obtained. It doee not color the scalp,
is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off."

ITim

ft

Mud-hen-

n.

Tri-Sta-

wt

tpltlt

Men's Spring Needle,
Elastic Unions

Our
e

PLASTER

Millions of people havo not only
been relieved of the most obstinate poisons, the patient becomes thin
forms of dyspepsia and Indigestion and pale and In time various comare apt to result.
by Tanlac after "other remedies ( plications
la a powerful reconstruc-- .
have failed, but large numbers of tlveTanlac
tonic and quickly overcomes
them have reported a remarkable
and rapid increase In fltolsht and a this condition bv aidina- Nature to
eliminate
the impurities from the
return to normal neaun. anu
system In a natural way and en- -'
strength by its use.
have able the vital organs to properly
In fact, so phenomenal
That is
heen the gain) in weight by thin, perform their functions.
it is called Nature's Medicine.
frail people through the use of why
In fact, there Is not a single por-- ;
Tanlac that this remarkable pretlon of the body that Is not bene-- i
paration is now being proclaimed fited
by the helpful action of Tan-- I
everywhere as the World's Greatest lac. which
begins lt work by stimTonic.
The food people eat does them ulating the digestive and assimilaorgans, thereby enriching the
absolutely no good unless they di- tive
the entire
gest it properly. When you suffer ' blood and invigorating
Next, It enables the weak,
system.
from indigestion and other forms worn-out
stomach to thoroughly
of Ktomach trouble, the food does
vou harm Instead of good, because digest its food and convert the
elements into bone,
food which is not digested stays in nourishing
The result is
tho stomach and ferments, causing blood and muscle.
you feel strong,
sturdy and well
pains, swelling, gas on stomach,in .with
amount
of flesh,
the proper
shortness of breath, bad taste
Nature Intended.
the mouth, dizziness nnd many as Tanlac
Is
In
eold
by
Albuquerque
It
other disagreeable symptoms.
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
this condition lspermitted to run
on for an indefinite period the en- leading druggists everywhere,
1
tire system becomes saturated with Adv.

i,

Fine for Neuralgia

wt

Tanlac

LAW ENFORCEMENT
MEET AT SANTA FE

Bon-Op- to

-

GAS,

IILAC

J

0RTI7 TO ATTEND

their Shantung conversations, the agreement reached Saturday to restore to China the administration of the
leasehold, together with all documents necessary for its administration formally was adopted. This
leaves only the question of mines
and salt fields to bo disposed of
with the exception of the question
u
of control of the Tsingtao-Tslnan- f

Hear

TAKE

run-dow- n,

tinue

By NORMA

SHOULD

nervous men
There are hundreds of thin,
and women right here in Albuquerque who should be
strong, sturdy and vigorous, with rich, red blood tingling
through their veins and feeling brimful of, life and
energy, if they would only profit by the experience of
others all over the United States and Canada, and as-sist nature to digest the food they eat, by simply taking

mittee

Mexico.

provid-s- ,

PEOPLE

Last Meeting of Probe

is announcod at the university
that the program for the universi
ty assemblies in the near future
contain the names of two prominent lawyers from tho state of New

A special conference,

FRAIL

Hundreds of Men and Women in Albuquerque Appear to Be Physical Wrecks Simply
Because Their Systems Are Starving
for Nourishment.

It

work-strnln-

GOOD VALVES

She

pall-beare-

g

Hen's Seasonable Underwear

boy.

two nieces living In Albuquerque,
Mrs. Herbert Asselin and Mrs. Jack
Suckerman. She Is also survived by1
three sisters and five brothers living in Missouri, her old home.
James Coleman, one of the brothers, recently came to Albuquerque.
The Rev. F. E. McGuire, pastor
of the Lead Avenue Methodist
church of which Mrs. Wylder was
a member, will officiate at the
funeral service on Wednesday. The
will be John Milne,
Dr. C. E. Eller, J. E. Fmlthers,
Jerre Haggard, Dr. J. R. Van Atta
and Mr. H. L. Brehmer. Burial will
take place In Fairvlew cemetery.
The body of Mrs. Wylder will lie
In stat. at the home at 712 West
Copper nvoni'p, all day today and
until Wednesday noon.

Eyes Strained?

Men's heavy ribbed
Shirts and .Drawers
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DEAD AFTER

Bl

Graduating

The

MRS, WYLDER IS

SHANTUNG ISSUE

L SERVICE

January 17, 1922.

Tine is used in nearly all prescriptions anil remedies for coughs. The'
reason is that pine contains several
elements that have a remarkable
effect in soothing and healing the
membranes of the throat and chest.
Pine cough syrups are combinations
of pine and syrup. The "syrup" part
is usually plain sugar syrup.
To make the best pine cough remedy
that money can buy, put iV ounces
of Pinex in a pint bottle, and fill up
with
sugar syrup. Or
you can use clarified molasses, honey,
or corn syrup, instead of sugar syrup.
Either way, you make ft full pint-m- orn
than you xan buy ready-mad- e
for three times the money. It is
pure, good nnd tastes very pleasant.
Yon can feel' this take hold of a
cough or cold in a wcy that means
business. The cough may be dry,
hoarse and tight, or mar be persist-- i
ently loose iroin the formation In-ofphlegm. The cause la the same
flamed membranes and this Pinex
and Syrup combination will ttop it
usually in 24 hours or less. Splen-- .
did, too, for bronchial asthma, hoarse
ness, or any ordinary tnroai anment.
Pinex is a highly concentrated com
pound of genuine Norway pine
and is famous the world ovci
for its prompt effect upon coughs.
Ask your
Beware of substitutes.
druggist for "2Vi ounces of Pinex"
With directions, and don't accept anything else. Guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money refunded.
The Pinex C., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
home-mad-

j
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YOUR SlaEEP?
pain find torture of fhea
can be quickly relieved
art
r trt
onni
nt)
ian m
Liniment. It brings warmth, ease and
comfort and lets you aleep soundly.
Always have a bottle handy and
apply when you feel the first twinge.
It penetrates without rubtrint.
It's splendid to take the pain Out of
tired,- aching musdea, sprains and
(trains, stiff Joints, and lame backs;
For forty years pain's enemy. Ash
i
your neighbor.
At all druggistB-3-5c,
70c, $1.40:
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DID PAIN DISTURB
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Furnas finishing a cross country run ahead of the field, sprintpool of water tc
ing through
C.

the tape. ,
The remarkable running of C. C.
Furnas of Purdue university the
past two years itamps him as the
premier long distance runner of the
west For the last two years he
has finished first in the annual
tross country meets with Michigan
and Chicago universities.
He waa
member of the American Olympic
A
team nt
ntwerp, Belgium.

At the age of 38. Mrs. William
Wallace, of Columbia, Ind.. Is the
mother of seventeen
children, nine
7.
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a scathing dkxvnciatiox.
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CHAPTER 67.
Margaret's next visit to Joan was
She suddenly
made unannounced.
lonsed to see her daughter, and
acting on Impulse she took a taxi
rooms.
to
"I'll surprise her!" I'll not be
nnnnnipi5!" she declared as the
taxi lurched and careened along
in the way New York cabs nave a
wav Of doing.
She dismissed the cabman nnd
She
quietly climbed the stairs.
heard voices, and hesitated a moment before rapping. In that moment Jhe heard her name Joan
was talking to someone about her.
Scnrcely realizing that Bhe was listening Margaret halted. The door
was not closed tightly and the
young criande voice was plainly
audible.
"She isn't my mother any more!
I feel that I should be Introduced
Just as I would to a stranger. I
hat It all!" the vole suddenly
grown angry.
"It is too bad, Joan. But don't
take it so to heart. Tou can live
your own life apart from her. You
are fortunate in having money of
your own. It means a lot when
things go wrong."
smell of cigarette
A pungent
smoke drifted through the tiny
opening in tho door. The voice
which
Margaret recognized as
Martha Hardy's ceased. There was
silence for a moment, then Joan
said:
"And the worst of It Is she'll
marry that Forrester. I know It!
Think of giving me a stepfather
at my age. Mother's too old to
marry again even if she does claim
to be young. He's put nil that In
her head 'I'll bet my boots.'" The
reiteration of that 'she' made Margaret smile, at the same time that
she wiped her eyes at tho scathing
resentment In Joan's voice end
words.
"I thought he seemed very nice
g
he was
anyway,"

hr
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good-lookin-

creature. I'll show him I ara not.
He can taka my mother from me,"
her voice broke, "but he can't
make me a party to It."
Margaret crept quietly away.
She walked blocks before a taxi
passed her, then she hailed it and
went directly home.
"I'll see no one," she told Hannah.
"Not Mr. Forrester? He was here
and said he'd come back."
"No not even him! I want to be i
alone."
Old Hannah left her muttering.
"She seen Miss Joan and someI'll bet Miss
thing's happened.
Joan said cross things about him.
with
"Him,"
Hannah, always
meant Craig Forrester.
Alone in her room Margaret
tried to think out what was best
to do; what she could do.
can't marry Craig. I shall
lose my bit by If I do," she said
aloud. "Why does she hate the
She knows I
Idea so Intensely?
am all alone." Tears of self pity,
fell
of longing
from Margaret's
But the longer she consideyes.
ered what she had heard the mora
surely did she see that she could
never marry while Joan felt as she
did.
"She Isn't my mother anymore!"
that sentence rang In her ears. It
was the drab plain old mother
Joan loved, not the brilliant young
mother she had become.
"But I'll not go back to that life!
Not even for her. I'll give up
Craig," a sob died In her throat,
and she went white. She had given Craig Forrester the only real
love of her life. It would bo hard
to let him go.
L'ntll late afternoon she fought
her battle of loves.
Joan pitted against Craig Forrester.

'I

Joan Won.
It was 5 i'clock when Margaret
called hej- daughter on the telephone.
"Come down and have dinner
with me, dear. I am alone and
need cheering up.
Hannah will
have everything you like."
"You are going to be alone?"

;
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I1Y KT.OISE.
Black and white is always a
popular combination and it is unusually smart for sports costumes.
There are uny number of attractive
methods of combining black and
white to produce unusual effects.
This sports costume shows just
one of the many. It is a white skirt
worn with a black jacket.
The longer nkirt promised for
spring is also shown in thin model.
It is made of white flannel barred
in black, A block design in black
forms a border at the hem. The
coat is a short, full cut s'y'.e wi.h
..
-- i
n .,.,
wav collar. White kid trims the
cuffs nnd collar, carrying out the
and white of the skirt and
completing th costume.
This type of suit may be worn In
the southlands now or for sports
wear In the north later In tho sea- -.
son.

Young Housewife: "Kindly tell
mo how to try out and clarify beet

fat for frying."
Answer: To try out beef fat for
frying, cut it In small pieces and
let it stand overnight in cold salted
water. Then drain, add one ct-of cold water to each two pounds
of fat, and cook gently on the
back of the range or in the oven
until the fat Is clear, all bubbling
lias ceased, until the "crackling"
nr "scrapple" is crisp and brown.
Then strain it through a cloth Into
a pail or can, allow It to harden,
and stora until needed for frying.
In a cool place.
With the rleht care, fat will last
as long as a drop of it Is left. After
vslng your fat for the frying of
for Instance, put it
doughnuts,
through a fine Isstrainer Or a clean
oloth when it
nearly cold and
store it once more In the can.
After being used several times. It
will not brown the foods well and.
when cooked, they will have a
must
slightly unpleasant taste. It
then be "clarified." This Is done
by heating it with a little baking
soda and a few slices of raw potato; when the potato has become
brown the fat Is clarified.
All kinds of croquettes and fritters can also be cooked In this fat.
Ham, bacon, sausage and chicken
fat should not be put Into tho frying kettle, but should bo kept for
frying In a skillet.
Working Man's Wife: "My husband's wages are not very high
and I have to be as careful as I
ran about the table. We can't afford butter every day, nnd yet I
think my children heed fats In
their meals, isn't that so? What
other fats, cheap fats, can I use
Instead?"
Answer: I think you are ft clever
manager, reader friend. Rend a

envelope
stamped,
for my article on "The Composition of the Various Foods." This
article has a column of the various
fats that can be used an
and It Will help you to
give your children a
menu. Butter Is not needed on the
table If the housekeeper will serve
fats In some other form. Suet Is
a cheap fat and If I were you I
would serve a suet pudding on the
days when you don't have butter.
Tomorrow I will publish. In this
column, a page of recipes In which
suet may be used. I believe that
other women, too, may find It
And savo the fats from
helpful.
your meats, too, as described above
Jn answer to "Young Housekeep
butter-substitut-

es

er's" letter. Have you ever made
Carrot Marmalade?
This Is a fine,
inexpensive marmalade fo spread
on the children's bread to make it
taste better, when butter is not
served although of cotirse It i3
not a fat. Here is the recipe:
Carrot Marmalade: Scrape two
pounds of raw carrots and put
thorn through the. food chopper or
chop finely by hand. (There should
bo one nuart of this chopped carrot! Now add to It the grated
rind and Juice of two lemons nnd
al.o of two oranires, bring sure to
get In nil the thick white part beneath the yellow skin as this white
part makes the marmalade thicken. Next add three cups cf
d
sugar ar.d set all afido to
stand overnitrht (this talte away
the carrot taste, and makes It seem
like orange marmalade). In tho
morning put this mixture In a galvanized or porcelain kettle and
boll It. adding no water unleis at
tho very end, when tho mixture
may become dry; It should boil
slowly until thick and
and this will bo lifter two hours
and a half, about. Cool and serve.
eran-ulate-

"SPR!NGTIME''HAS
, PEACOCK

RY
PAPJCE
PINEAU
MISSD0R!S

One of

the unusual numbers in

"Springtime" Will bo "The
danced by Mis Doris Flneau
of 1123 North Seventh street. This
is the first time Miss Pitieau has
appeared before a large Albuquerfor
que audience since studying
some time in Cincinnati, under
Mme. Geodorova of the Russian
ballet.
Tho dance Is done In a stunning
costume of gold and blue sequins
and peacock feathers especially designed for it.
Thotographs of
characters of the play have been
placed in various store windows
through courtesy of the EmCce
Studio and are attracting no end
v
of attention.
Rehearsals of the show are coming along splendidly and already
there Is no trace of tho amateur in
work of principals or groups. In
fact everyone who has had anything to do with tho preparation
for "Springtime" is of the opinion
that nothing like It has ever been
seen on the local stage and that
not to nttend the finished performance will be to miss a real treat.
Seats go on sale at Matson's
Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock,
when reservations mRy be made
for all three performances.
1'ea-cock- ."

ni.

and Mrs. Will Boanlmcn,
cring uoiti a. rious attack of

j

Native Born Sailors Make games wero well played, both slde'.t
the
guarding closely. making
Up the Bulk of the Per- games seem rather rough at times.
The
almost
girls' game proved
sonnel of the Fleet; Den-b- y as
exciting as the boys' game. The
two Dawson forwards, Viekers and
Proud of Men.
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Mr. Harry Slack of Alhiitiuerouo
has been the guest hero of Mrs. W.

J-

GARETH HUGHES

tho past week.
Closo-l'p51r:t. D. Marsh gave a WednesPERSONAL NOTES
Following tho lead of Mary rick-for- d
party to a number
day
Fairbanks, Norof her closp friends. A pleasant ma and Douglas
OF THE STATE
Talmadge will now come forafternoon was s!ont at games and ward
most
elaborate film
the
with
Fecial conversation, and conclud- "The Duchess of
of her career,
icd v,i,h 'l delicious lunch.
It's a costume dram i
Members of the P. E. O. met at LangeaiH."
of very colorful and dramatic
The Hagcrman H. S. gave a very ti, home of Mrs. T. C. Poison,
negro minstrel" show,
,ile thirteenth, Japan was tho
at the H. H. auditorium last Sat ,jay
subject ot discussion, following
Ernst Loubltseh looks our
a
Ehow
urday evening. After the
th(, ntorary program refreshments
J11" over
con pares our filn
was
If
very enjoyable dancing party
vft?p.
WPre served.
th,e of his
held at tho Dr. Howell home.
.
Mrs. Jack O'Brien of Heaton,
wHl set sail fo r
Finest Utterbach is going on left the early part of the week for tjle ';ntC(j states. The definite
Pa.,
crutches as a result of an Injury her home in Philadelphia,
,nlllU wm bo an- f r
ho received to his foot when workInounecd within a few days. Wo
t0?.,8ltwheiJ pnt!,;.u
the
of
Men's
club
week.
The
on
canal
last
Congrega, invelv ss sho
the
,. h
ing
The L. C. club met at tho home tlonal church was entertained at ,00g on the Bnref.n there wiU be a
if Mrs, Ray Bartlett on Tuesday ine nome oi ir. anu iib. k. n. rugh to interview her.
A short business seseveiuiiH.
afternoon.
weunemiuy
Iieijong
sion with Mrs. DeWeese, the presi- "America nidation was the subject
tho
for
of
discussion
evening,
was
held. Plans
dent In tho chair
were held to take up a line of study which was in charge of Roy L.
social time was1
Little Benny's Note Book
at alternate meetings. Sewing oc- White. A .pleasant
.. . .. ......... ...
i
I milts lur iuiui nwi i v.
cupied the Indies until the lunch- Ulljuyru. were
discussed at length
eon hour when a delicious lunch- the club
eon of brown bread, baked beans also.
was doing my homework
baked apple with
In ramekins,
Ray and Perry Coon have re- agenst my will and pop was reedwhipped cream and coffee was turned from a visit to Aztec, N. M , ing the spoarting page and I Bed,
served by tho hostess.
Among last week where they have properpop.
those present were Mesdamcs Dafe. ty In the oil and gas fields which Hay
Who, me? sed pop. Meentng
DeWeego
How, are being developed there.
DeWeese, Iou
wnt, and I sed. Me and Puds Sim-kiHeitmann, Hanson. Menoud, Ogle,
had a fearse argument this
Is
London
from
and
Miss
Importing
Sanders, Slayton, Burck
I stuck up for you.
Menoud.
large quantities of cigars spe- aftlrnoott, and
mutch obliged, but wat
women
Intended
for
Thanks,
socially
held
a
The Methodist people
was tho Ideer of arguing about
cial st the church on Wednesday
m? sed pop.
evening. These congregational afWell we wasent Ixnckly arguing
fairs are held about 'once a year
about you, ony I stuck up for you
and are quite enjoyable. After n
all the same, do you wunt to heer
short program of songs, readings
how I stuck up for you, pop? I
and talks, a luncheon of cake and
sed.
cocoa was served by tho members
Sure lets have all the details,
of the Woman's Missionary society.
sed pop, and I sed, Well you sec,
Although tho evoning was one of
Puds started to say his father has
the coldest of the winter, about
more than 8000 dollers In the bank
were In attendance.
seventy-fiv- e
move
soon
will
I sed. Aw wats that, my fathand
James Michelet
Bright Spot in ers dot
more than 10,000, I sed.
to the Michelet farm north of town Makes
and the DeWeeso family will move Every Home. A Comfort
Im very grateflll and highly flatto the Nelson farm now occupied
tered, Im sure, sed pop and I sed,
in Years to Come
Tes but that wasent all, pop. beby the Michelet fnmily,
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson, son and
cause as soon as I sed that Puds
sed his father had more than 25,- daughter came In Thursday from
Minnesota.
'1
Park
hvo
Rapids,
their home in Arkansas and will taken
E.Pink- - 000 and I kepp rite on sticking up
medicine
your
Lydia
benefit
of
Mrs.
locate here for the
for you and I sed you had more
Gibson's health. Mrs. Gibson Is a Iniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitl ;nam a vegeiaDie than 80.000.
uompouna
sister of Ross Jacobs and Mrs.
Reely, this Is getting almost
when I was a girl
of hls place.
sed pop, and I sed,
for pains and
And we kepp on that way and I
and after my kepp rite on slicking up for you
GAIietP.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Stewart were
marriage. I now till I sed you had a million dollers
have a sweet lit and Puds dident have the nerve
called to Prairie Falls the early
boy and to say his father hnd any more.
part of last week on account of the
M tle baby
serious illness of Mrs. Stewart's
win sena you nis 1 Im glad to heer It for my sake,
dont know wat Id of done with
father.
picture if you wish
The Gallup American legion.
to publish it. My enjr more, even as It Is I feel Mke
Palmer Ketner Post No. 108, has
sistera slo take Rockefeller sitting on the roof of
the mint with his legs hanging
elected new officers for the year;
your medicine and over, I never felt so rich before In
F. C Wtllmundor,
commander;
find it a treat
Louis Gollno, vice commander;
my life, Its reely quite a pleasant
C. N. Fer-ra- r, help, and 1 recommend it to tnoso sensation and now I can see wy
Ralph Ketner, adjutant;
babies
are
before
who
their
suffer
E.
K.
these rich men hate to grow poor,
finance officer;
Errltt,
historian; K. B. Buell, sergeant at born." Mra. Wm. Johnson, Box sed pop.
Wich Jest then I had a grate
arms.
16S, Park Rapids, Minn.
. Mr. and Mrs. P. B. 'Maple
were
To marry and arrive at middle age ldeer, saying, Hay pop, I wunt to
on
account without children is a great disap- go to the movies tomorro, will you.
called to Phoenix, Ariz.,
of the serious illness of James Bay pointment to many women. Think of please give me the money wile I
liss, Mrs. Maple's father, who Is the joy and comfort other women think of It, please? I sed.
Mr. have in their children as
How could I have the hart to respending the winter there,
they grow fuse iutch
a modest request with
Bayliss is the only Gallup citizen older.
voteran
ts
all
a
of
the
my hundreds of thousand:'?
writ,
remaining
Pinkham'0
E.
Vegetable sed pop. And h gave It to me as
Lydlt
civil war.
Mrs. a. W. Chilton of Comanche, Compound has helped to bring great If he would of gave me more If I
families
to
In
last
happiness
the
week
Ty re- hod asked him.
many
city
Tex., arrived
Wlch I wished I had.
for a visit with her daughter's storing women to health. Often the
family, Mr, and Mrs. T. F. Bmall-ln- childless home is due to a run down
Mrs. H. Cason Palmer, of Fulton,
condition of the wife, which may be
Mrs. C. Tt. Kennedy has been helped by Lydia E. Pinkham'8 Vege- Mo., has a unique position for a
home
jit-women.
ill
nt
for
here
8he has just been appointhealth
critically
table Compound. It brought
the past woek. Mrs. Kennedy is and happiness
the home of Mrs. ed freight traffic representative
into
one of the pioneer cltisens of Gal- Johnson.
for the Moblln and Ohio railroad,
Why not to yours?
with headquarters in Memphis.
lup, having reached here at the
s.
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PLANE

RUNNING

nnution nenuqi'arters.
The plane, with 120 bottle of
U o ,i OHIO n
urn
v
M'ifuii.:,
j
r"y
,'l,rf'i" stated, was seized on the!
W'-rf- l
vV
Vcxicnn border tit pel Itio. Tex .
f and the pilot and two men arrest- Wrf- T 1
Tlle seizure, tho bureau said.
43 f '1'owe.l renoi-t"l f ' current for sever- -
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Miss Carolyn Morris has
turned to her school at Bra7.il, Ind ,
where she is attending St. Mary
of the Woods academy. She spent
the Christmas holidays with her
arent3 here, Mr. and Mr. W. H.

jfo

l JTfT.V.-'-

E. C'.r.rko

HAUI-IUIAJ-

lEfllC

more fortunate, bringing home the the first ten minutes of play. The
bacon by a score of 2l to 17. Until close guarding resulted in poor
earn work by both sides and many
long shots wen' taken. Creecy at
Center for Raton got away for the
greatest number of baskets in tho
game. Nyhus played a. steady game
while Murphy played the floor
Springer, did some excellent pass- well. Senesieo of Dawson was the
as
as
well
shooting. backbone, of the team and he. reing
(Hy Thj Assortated
girls played under the new peatedly broke, away for baskets.
Washington, Jan. 16. The Unit- Tho
ono
which
rules
point on There was pi ;km jea lly no arguing
give
only
ed States navy la 99.7 per cent pure an overhead
shot, liatnn made as ver rules and Keferee Fauber held
American.
n
na
field
basre
Dawson and both sides down well. The
d
Secretary Denby 1.4 proud of his many as well but tho
f
ness of the court
the playing
navy and said today that it was baskets did not count as rapidly close nnd difficult made
at
to
times
shov
tho best navy in the world, hack- and
gave Raton the short end of j good team work.
ing his statement by figures recently compiled by the bureau of navigation which show that on July 1,
native born
sailors represent
91.82 per cent; naturalized men,
2.99 per cent:
colonial
natives,
'
V
4.89 per cent and the balance
ASK FOR
The last named number
aliens.
men.
IW8iff!lf7e
of
852
4
At
s-the
the end
only
fiscal year, the navy comprised
11 9,205
men of which number
109,457 were natives, 5,829 were
born in Guam, Samoa, the Philippines or Virgin Islands, and 3,667
were naturalized citizens.
The figures also show It Is a
3
hand picked navy, for out of
applicants, only 12,386 were The Original Food Drink For All Aaei
No Cooking
NourUhing
Digittlble
accepted.
It is a healthy navy afloat and
ashore, according to the statement
f
f
of the surgeon general.
It la a well behaved navy, too,
as only 8.8 per cent of the total
...
number of discharges wero dishon" mi
hi
orable, and but fl.08 per cent of
rnj
i
'I the
r !
.;
total men in the service durlntr
the year deserted.
Good conduct
Vsu this iiotirlslilng cream.
medals in tho service total ovor si'more fresh fruit and green vege- thousand, some men having eight
to their credit, also testify to the
tables.
A Header: The following Is a characted of the enlisted ' men.
The distribution of men by
formula for a very good nourishstates gives Now York tho lead iii
ing ureani:
both nativity and residence;
4 ounces
3,452
Hose water
in the former and 14,170 in the lat- 4 ounces
Almond oil
tcr.
1 ounce
Pennsylvania comes second
Ppermacetl
in each list, with 9.951 and 9.2!)9
1 ounca
White wax
The native sons' Hat
respectively.
1
drachm
Benzoin
You can make this cream a lit- (rives third place to Massachusetts,
to
fourth
Illinois and fifth to
tle whiter hy adding 30 grains of Texas.
powdered bnrnx.
of
Out
the
total, 119.205 sailors
Golden Haired Jane: If tho
white;
5,545
ankles and the legs ore too thin there are 110.O24
2.3S5 negroes:
I'hlHpplnos:
196
you are probably under weight. Chinese;
ss
Samo-an139
Japanese;
Take olive oil and grape juice.
Chamnnros; 296 Hawl-(aii197 Porto
Ricans and 86
Anielean Intlians.
METRO STAR GETS
The American navv also Is a
young navy; 45,555 being undr
PART
READY
FOR
21:
of them are 21
WRITER
LETTER
OF
years nnd under; and only 904 are
above 45, although 53 are over 60
and still active.
Ehrht per cent of the enlisted
mm are married, a total of 9.S36
men. Over half the men have had
previous sea pervice. and 449 nt
tneni have servtd over twentv
years.

of Mr.
Is recov- - ft"

Thatcher Boardman, son

t

m

s;

Tex.

I

is

PURE
j

time of the building of the Atlantic and T'aclfic railroad.
Mrs. Margaret Hlte entertained
members of the Maccn-tie- o
twenty-fiv- e
lodge at bcr home Wednesday
evening, with a delightful literary
program and supper.
Mrs. T. F. Smnlling was hostess
to the Thursday club last week.
Tho members enjoyed a very pleasant afternoon at work and social
chat.
L. R. floehrlng, who has been
cashier of the Gallup State bank
for tho past seven years, has been
elected to the vice presidency of
tho National bank of Gallup.
Mrs. O. L. Whitehonse, mother
of the late Mona Rlackwell, left
last week for her homo In Laredo,

.

'ANSWERED LETTERS.

'

Margie: Tf your skin Is yellow
and you have dark rings under
your eyes the trouble Is with your
health
You probably need a tonic
for the liver and you certainly need
a diet with less starchy food and

v.

Martha returned.
"Oh. he's good looking enough!
"'Yes all alone."
But I hate him. The Idea of trying
to win me over with flowers! He
''Then I'll come," Joan answered
d
must think I am a
shortly.

'

If you want to make your eyelashes longer and thicker It will
tako about a year to do so. That
Is, you should continue your treatments over the period of a year
and not expect any sensational results within A short time. In fact
you must be prepared to have
rather poor looking lashes for a
while, because the first part of the
clipping
treatment necessitates
them back.
Not only that, when you find
that the lashes have grown to their
normal length, you must clip them
to
again. Tou will probably have for
do this half a dozen times
about eight months. Then you can
let them grow In.
Meantime, have made op the following formula:
1 dram
Cocoa butter
drams
Tarawa
flram
Lnnollne
Oil of sweet almonds,'
4 drams
(English)
2 drops
Ttosol oil
stlfr
somewhat
This makes a
cream which Is, however, very
nourishing, as practically everything In It tends to grow hair. Incidents, as this Is very nourishing
It is a good thing to rub around
the eyes if the skin is dry and
toward
there Is any tendency
crows' feet or wrinkles.
A little of the cream can be
warmed or It can simply be left on
the skin a moment until It rubs In
easily. Then rub It thoroughly nil
around the upner and lower lashes
and around the eyebrows If you
wish to make these thicker. But
be careful In this case, not to rub
It over too much of the skin for
voti want the eyebrow to be slenderly arched, and not too thick.

OH, SEE TOE LONG
SKIRT ON MILADY

,

By Edna Kent Forbes.

-

1'

Tuesday.
C. and B. club will meet with
Mrs. S. B. Miller at 2:30 p. m.
La Notre Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. F. Van Cleave at 2:30
p. m.
Tuesday TJterary club will meet
wtth Mrs. A. B. McMillen at 2: 3D
p. m.
dinCountry club stockholders'
ner at 6:30 p. m.
at
St.
card
Foresters
party
Lady
Mary's hall at 8:15 p. m.

if

BEAUTY GHATS

The small court and
tho rt.'ul
RATON DIVIDES PAIR
tho falls greatly handi?
playin-OF BASKETBALL GAMES
carped (h' girls. Fanny Poltz, as
an
Ilent game,
WITH DAWSON TEAMS 'sual. played
netting most of the baskets for her
team.
Tho boys' game was fast and
Raton, N. M., Jan. 16. The Colfax county Hish school football
rott'h in plares, but on the
teams played Dawson Saturday whole a rather clean game. Only
night at Dawson with on even four personal fouls
called.
break, the Rirls losing to the Daw- The guarding by both Hides was
son sextet by a score of 19 to 2 4 one of the features of tho eame
while the boys from Raton were and only one basket was made in

SHIES

UNITED

piano had ben plvlng between San
Antonio and border points.
'

ILLINOIS PHYSICIAN
CHARGED WITH MURDER

Do wholesale meat prices go up and down with
fluctuations in live stock prices?

(Stv The Atfutri.itrd Prfi.)
East St. Louis, 111., Jan. 18.
Two warrants charging murder
wore Issued this afternoon atnlnst
nr. Robert. X. McCracken, H6 years
old. of Belleville,
in connection

Why do live stock prices fluctuate ?
Why are some cuts of meat higher than others?
What kind of competition is there in the meat

'

with the deaths of Mrs. Clara
father-in-la35 nnd her
William Uichwine, 74, who were
found shot to death In the Rb
home last Monday. Jir.
is a former coroner of St.
Clair county and former health
commissioner of East St. Louis.
Hinh-win-

e,

business?

Where does your meat come from ?
How does it happen that you can always get it ?
Why is the large packer necessary?
Swift & Company's 1922 Year Book answers
these and many other questions.

SkmMi misks

a copy
free for you. Send for it. You'll enjoy reading
it It's a revealing document

It's ready for distribution, and there

Begin' tonight tla following
Beauty Treatment: Cleanse the
ikin with warm water and Black
and White Eoap. Rinse and dry
with the linger tips,
thoroly.
gently apply Black and White

Beauty Bleach.
Allow to remain bh over night.
Next morning again cleanse the
akin with Black and White Soap.

Address Swift & Company
4290 Packers Avenue
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

.Should t.ha alcfn ncem lrrit.at.ed

or the least bit inflamed, due ta
exposure 10 sun or wma, use nine
and White Cleansing Cream.
All drug1 stores guarantee fend
tell Black and White Benuty
Bleach, 60c; Black and Whits
Soap, 25cj Black and White
Cleansing Cream, 25cand 50c the

is

H

Swift & Company, U.

S.

A.

paekami.

Write for 6py of Birthday and
uream book, and a leaflet wnicn
tells yon all about the merits and
uses of Black and Whito toilet
preparations. Address JDept. B,
Plough, Memphis, Tenn,
FBI 17

re

No.

Lav

WARNING
'

1

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Rheumatism
Toothache ; Neuralgia
Neuritis.
'
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago ,
'

'

;.

!

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer", hoxn of 12 tabletsAlso bottles of 24 and 100 brurgists.
Aaplrln Is Ux ttiM Mirk tt tiftt Uaghtara of Uosotcetlcaoldesto of Ballcjllracil

g.

17

Value of Milk.

a beverage. It ta
Milk is n nourlxlilnsr food, not incn-lsubstance; It alw) supplies enrrar ivhleh
enuliles the body to work. At no price at which milk Is oras other animal foods of
dinarily sold is It OS expensive
recopilzed value.

rlrh In

Beauty Contented

sv

Cream.

ISe.

tor Trial Sat

vFi.I. HtrMutSes

as

While foods cannot be compared wholly on the bnsls of
their nutritive elements, milk Is the ono food devised by nature for the frrnwth and development of the jmimj. , A quart
a day of tho l't'RKST milk is a (toixl ullowaueo for a jtrow-liichild.
milk, fresh, pure, nnd wholesome, te
readily digested and needs no cooking or other preparation for
the tal le. At tho snino time few other foinls lend themselves
so rapidly to cookery or arc capable of entering into the preparation of so great a number of dishes.
K

Tou an
confident
thtt ynur beauty ha been
developed to the highett
of lit txMtibilliiiH after
uslns Couraud'a Oriental

. SmJ

R

I

l HI J
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Six.
Being free, fearless and independent has become
safe suddenly. In a month more it will be popular.
The public is awake now and will prevent the punishment of those who advocate the cause of the
people.
It special interests do not cease their efforts to
crush those who speak out in "opposition, the people
will crush the special interests.
At this moThe Journal issues this warning.
ment the people intend no injustice to any one.
Those who have grown fat by favors will be safe if
they trust themselves and their futures to the good
sense of the people. But further resistance to Justice means an angered decorate. No one will assume responsibility for the future if the people are
irritated by further efforts to strangle the public
will.
Then the peoAll we need now is an election.
ple will speak in no uncertain tone. The "Phantom
of the Twilight of the Old Day" has been shown to
No one is any longer afraid of it.
be a phantom.
Each additional chance now for the people to
speak means further evidences that the power of
the gang is broken.
The public is becoming articulate and independence is becoming safe.
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VERSE OF TODAY

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

'

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

INCOME TAX BLANKS.
The day draws near when Uncle
Sam will send me bughotwe blanks,
on which to state how rich 1 am,
what coin I've in tho hanks. Already this disturbs my dreams and
makes my days seem vain; thosj
income blanks are simply screams
hat drive a man insane. I pay a
luwyer princely Bums to get mv
blank made right; I send it in, and
back it comes; I'm told it is a
flight. I hire an expert who has
filled tax blanks for years and
years; he's an accountant doubly
nkilled .and he allays my fears.
"This time," he says, "your blank
will pass the closest scrutiny, or I
I

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard

B.

Uarli

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
I'NCLE AYIGGILY AM) THE
SQUEAKY DHAWKR.

ARTICULATE.

"I'm sorry, Uncle Wiggily, but I
shall have to leave you alone again
today," said Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy, the muskrat lady housekeeper, to the bunny gentleman, as
she put on her bonnet and shawl
in the hollow stump bungalow one
morning.
"Are you going down to the five
and ten cent store to buy a new
piano?" asked Mr. Longears.
"No. I am going over to see
Aunt Lettic, the goat lady. She
has a little cold and I'm taking her
some hot ice cream pudding."
"That oughv to be good for a
cold " said the bunny.
"I'm hoping it will be," went on
Nurse Jane. "So, as I may not be
back until evening, you'd better
take your key with you if you go
out. Otherwise you may have to
wait on the steps until I return."
"Yen, If I go out I'll take my
key. I don't want to get shut out
with the Woozio Wolf again,"
laughed the rabbit uncle. "Though
it was funny to see him jiggle every time some drippy drops fell on
his nose from the Icicle."
I told you that story last night,
if you will kindly remember.
Well, Nurse Jane started for
Aunt Lettle's house, taking with
her the hot ice cream pudding and
Uncle Wiggily sat himself down in
an easy chair to wonder what ho
could do to pass tho time.
''I think I'll go out and look for
an adventure,"
said tho bunny
gentleman to himself, and ho was
just going to hop along on his red,
white and blue striped rheumatism

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

(Copyright

will eat a pane uf glass just leave
it all to me. I've filled up blanks
for millionaires and corporations,
too, and 1 am wise to all tho snare.)
that mark the revenue." And so
he fills up every space, and deftly
playn his game, and M'ts the figures
all in place, and lias me sign my
mime. And So I t:end the blank
away, and feel a great relief, and
like a colt I dance and play but
ull this joy is brief. The blamed
old blank corner) back again from
some official cha.o, who with a
fierce and caustic pen, reviles me
for a sap. I don't begrudge the
tax I pay to help my native land,
but hope to see, on some bright
day, a blank I'll understand.

crutch when, all at once, there
soundPrt a knock on his door.
"Dear me!" thought tho bunny.
"I'hopo this isn't J. ho Fuzzy Fox.
It wasn't, I'm glad to say. It
was Jackie Bow Wow. The little
puppy dog chap came over to borrow some molaspes, so his mother
could bake a chocolate cake for
supper.
"And I'll bring you a piece of
cake after it's made," promised
Jackie as he scampered off with
the molasses.
Uncle Wiggily sat down In the
easy chair again, and he was Just
thinking that he had better hurry'
up and hop along if he wanted an
adventure that day when, all of a
sudden, he heard some one coming
in the door.
"Is that you back again Jackie?"
asked the bunny. "Didn't I give
you enough molasses?"
"You didn't give me any molasses!" cried a gruff voice. "But I'm
going to take some nibbles off your
ears, whether you give them to me
or not. I don't lik molasses!"
And In bounced
the bad old
Fuzzy Fox.
"Oh!" exclaimed Uncle Wiggily.
"Oh! Oh! How did you get in
here?"
"I came In through the door It
wag open!" snarled the Fox. "I'll
take you out the same way, too!

Come along!"
"Oh, you're not going to take me
away, are you?" asked the poor
bunny rabbit.
"Yes I am!" barked the Fox.
"I'm going to take you off to my
den and nibble your ears! Come
along!" and he caught Uncle Wiggily by the paw and began to drag
him away.
"Oh please wait a minute!"
begged the bunny.
"What for?" asked the Fox, suspand snippy.
icious-like
"I want to get a new necktie,"
want
said the bunny.
you to take me off to your den
old
necktie.
with mo wearing this
Let me get a new necktlo out of my
bureau drawer."
"All right," agreed the Fox. "Get
a new necktie out of your drawer.

IfUthew Adams

1921 by George

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil., & St. Paul....
Chino Copper
I'll keep it after I've nibbled your Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
ears!"
8 Mi
Uncle Wiggily went to his bureau Cuba Cane Sugar
9
and aa he pulled out the drawer Erie
73
that held his neckties, there was a Great Northern pfd
39
loud squeak as the drawer scraped Inspiration Copper
64
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
along.
26 14
Kennecott
Copper
Fox.
the
howled
"What's that?"
111
ft Nashville
"What's what?" asked Uncle Louisville
113
Mexican Petroleum
27
Wiggily.
Miami
"That squeaking noise,", went on MissouriCopper
17
Pacific
the Fox, looking around.
66
Montnna Power
"Oh that squeak is in the draw- New York Central
74
77
er," said Uncle Wiggily. "Listen!" Northern Pacific
He pulled the drawer out a little
8
Pennsylvania
and
it squeaked again.
farther
Consolidated Copper.... 15
T4
"ihov mo that squeak! Let me Ray
Reading
see it!" cried the Fox. "You ara Rep.
53
& Steel
Iron
20
hiding something from me. I see Sinclair Oil & Refining
... 8219
your neckties in the drawer, but Southern Pacific
show me the squeal','"
Southern Railway
'e Wiggily. StHdebaker Corporation
"Silly Fox!" sain
Texas Co
64
Tobacco Products.
129
Union Pacific
84
United States Steel
63
Utah Copper
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE
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New York, Jan. 16. Foreign exGreat Britain
change Irregular.
(demand. $4.22; cables. $4.23,
prance aemanu, a.tv's, ta.wieo.
8.21. Italy demand 4.40; cables,
4 .'1.
Belgium demand,
7.81;
cables 7.82.
Germany demand,
cables, .55. Holland demand,
36.80; ca'iles, 36.80.
.Norway ae- 15.60.
Sweden
demand,
mand,
.
.
an
n , n

y,0 i(

"You can't see a squeak. You can
only hear it. Listen!." Again he
pulled out the drawer. It squeaked
more loudly than before.
you know.
"Here! Let me feel inside that
drawer!" said the Fox. "If I can
hear a squeak I can see it and feel
it. Let it feci!" He put his paws
in the drawer and felt around.
"Ha! Ha! Just what I was waiting for!" laughed Uncle Wiggily.
Ho suddenly shut the drawer on
both pawn of the Fox, holding him
last there.
"Let me go! Let me go! Wow!
Wow! Let me go!" howled the Fox.
But Uncle Wiggily held the drawer fast shut until the Policeman
Dog came in. arrested the Fox and
took him off to Jail for ten days.
So, after all, you see, it's a good
thing to have a squeaky drawer.
And If the sugar cookie doesn't
Jump out of the bread box when
the ginger snap is playing tag with
It I'll tell you next about Uncle
Wiggily and the fancy cake.
!"

"Mother" Jones, for many years
a conspicuous figure in organized
labor circles, Is suffering from an
attack of rheumatism. In view of
the fact that she is 93 years old it
Is doubtful if she ever will be able
e
activities in
to resume her
behalf of "her boys."
old-tim-

Trade Mark Registered

V. 8.

Increased
shipments of lard
helped to lift provisions values despite lower quotations on hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat May $1.11 ; July $1.00.
Corn May 52c; July 64c.
Oats May 38c; July 38'c.
Pork Jan. $15.10; May S16.25.
I.ard March $9.30; May $9.52.

lUbs

Jan. $8.45; Mav $8.55.

NEW YOKIC MONEY.
New York, Jan. 16. Call money
high 6 per cent; low 3
per cent: ruling rate 3 per cent;
per cent; la.t loan
closing 6 6
6 per cent.
Time loans steady; 60 days, 90
days and six months 4
per cent.
Prime mercantile paper
cent.
per

45

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Jan. 16. Cotton futures closed steady; January 17.66;
March $17.58; May $17.20; July
$16.80; October $16.20.
NEW YORK METALS.
New York. Jan. 16. Copper
steady; electrolytic spot and nearby
14c; later 14e.
13i
Tin weak;
spot and nearby
$32.62; futures li2.il.
Iron steady; No. 1 northern,
No. 2 northern
$19.5020.50;

No. 2 southern
$19.00020.00;
$16.50 17.00.
Lead steady: spot $4.70 0 4.80.
Zinc quiet; East St. Louis delivery spot $4.80.
Antimony spot $4.60.
Foreign bar silver
Mexican dollars 50c.

65.

LIVESTOCK

she-stoc-

can-ner-

ewes top $7.00; feeder lambs early
$11.26011.75.

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City. Jan. 16. Cattle-Rec- eipts
17,000; quality plain; beef
steers weak to 25e lower; mostly
15 to 15c lower; top $7.50; fat'she-stoc- k
steady to weak; spots lower;

.54;

lambs

$12.10.

Denver livestock.
Denver. Jan. 16. Cattle Receipts 10,000; steady to strong:
beef steers $6.00 7.50; cows and
heifers $3. 7506.50; calves $8.00
10.00: bulls $2.50(33.50; stockers
and feeders $5.50 7.00.
Hogs Receipts 1,900; 1 (9 20o
lower; top $7.25; bulk $6.75 7.15.
Sheep Receipts 14.000; lambs
15ft25c lower; feeders steady;
lambs $10.35 11.00; ewes $4.50
5.75; feeder Iambs $10.0010.50,
B

1.
.n
PRODUCE MARKETS.
Switzerland demand 19.43. Spain
demand.
15.00.
Greece
Chlcaco Produce,
demand,
33.62. j
4.36.
Potatoes
demand,
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Argentine
urazu demand, .jz.ai. Montreal: steady; receipts 22 cars. Total U.
S. shipments 650 cars. Wisconsin
sacked round whites $1. 9002.05
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
cwt.; Wisconsin bulk round whites
2.1 5 cwt.; Michigan sacked
$ 2.00
a
16.
Wheat
had
round whites partly graded $1.90
Chicago. Jan.
sacked
Minnesota
tendency to sag in price today ow- 01.95 cwt.:
ing more or less to competition round whites $1.7501.95 cwt:; Red
from the southern hemisphere and River sacked $2.10 cwt.; Idaho rusto failure of a brokerage house In sets sacked, $2.35 cwt.
New York. The close, however,
Kansas City Producx.
was steady at the same as Saturc lower, with May
Kansas City, Jan, 16. Butter-Crea- mery
day's finish to
to $1.11
$1.00
$1.11
lc higher, 37c; packing
and July
to $1.00. Corn gained a shade unchanged,, 1 2c.
c to
to
c, oats lost
Eggs lc lower; firsts 39c sec
and provisions finished unchanged onds 20c.
to 22o higher.
Poultry Unchanged, hens 21c;
With reports current of enlarged Springs 2OC025; turkeys 40c'
offerings of the new crop In AusMiss Mildred Brown has been
tralia and Argentina, wheat here
of the
showed an absence of any aggres- chosen secretary-manage- r
sive buying at the outset. This con- chamber of commerce of the city
HI.
dition was soon made more pro- of Alton,
nounced by word of the New York
I
The women of Japan have taken
failure,
although the
brokerage
fact was quickly ascertained that exception to tue police regulation
no Important amount .of grain was that prevents them from attendand have
involved.
ing political meetings
After midday however, buyers sent a petition of protest to parlia.
displayed a little more confidence, ment.
and the market rallied somewhat.
The Pekln government universiRussian relief purchases were helpful as a stimulus at this juncture, ty has opened Its doors to girls
as was announcement of a decrease and has already a few
r

1

.1

94.

c,

s.

Patent Office)

By Gene Byrnes

Hope looms big on the horizon. The "Dawn of
the New Day" comes on apace. The public is struggling to make itself articulate. The people show
signs of speaking emphatically and "right out In

meeting."
All that the people need now is a chance to get
their will into action. They will do the rest. All
the handicaps of mob caucuses and had election
laws, which have been used to bind them, will fail

to restrain them. The end is definitely in sight.
Popular demand is the weapon which will break
down every obstacle which political

can erect.. The Imperious demand

corruplionists

of the people

a
force which can not be resisted.
The politicians are seized with a panic. In their
desperation they lose their judgment. The measures
used in the latest (and we think the last) effort to
destroy the Journal because ot it.i outspoken policy
against corruption, lacked nothing in viciousness,
but was devoid of Judgment. A blind rage never
directed the delivery of an effective blow.
All that Is needed now is a few outspoken leaders. The Journal has blamed no one for Eilence up
to thi time. Fighting the gang has not been a
affair. The offender has stood a strong
pink-te- a
But alt this Is over now.
chance of annihilation.
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MARKETS.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, 'Jan. 16. Cattle Receipts 29,000; very slow, talking
mostly 25c lower on beef steers and
fat
quality plain; practically nothing sold; bulls steady to
weak; best heavy bolognas $4.75;
s,
bidding lower on veal calves;
stockers and feeders about

-

-

4s.

WOW1. WOW;

f.

medium to good heifers $5.00
6.25: most cows $3.754.60; calves
steady to 25c lower; packer tops
$9.00; stockers and feeders steady
to strong: strictly good feeders
$0.30W6.65; plain to good stockers $5.25W6.25; other classes
steady; most bulls $3.504.25;
canners largely $2.23 02.50; cut
ters $3.30ii3.50.
13.000: open
Hogs Receipts
slow, closing active mostly 25c low- er than Saturday's average; 180 to
to shippers
190 pound
weights
bulk 190 to 260
$7.40(8)7.45;
7.33:
to
$7.20
pounders
packers
packer top $7.40; mixed loadc
$6.757.10: bulk of sales $6.90fe
7.40; packing sows and fat pigs
steady to 25c lower; few pigs up toNew York. Jan. 16. Liberty $7.85.
bonds closed: 3 Vis, $96.60; first 4s,
0,000; killing
Sheep Receipts
$97.54 bid; second 4s, $97.54 bid; classes around steady; light ewes
second
wethers
$10.25;
$97.80;
first
$6.50; yearling
$97.84; fourth
$97.60: third
$100.22;
$97.78; Victory
$100.18.
Victory

'

.ima ""JV,?!

steady.
Hogs Receipts' 75,000; active,
25 to 40e lower than Saturday's av22. erage; top $8.00
early, cut of line;
practical top $7.75 on hogs averag175
over
pounds; bulk $7.25
ing
31 V
7.50; pigs 25c to 6O0 lower; bulk
57
desirable $7.607.85; few at $8.00.
m&
Sheep Receipts 27,000; uneven,
28 4
steady to 25c lower: fat lambs, top
25
early to shippers $12.76; bulk to
68
packers early $12.25 012.60; fat

........

By WAIT MASON.

policy-build-

up-hi- ll

Tree
dation for today's active and gen
orally strong stock market.
There were several exceptions to
the advance, mainly among stocks
in which the short Interest conCrucible Steel,
tinued dominant.
National
International
Paper,
obscure
Enameling and several
were
conspicuous exspecialties
1 to S points.
of
reactions
at
amples
Equipments, motors, several lnde- pendent steels, as well as coppers,
utilities, textiles ana miscellaneous
specialties were sustained by the
dmand for rails. Hesitation was
shown by oils during most of
session, but that group came for
ward in the final hour with Mexican Petroleum, the central feature.
Sales, 800,000 shares.
For the most part, closing prices
were irregularly under maximum
be- quotations, extensive realizins aung provoked by me sieaay
vance of money rates, lm loans
per cent but rose
opened at 3
gradually to 6 per cent Just before
The
firmer
money rates
the end.
were attributed to withdrawal of
federal deposits frdm local banks
Forelen affairs made little im
pression on the market for international remittances and most domestic developments over the week
end received favorable Interpretation. A canvass of conditions In
the middle west confirmed advices
of prospective revival In rnany lines
or manufacture, aunougn ouiki
tonnage showed further reductions
from the corresponding period ot
last vear.
The bond market moved contrary to the tone of stocks, prices
in that quarter showing consider
able confusion, whlcn extended to
Liberty issues, all of that series
closing at moderate recessions. New
are projected
underwritings
ff
railroad and domestic and CanaTotal
sales,
dian municipalities.
par value, aggregated $18,750,000.
Closing prices:
34
Americdn Beet Sugar
34
American Can
American Smelting & Rer'g. 4.1
American Sumatra Tobacco. . 35
117
American T. & T
13
American Zinc
48
Anaconda Copper
98
Atchison
35
&
Ohio
Baltimore
58
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Butte and Superior
48
California Petroleum
123
Canadian Pacific

Central Leather

RIPPLIHG RHYKE

..

J.
SfnfihS'l'fW j?lr

DOLLAR NOW.

It seems as though the word "peace" in whatin New
Defending the present political regime
ll
task. Why do its defenders not ever connection used is sufficient to start a discusMexico is an
sion in the United States. Just now it's the "peace"
tell the public of the constructive accomplishments dollar that is
being argued pro, con and several
their
of
instead
spending
of the past twenty years
and other ways.
energy in calling the Journal an cxaggorator
It is declared that the coin does not stack and
an irresponsible liar. Not that we mind the gentle it is not
artistic, the first objection coming from
to other things
mild
compared
is
It
impeachment.
and the latter from those of esthetic bent.
bankers
us
to
look
does
it
But
us.
to
the gang has done
But though artists may rail at the imperfections ot
as though discussing accomplishments (if there aremay .use temper .
the mere call- j
than
more
be
cornicing
would
anv)
having to pick them up when a stack tumbles, the
names.
of
ing
average person will find most grievous objection
If there are no accomplishments which these em- in not having enough of them. Any sort of a coin
barrassed publicity employes can discusH, we sug which will command a dollar's worth in exchange
gest that they grow concrete and specific in their is beautiful In the estimation of the common run
They of mankind.
charges of falsehood against the Journal. one
While various comments anent th.j
at
might at least quote the lies and nail them
"peace" dollar will be made while it is new it will
a time with the proofs.
serve its purpose just as fully as though it were
In a general crusade against misfeasance and artistically perfect and would stack firmly, that is
where
possible
every
officials,
malfeasance among
pass for 100 cents in exchange for goods. That is
effort is made to wall us off from the real facts, we the primary design in minting it.
are liable to an occasional error.'' It would interest
the public to know about these mistakes. So would
We will confess our
it. interest the Journal.
Making corrections is a part of the policy
of this paper. We want people to believe us, so we
GHOSTS.
This affords these genadmit all misstatements.
own
our
us
to
chance
a
admitting
busy
tlemen
keep
My mind is filled with wistful ghosts that hide
shortcomings.
Behind the fabric of each passing thought
it
Was
facts?
Ghosts of the songs that long dead poets wrought
When were we careless with the
Ci
of great loves that time and space defied
hosts
when we charged that the mines were paying taxes
And ghosts of deeds that won a country's pride,
on value equivalent to their net Income, while the
Ghosts of sweet music, tinkling faint and clear
rest of the people were paying on the ad valorem,
The sentient harmonies of yesteryear,
And ghosts of high beliefs that flamed and died. ;
or going vnhie of their property?
Was it when we charged that this was the grossThey hunger to come back to life again,
est kind of favoritism toward special Interests?
If only in one single lovely lino
Was it when we charged that the land office
Of vagrant song; if any words of mine
in
banks
the
to
Should
$600,000 laying
glow with vision, delicate and plain,
had from $430,000
is the urge of these frail wraiths that yearn
without interest? A land office employe said we lied, ForIt one
brief breath of beauty to return.
that they had only $123,000 of such money. Yet
New York Herald.
turned
commissioner
the
land
afterward
shortly
such
of
some
$800,000
treasurer
the
to
state
over
money and now admits that he has more than $200.-00- 0
additional on hand.
Was it when we charged that the gang refused
JUST SOMETHING TO BE TAXED.
the people the Australian ballot as long as possible:
An income is what you can't live without or
demand
to
concession
popular
within. Pittsburgh Gazette-Timethat they made this
within the past five years and then with a law so
FORGET TO PI T OX CHAINS.
defective that no real secrecy surrounds the ballot'
Some people are all right so long as they s'.uy in
Was It when we charged that there was no genu- the rut, but
when they try to get out they skid.
ine Corrupt Practices act in New Mexico under Syracuse Herald.
fc
4,
be
ballot
could
the
which crimes against
punished,
A PREDICTION.
and that this situation 'was created for the deliberProbably the safest prediction is that Eugene V.
ate purpose of making election corruption sate?
Debs will head the usual ticket in 1924. Ohio State
Was it when we charged that a direct primary Journal.
law was denied the people for the sole purpose of
preventing a secret expression of the popular will, j
so that people who became insubordinate toward
the organization might be known and punished?
Was it when wo charged that the reign of the
LA FOLLETTE OK WISCONSIN.
crowd had been one long career ot
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
La Follette of Wisconsin is taboo in reSenator
of
a
few
legislation and administration in behalf
publican circles in Washington, and why shouldn't
,
special interests?
he be?
Was It when we said that a bank had failed in
Ours Is essentially a government of and by parSanta Fe holding on deposit $353,000 of the state's ties. It should be that kind of government because
it enables the electorate to fix responsibility and to
money contrary to law?
achievements and shortcomings in respect ot
Was it when we charged that the state indite assess
measures and policies. It is necessary if there Is to
was not complying with the law and was guilty of be a carrying out of platforms and programs set before the voters in advance.
criminal laxness in administration?
As a pledge-keepand
the repubWas it when we said that the Wagner adminmajority now In congress has not been able to
istration of the department of education was a long lican
function up to reasonable popular expectations
reign of extravagance and poor bookkeeping?
members of that party have worked so much
Was it when "we said that there was a scandal at cross purposes through
"blocs" and
at the Insane asylum and that no energetic steps through action wherein the individual Judgment was
exalted
or
above
group
party judgment.
were being taken to correct It?
Senator La Follette has been notorious for his
Was it when we said that New Mexico stood habit of "wondering along (politically) like the
.ear the bottom of the list of states in literacy, rhinoceros." He wears the label republican, but in
republican. The party means
and that during territorial days the politicians had content heto is not at all he
herds with a "bloc" only
him, and
nothing
been too selfish to take steps to correct it?
when the "bloc" happens to gather in a pastura
Was it when we charged that public opinion had where he is. More often than not
he is found voting
been smothered by the ownership of newspapers with the democratic opposition, and it seems to be
meat
to
and
show
him
to
his
drink
contempt for the
by special interests, for that deliberate purpose?
Its purposes and suggestions.
By
Just when was it that we lied? Just which of administration,
the very force of circumstances he becomes virtually
our statements was an exaggeration? Please tell us. an impotent factor in respect of the country and
When these gentlemen have pointed out our mis- of his own state.
Having made its Pass at the chip on the La
statements in this group of questions we will supply Follette
shoulder and knocked it off, the administhem with a few more to analyze for the public.
tration goes through with the challenge put up to
Defending the present political regime In New it, taking no account of the La Follette existence
when it comes to appointments in or from WisconMexico is an
task.
sin. If the voters of that state will insist on keeping a political maverick in the senate, they may expect their representative will be treated as a
MRS. M. K. WYLDER.
maverick.
Seniority processes are bringing La Follette close
The entire community win sympathize with Dr. to the
topa of the senate committees on finance and
M. K. Wylder In the death of his gracious wife.
interstate commerce on the republican side. It
Declining twenty years ago to accept the offeror would be a fine state of affairs if he should reach
of these goals under the banner of the party
Dr. Wylder to release her from a contract of mar- one
he so misrepresents.
Prospects of such a thing are
because
ot
his
ill
comriage
health, they have been
leading republican pilots to devise ways and means
rade's for eighteen years of married life. She U of eliminating La Follette through the Wisconsin
dead, while the doctor is in robust health, appar- elections this year. The purpose is. If possible, to
into the fight a man who could win on his
ently, with many years of usefulness before him. bring
merits against the incumbent
a man who, having
How inscrutable is the future!
won, would be a working asset to the republican
Mrs. Wylder was a loyal friend, retiring in dis- party instead of a liability. It is legitimate politics.
If Wisconsin does not wish a real republican to mate
position, but always ready to do a publ!c or a pri- with
Mr.
in the senate, It should choose a
vate service. She had a host of friends who mourn democrat Lctiroot
with some appreciation of the value o
her passing.
party solidarity.

Absence of moisture in the southwest counted as an additional
strengthening factor at the last.
Renewal of export inquiry

railroad shares

- ding- -
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In the United States visible supply
total, notwithstanding that the decrease proved to be less than had
been looked or in some quarters.
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KXCF.PTIONAIXY FIXE
COKNEK LOT
The brst view In the Highlands. This lot can bo bought
for a bargain if sold at once.

By Goorjje McManut

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.
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This four-roobrick stucco has
glassed in sleeping porch, nice
front and back porches, bath,
pantry, gas. hardwood floors,
sidewalks. Nicely located within
fmtr Mocks of postoffico, and
will bo eold soon.
m

good
large rooms; twoscreen-ed-in
porches; large
water
hot
front porch;
heat; all kinds of built-i- n features; hardwood floors; good
sized basement, and a com-

Six

sleeping

loplete home. This property Is
cated In the Highlands and
cost $9,000 to build. Can be
bought for $6,760 if sold at
once.

01922

FOR RENT
A completely furnished house;
six rooms; hot water heat and

modern in every respect. We
also have several other houae:
for rent.
D. T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
and Insurance.
riione 907-Gold.

liOnn
210

V.

for SALE

white stucco bungalow,
;:,000
modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
fine location on
furnace, traraste,
paved street: Fourth ward.
modern residence, hardJS.600
wood floors, hot water heat, laundry,
double garage, corner lot, close In;
aood value.
double house, compste- 14,750
by two lami
ly furnished, occupied
JS0
lies. Income
per month; High
lands.
n.soo
brick, modern, partly
furnished, large porches, large lot
North Eighth street.

In nil Its tranches,
Loans,
Surety lionds.
South fourth Street, Next to P. O,
Phone 671,

, Insurance

Ht

BUYER

you want to see something
real nifty in a new
porch,
sleeping
pressed brick,
bath and basement first clasr.
material and workmanship,
features, to a
throughout. Built-i- n
genius' taste, furniphed in mahog
any, that can be bought for less
than $5,000. If so call
ACKERSON ps GRIFFITH.
Realtors.
Phono 414.
120 S, Fourth.
Money to Loan on Real Estate.
five-roo-

today.

Joseph
113 S. Krcoiul.
With C.

Collier, I
Phone

are

to 214 West
Gold avenue, and will bo open
fnr business In our new location after January 4th.

We

moving-

M.

-

Barber.

Heal Estate

ea,

KALE

196.

Miscellaneous

"Sargum"

j,

hay.

FOR SALE Used tractor,
is and i
with gang plows.
Hardware Depart
co.
neni j Kornei
FOK SALE Singer sewlns; machine, re.
cllnlnjr chair, heddlnir, kitchen utensils,
reasonnhlo. 912
Park;
JUST RECEIVED a larirs consignment
of plnons, 15c the pound. Robert
1114 West Central.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and Cottage cheere; also fresh milk In gallon
lots
Ftwsyne's Dairy, phone 19I5-FOR SALE Turnips, J1.00 per bushel,
dcllvi-red75 cents if called for. This
for Monday and Tuesday only. Phone

house, near
for rent. Will

m

Central avenue,
give lease.

to loan on city property

$1,000

FOR RENT
bl.v luums,
1.T4--

Dwellings

three pcueiiea,

ha,!,

t,uU

modern brkk,
Five
unfurnished. Phone 11 83 J,
FOR KENT
Five room
house; balh,
. Norm
garage.
sleeping porch.
FOU

room

KENT

Take out that Fire Insurance
no"w. Don't
wait until your
property burns.

n
turi.lslied .muse,
with sleeping perch, 517 per mcnLh.
North Second,
rOU RENT Five-roohouse, furnished
Inquire at 322 South Aran, or phunc
Three-rooFOR RENT
Bleeping porch,

FOU

RENT

nished.

ntv house, furHeights.
Modern;
First National Rnnlc hulld- -

Five-roo-

I'nlverslty

450. Room 7.
lnB.

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Notary Public.
Phone "70.
309 W. Gold

Well furnished bungalow, two
rooms and sleeping
porch
(rood location, splendid lot, all
f 250 cash
new. Price $1,400
(25 the month.
adobe and enclosed
orpch, partially furnished, very
Price
Highlands.
substantial,
$ !)0U
$35 monthly.
REAL ESTATE EXCIIAN(il
W. Copper
4()
l'lioue, 71).
Two-roo-

13i)0

-

WANTED
WAMko
WIN'ITD-W10i;-V- .

WANTKl)

Phone

position

l'lioue ,.7-Jof sny kind,

Nursing,
ork

Housework

by

Int'L Feature Service. Inc.

Some "Bargain

A

is Right.

modern, frame; two
porches, in excellent condition,
close in on car line, for only
$3,150. If you are looking for
a snap see this at once.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Loans.
Insurance,
Phono 158.
223 W. Gold.

Four-roo-

IT'S HERE

RARE INVESTMENT

home
That modern four-rooyou have been looking for. Well
located in the Third ward, and
it can be bought for only $400
cash, balance in payments of
$35 per month.

bungalows, new
and strictly modern, furnished
complete with new furniture.
Hlgnifinds. rfow rented for $200
per month, a 20 per cent investment. See us at once.

Four

Can place $1,500 on First
Mortgage.

FRANKLIN & CO.
Realtors.

J,

Phone 857.

Third and GoM.

SAVE YOVR RENT
Five nice room and porches,
On Luna boulevard,
hardwood finish, many built-i- n
brick and sleeping porch. Furnace, n features, basement, fine lot, splenfire place, hardwood floors, built-i- did location. $500 cash; balance as
features, garage, lawn, trees; rent.
this is a good home at right
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
price. Part Terms.
Phono 723-115 S. Second.
R. McCLUGTTAN,
Phone 442-201 W. Gold.

REAL HOME"

A

.

the

rhone
day.

!G4fi.

EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work,
will go out of city. Bikes, 1301 Marble.

Keleher, Realtor.
Phono

410.

FOR SALE
Bentson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house, garvard;
age; all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Address P. O. Box 136, Old Town.
Phones 2417 R-- l or 34S.

J.

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED
TO YOU

TREES

FRUIT
SHADK

TREES

FROM

ALBU-

Brick dwelling of four modern
rooms, sleeping porch, scrvlct
porch, with big lot 5nx200 feet
at 910 North E eventh street
I'rice $3,8U0, with $500 ra:ili
and balance terms. Now vacant

CITY REALTY CO,

o

Joseph
115

S.

Willi

V.

b,w..i,
to.,
North tMith.

Coilisr,

Phono 714. Kolt'sAl.K
rooms, $ Hi
M. Parber.
lives In two.

FOR REM

Roomi

Uo.mii.
o
s.uih Walter.
l oll nlv.vi
Uuuiu. "210 North Fourth
FOH ItliNT
mom. H'J Went
VOR
Cold. Phone Hit! or 107.
FOU RENT Three liitht housekeeping
rooms,
loll North First.
I'uli UKN'T M"u rn fuiniblud room.
steam heat. loJSVg Vest Central.
P.ooms to women only. 32
1"0R P.ENT

only;
Third.

8

to

115

per month.

315

South

Room and glassed-isleeping porch; gentleman only. 2124 South

FOR RENT

Brii-k-

brick house,

207 W. Gold.

riiono

687

tin

phone

s.00," nine" iirgb
unfurnished; owner

824 E.

J.

Vacant lots will he In great
demand this cooiing spring.
Better pick yours now. '
This 50x142 foot lot for sale
at a reduced price, located on
West Silver avenue.

COTTAGE
Several good furnished houses
for rent and a few unfurnished
ones.

A. ITAMMONT),

Silver.

Phono

1522--

OWNER IS ANXIOUS
sell this modern, six room
house In Fourth ward. To get results he Instructs us to sell for

To

$4,r.00. Terms It desired.
IIOT.MX E. GITHIUDGE.
1012S.

Rent-Room-

s

314 W. Gold.

rxivERsm
LOTS
All

HEIGHTS

LEVEIi

LOTS

same

size, no one can
build a chicken coon nirainst
your sleeping porch, "BErAt'SR
THEY A It T'l RESTRICTED."
And the HEIGHTS
OZONR.
"Oil HOT." It's true, IT'S
GRKAT1 Because all who live
up there SAY SO.
We are GENERAL AGENTS.
Get yours Today, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month. Life Is
SERVICE, let us serve you by
showing you these lota.
Phono CIO.

Secoud find Gold.

with Board

MRAI.H witn pnvntB rumtty. No sick. 821
Nurlli Knurtrr.
I'ult IIK.NU llnnms, wllh board. :13
Smith l:r".Ttw.iy.
Hit uunvenlcnc-'fl- .
511 Putith Brnadu o V.
NICK t ni. purcti ami board, 114 North
Mnp!
rhone lSI'i-W- ,

TAlu.tf

RARD, slnEle nipais servetl;
home cttukitiK.
,112 North Tenth.
ItOfiM AN'P TIOAKD with sleeping porch!
1 fi 3 r,
timt Central.
nilj'ilnlng birth.
Ktlit IIRNT t'anvas
porch, wllh
1207 Kast Central.
honnl, SI' a w?ok.
CAN
A t.'L'O M M u l. ATil one or two lady
convaUsceiits, In private homo, rhone
14

HELP WANTED
Mlt

1J4 Snuih KJIih.
FOIl BALE -- On easy terms, tlx fern
nioilern oun&niov , will Uke Rood lots
or renl estnio pnper. Phone U04U-WAN'l'Kli
lxiiui iem'fil shoe repilior at
tire. Wire V. A. Mi7.?u. tlallnp. N. M.
f ull KAl.E liy owner, new modern
Iioufq, near Knhjtnson park, $."tl)D VVAN'TKD
Kxperlwireo. rrootn multer at
once.
oat) iro TW month. Phone. 1K25-Kmplovmitit Office, 110 Mouth
.154-Third.
Phone
is
full ALE Five room fraim1, mud. rn,
convenient fur two families: larce l"t, WANTED
tloys to enter ivtnver Post
16G0-oriBt front, lilhiands.
I'hcne
contist. Apply 821 West- Silver ove- ,
nue. after fihool hours.
Two room houte with
,i.
I'L)lt SALE
p roh ; also screened pnmi, furWANTED Man to act aSr m.maser for
nished; wiKd for lights; lot 61x87. 1510
amusement comiiany.
Answer, W. R.,
Smith Elm.
e.Tre Morninjr Journal.
FOU RALE Now "two" room" furnished WANTKU
i
an
lly
county ualrs
Also
house, bullt-lfeatures. ?7M).
Call mornNow Mexico.
several new houses cheap fur quick sale, ings, or write O. I. Orlmea, 314 West
Phone 19H-W- .
Gold.
FOR 8ALE Uit snap, four new bullet WATC11MAKKR. Jeweler and dock reIn'fs, .$ 1,300 ; (thirty p r 'cent investment.
Must
pairer to work In Albuquerque.
care
Univerrlty Hel.Thts. Room 7, First Na- havo own tools.
Address W-tional Unnk build ini?.
.Iourn.il.
FOR SALE- - By owner, 718 West Coal, WANT a younj? man who can speak
frumt stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
English and Spanish, with a email
larj?t porches, newly decorated, vacant
rnpltal. Impossible tu Lose. Apply at
Terms if dertred. Phnne 1R03-V. C, care Journal.
FOR
adobe
house WANTEU--A-8ALE Two-roocombined honkkeepr
good outbuilding; lare lot; city and
nnd
with experience; refirrigation water; $1,800, on easy payerences required. Line, hardware and
ment. W. C. Thaxton, 705 West Moun- furniture. Apply L. O. Shanklln, Gallup,
tain road.
New Mexico.
FOR KALE At 410EnsT CentratreiKh
AN fNUSttAtj opportunity for rellahla
house, six screened porches, two
man with comfortable car. Call
brth rooms, oak floors, arranm d Ideal at vounir
once; should mnlte $75 weekly. Joseph
for big income.
Triced fur quick sale. Collier,
115 South Second,
with C. M
idcS-j

7

JVST COMPLETED.
Flvn ronms, whltn plaster finish
over r.RICK. Has sleeping porch,
hnsement, furnace, laundry facilities, etc., and In the best section of
Fourth ward, close to school
like
$750.00 down and balance
rent. Kee.
,T. T,. PHILT.II'S, REAr ESTATE.
Tlioiio 354-110 S, Third.

For

REAL VALUE

7--

Three rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, lights, porch, well
lot, one
furnished, garage,
block from car line. Complete, for
$2,100. Terms.

Phono

AND

QUERQUE .NURSERIES .
That some one very dear to you
Get Your Order in Now. Write
or you yourself, mi!?ht, some day
for catalog.
aprlniislv need the money you are
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
now Fqtmnderlnff for rent. Now
can
have a plan whereby you
'we
AlhuqucniU'!, N. M.
'
new
beautiful
a
live in and enjoy
ami strictly modern home of any
size you may require and save up
FOR SALE
Houses
this rent money for o'd age and
sc full SAl.i; By owner, four-rm houn
future needs. Others are doing
pc lnir, W"st Fruit.
can you? Investigate at once

AND
WASHING
IRONING) to" take
homo. Phone 1343-South Ijeventh. Phone
FOU HOUSE cleanlnn and floor wax- - fOH KENT
Three furnished housekeepNorth Fourth street.
Ins rooms 9
ing call J. "W. I. owe. 14S0-uinmlod room, In
THE OID Ji B MAN. full Ith.N - Nice
PETTlFOIiD
18T3-h
6l!i West Lead.
me.
All kinds of work.
modern
Phone
wn
R'.NT-Trurnlshed
WANTED
light
Washing and Ironing to take ; FOU
home.
1601 West Mountain road,
housekeeliing looms, &17 west Oliver.
WANTED
Position as engineer or trurk FUtiNIHIlED rooms, hot waler heat; no
414
West Silver.
driver, Address I. N., care Journal.
sick, m children.
"
WAN"! ED
large front
Washing anft Ironing to tikr FOR RENT Unfurnished
home.
105 Eost Coal, phone ir,n:,-room; closets, shelves, 12i South
HAVE your laundry done right by Miss Edith.
Eden; give best of references. Phone FOR KENT Furnished rooms for ladies
1BSS--

D,

211 W. Gold.

five-roo-

FOR SALE

furnished house
26; key at u4 East
Phone Santa Fj.
2109-RmodFOR RENT Furnished four-rooern bungalow; adults; no sick. Inquire
FOR SALE Mahogany davenport table.
.
913
I508-JNorth Second.
I'none
modFOR RENT
THY BOHDYS MILK, BEST IN TOWN.
Furnished fnur-rooern houso n?ar shopa, 9:3 South Edith.
Phone 2413-RfiOG
East Iron.
Inquire
FOU SALE ilowars, neater, practlcallj
cotnew. 901 North Seventh.
FOH KENT
Furnished
with
tage
sleeping porch. Phone 2185-FOR
BALE Remington
typewriter,
1203
or
East Copper.
call
ch eap. Phone 1S03-Tvmse. bath anl
FOR BALE Fine piano at a bargain. FOR RENT Pour-rouwith Earapre. 823 North
porch,
sleeping
515
West
Roma.
Inquire
28 North mth.
DENVER POST deliverco at your door, Eighth. Inquire four-rooFOK it EXT A
modern house,
660 per month.
Phone 1949-furnished or unfurnished.
Apply at
irray wool coat, rood 1105 East Central, phono 7fi!i-conimmn, size 36, 1.1.00, Phone 1122-- J
five-rooFOR RENT Three, four,
For' SALE Two Cyoho.rs outdoor bro
nouses
some fur- ana apartments,
d
era; bent made;
nlshed. W. H. McMIUIon, 200 West Gold.
price.
South Walter.
FOR RENT Small cottage with sleeping
FOR "BALE Gas stove, hot Must heater
porch, ftaraire and city water, $15. Inoak hall tree, mirror and Mat comb I il quire
1MI3 Ponth Illfth or 211 West Oold.
FOR

SALE

J.

Insurance.

1S40--

FCR

SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
210 West Gold
Phone 459--

worsham.

&

High.
FOU RENT

744

right party.

BARGAIN,

J.

Mcdonald
WHY PAY RENT?
new, strictly modern
Pleasant,
home. Hardwood floors, etc. Rent
free, also an income that more
than pays taxes, water, Insurance
and monthly payments. Located lr
best part of city. Investigate thlf
thoroughly and at once, bee U:

Buys a dandy ranch close in
on the
new projected paved
road west of the bridge. Two
small adobe Tiouses, outbuildings, on a main ditch. If you
don't care for all of It, it will
divide nicely. Easy terms to

Furnished

by

FURNISHED

$225 PER ACRE

8LKV1CE.

SUDDEN

The Red Arrow (all over the West) ren
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Worn
a people who demand quality.
before 11 a. m. mailed same nay
Work- In before i p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
THE RED ARKUW,
Las Versr
Albuquerque
a representative in xojk
want
(We
territory.)

NOTICE

A. FLPSCBiEE, Eealtor
'

MR,

:

Do

&'C0.

F

THIS IS
NATIONAL THRIFT WEEK.,
TODAY IS
TIM
DAY.
Are You as Thrifty as You
Should Be?
Owner's family has gone east
and he wishes to sell at once
and go too.

THAT

WUZ.

LEVERETT-2AP-

Realtors,

fnlui

A BARGAIN

Seven.

Pag
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PROFESSIONAL
JOHN

W.

CARDS

,

Attorney.

Ho rns IS, 17 Hnii 19, t:romwell Bulldlm

Phnne

115S-J-

.

IVtl MI Hl'fXlMt.
UK. 8. I.. Ill HION,
DUennes of tua Htnmtlrb.
Suite. 9 Harnett Dulldlng.
S.
C.
I)lt.
I.AHliB,
F.ye, Knr, Ncpa and Throat.
Phnne 831.
Barnett Building.
Of rice , Hours
9 to 12 a. m.
find J to 5 p. m.
IAUC.ARi r t'Altl WHHIIIT,
DR.
Residence 1 120 East Central. I'lione 5,1,
I'llV-illlV- "

IMC NT
l''urnoe-t,eate- 'l
front
IJhone 571.
ro(m with garage If desired. 1207 East
t'enlral.
W. ni. SHERIDAN. M. D.
te
Nlt'KI.V'furnlshedlroomlwtthlfjoard.
' Practice Mmllt'd to
family; no sick, lain Forrester.
- ITIMNAKY HISUASKS
FOU lii.NT Nli-eifurnished rnom w"rri GFNITO
first class table boyrd. 110 South Arno. AND DISEASl'S OK InTHE SKIN
i.nltor.itor.v
WitSHermuii
Connection,
t'i:!7-KENT
Funrnh.d room wlthlsleep. Citizens Rank Bid. Phono H8B,
Intr porch; first class hoard. 410 East

CHIROPRACTORS

O.'lral.
FtJIt

will

Helchis.

vult

CARMLNr'"r0V"'
Ciilroprnrtor.

Hoom and slopping porch
board. 215 Stanford, Unlve.-su-

UK

.N'T

i.uiko furnished room with
table board. rutcS fur two people. i!7
South Fourth.
JaXFemvs"" RAN I'll l"el location for
healtliftcckers; few reservations now
available.
Phone 2238-J- .
FOR RENT Nieely"fur--.isheroom with
boar-lsuitable for one or couple. 518
West Fruit, phone 1472-RENT
FOR
Room
nnd
glas.ied-l- n
sleeping porch with good board. 210
South Walter. Phone 20S8-F R RKN'T Room sne slceplnff porch.
vlth board for convalescent! ; gentlemen only; private home. Phona 2148-TH'NT Nice ronms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
M.d. It, ed. 612 South Broadway, phone
5
UHNT

Ill and

to Armljo Uulldlng.

W AN

i ED

WAM'EP

1U

19i!l-J-

.

WANTED

Miscellaneou
l'.E.NX

to

Cuttle

piauo.

l'uons

feed.

Pnons.

2409-Rd
tJood
cash regisPhone 8,1.1-and roof painting. Guaranteed..
110 South JThtrd.
Phone 364-HAL'L- SCAViiNOtlit AND
I.N'O.
Reasonable rates. E. A. artrmu,
.
2oJ9-R72:1 East Iron, pnxne
WEI.D1NGAND "CUTTING of metals;
also welders' suppllea and carbide for
sale. N, M. Sleel Co., Inc.. phone 1947-To rent show window and
WANTED
part of store room on Central avenue,
or closo In for clean,- well established
business. 55, care Journal
and
furniture
WANTED Secondhanc
trunks. We buy everything in house,
hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 318
South First.
Phone 868.
MAX
BARGAIN STORE, at 815 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
ybur second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Phone 858.
furniture.

WANTED

second-han-

ter.

HOUSE

mosern
RENT New
26.
furnished; highlands, close to
AN IhD Work
of any kind: drove Waiter.
716
FOR ItENT Small gltssed-l- n
East
lino.
car
East Central
Apply
sleeping
room with pnvl
Furnipnt-RENT
FUR
noreh southern emosnre? trnv service
Central.
dress 93. care Journal.
lege of parlor; garage available. I'hone inona
care, $50 per month. Phona
nurpe's
Berber.
FOR RENT Three large nicely fur- WE AUDIT. CHECK."
1 7 1 4 J
.
142S-JOPEN, CLOSE and
FOR KALE OR RENT six brona new
nished rooms with sleeping porch,
four-roocorner
Ninth and
keep books. WILLIAMS' & ZANO. FQH RENT Good furnished 61U n
FOR RENT
ricasant gla.ised-i- n heated
strictly modern; yard and cellar. Ap- room
on first floor.
Norm Cool; will sellhouses,
Second girl at Monkbridse
S,
Mollnl building. Phone 701-on reasonable WANTED
one
apartment,
all
or
407
South
Walter.
sleeping porch, adjoining bath. Also
ply
Manor.
Second.
terms. Sea V. H. Strong, or L. O. Benhoard fur two. 118 North Maplo. Phone
FOR RENT Completely furnished home, WB AUDIT, CHECK. OPKN. iLOBE an FOR RENT Furnished room with sleep- nett. Phones 76 or
145.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Kx 1463-W- .
keen hooka.
WH.MaMS A SSA.NO,
sleepfive rooms, bath, two glassed-i- n
.els'or I nundrv.
fout8
rooms and
ing porch; gentleman only; no sick. FJK SALE House,
Phone 701-MpHni bulldlnjr.
FOR I: F T (, lasted sleeping porch and
ing porches, furnace; Immediate posses-slo1211-n
Phone
and
glassed-lfront
Experl-neeporch,
WANTED
salesladies. Apsleeping
Phone 1099. 819 North Eleventh,
heateil dressing room, for two conLADY with bustnef-k(uisp and experirooms for liKht back porch; hlg basement; furnace; com2002-J- .
Two
BUG C1.EAVEU8
RENT
The
Economist.
FOR
relarge
ply
ence
connection
Five-roolike
valescents, trentlemen. Board If desired.
would
with
RENT
FOR
house, two
9x11 Rugs Cleaned.
$2.0$.
1125
First-clas- s
house-keepSilver. Phone 1311-housekeeping, ground floor, 600 North pletely furn'shed: large lot; thlaboxIs a WANTED
Address B. M., care
and
screened pnrchei
FOR FALE PURE WHOLE MILK
closets, modern ex- - liable local, firm.
eoqk
C.
good buy;easy terms. Address
Second.
MATTRESSES
rtnovaid. $3 6(1 and op.
ItXM'JNTlSS-ON-TiUS-MEa1706
Journal.
for
no
East
two; stay nights.
with all th cream, delivered to you as cept heat;
Ml
children; good neighbor.
care
Journal.
furniture repaired and parked. Ervln
furnixhed rooms,
Silver.
Mrs. Fretz, 414 West Gold. WANT Eli Position as housekeeper
A SANATORIUM-HOTEit comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY, hood. Inquire
for tubercular
by FOR RENT Two lama
R
morlern trouse In WANTED
OWNER,
for gennurse In at Redding Co., phon 471.
lltrhts, bath and phone; no children. BYFourth
woman
conva.escents;
phone 250.
refined younK widow in widower nr
graduate
SALE 121Wes"t New
FORRENT-OCompetent
firewurd, hard wood floors,
1801
tendance: rates by the week or month. CLEANING PAPER and kulsoinlne, wax-ln- g
eral housework; good wages,
York avenue, 5 rooms, bath. Bleeping bachelor's home, in city or on ranch. 414 West OolrL
FOR BALE Registered police dog pup-piethree
large scr- ened porches,
Call
floors, houso and window cleaning,
15,
Address K. P. D., care Journal.
furnlshnd front place,
European champion stock; fine porch, garage. Kee owner, Room
FOR RENT Nicely
bed roni s vllh extra large West Central,
airy
light,
"
alt kinds of repair work; work guar217
no
Mrs.
Bank
ClifNational
B.
rhone
First
sick;
room adjoining bath;
specimens.
building.
Douglas, 4311
with WANTED Olrl or woman forgeneral HAVE UNM VACANT ROOM with Porch, and
and
reliable
lot
on
WANTED
east
fronts
capable
By
634-closets,
large
72.1-ton street. El Paso, Texas.
suitable for two convalescents; modern anteed. John Onndson. phono
middle aged woman,
housework; must do American eooklnu.
position as West Coal.
lawn, trees, eto. : everything In excellent
Careful
conveniences: rate $60 per month, In- W'ANTKU
finishing.
nurse. FOR RENT Furnished rooms; also canPhone Coll at 616 South Edith.
adobe hiuno, housekeeper, cook or practical
It desired.
terms
FOR PALE Single bugy canopy top, FUR HE NT Two-roocondition;
tts- nurse service. Casa de Oro, 613
Twice dally service. Remember,
furnished, 115 per month, on ?o& to Experienced; references. Phone 1679-harness, saddle, some farm ImpleWANTED Olrl for general housework; cluding
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter, 1977-Send your finishing
West Gold, phone 614-faction guaranteed.
ments.
Mlramontei Hotel; have hone and bug- POSlflONANTElBy'graduate dent phone 1667-.Phone 1837-Call Lone CecomCall
must
BY
OWNER
FOR
wages;
SALE
good
nights.
stay
Nearly
Hanna
a
firm.
to
established
Timeo-te- o
out.
reliable,
come
end
HEALTH
Address
ONE
OR
TWO
in
to
FOR
Old
seekers,
Town Boulevard.
gy
dar Plnee,
bunat 1021 West Roma.
tal hyglenest. Two years experience FOR RENT Three room modern furpleted five-roostrictly modern
A Hanna, Master Photographers
Chaves.
General Delivery, City,
room with glased-l- n
all bullt-l- n
porch In modIn
dental office. Best of references.
(SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
A cook In a
nished house, $.10. J. A. Hammond, 824 galow; white pebble-dasWANTED
fnmlly of four;
home. Bed patient preferred. SpeA I RUQUERQUE WIN DOW CLEANING
furnished Reasonable salary. Mrs. Alice Halbert, East Silver. Phone 1522-R- .
features, Including fire place, breakfast
prevent fallen Insteps: crei all foot FOR RENT Lovely four-rooto right party. Mrs. D. ern
good
wages
CO.
cial
care given, trav
service free.
denned
and floors
Windows
nook, buffet, cabinets, hard wood floors Weinman, 708 West
trouhlcs. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
apartmnnt, $4r,; four room furnished Roswell, N M.
well
clean
nice
Two
Copper.
RENT
large
FOR
224.
hox
Postofflce
offices and houses .
modern home,
scrubbed; stores,
City.
modern fur WANTED Thoroughly experienced, reF. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central. house, $30. and three-roothroughout; also
S,
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat. close
WANTED Strong woman for cleaning NEWLY
rates
see
reasonable
FURNISHED-rROOMand. honest-workIn
Information
unfurFor
some
cleaned;
further
house.
Also
small
with
nished
FOR SALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
fined American women cook of good 108 South Arno.
wood work.
See housekeeper. Albupork; whole
leave your calls
A. Granone;
5wnor at 420 West Coal.
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
houses. Apply 1120 South Edith. moral character wants permanent
or half ho; half will average about nished
poDo not phone.
Sanatorium.
NT
252.
room, In
furnished
querque
American
RENT
first-clas- s
FOR
of
phone
Nicely
Grocery,
best
with
rooms,
four-rooFOR SALE Plastered cottage, furnished,
dining
seventy pounds; ISo a pound. W, B. FOR-REsition.
Neatly rurntsriedT
Cooking preferred, or would
modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, 623
has large lot, shade trees, chicken WANTED American woman or girl for home cooking. Mrs. Hlgglns. 22214 East
,Hicks, phone 2B0, J. C. Penney Store.
modern brick dwelling at 916 North take charge of small home as house- North Second.
FOR SALE Furniture
Occidental Building.
general housework and cooking; stay Central.
house, etc.; Ideal for health- seekers, on
Eleventh street: nice sleeping fcorch and keeper. Will leave city If suited. First-claFOR SALE All klnfis of second-han- d
13S6-703
FOR" "BENT Nlcelyfurnlshedjfrontl!room
West Slate, phone
t.
also Overland car, nights.
now
very easy terms;
RESERVATIONS may now be hod at St. KtlUM'U'KE IUCPAIRI.NO an-- uplioliUT.
references. Write full particulars.
no
wagons and light rigs; also one team a big yard; rent J45 per month;
two
7S-one
or
condipeople,
for
In
mechanical
suitable
model
month
$10
BOARD
Rnom
EARN
and
perfect
rhone. 471. Ervtn 3e'I(llriR Co.
John's Sanatorium (Kplscopal): rates.
lng.
City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, P. O. address, Mrs. R. L. M., Gen. Del.,
of mutes, harness, plows and scrapers
sick. 417 West Silver.
tion; one new cord tire, but in bad shape
while sttendlng achonl; catalogue free $17 50 to $35 per week; Includes private FOR SALE Rocker,
and several saddles, at right price. ph one 867.
City.
llhrary table and
Wlllard bat- Mackiy Business Collet. 906Vi South room with sleeping
connected to
FOR RENT Large front bed loom, for looks, has starter, good It.
Simon Garcia, 1202 North Arno.
porch,
ftxl 2 ru.
bed
combination,
Wm. E. Main, Los Angelea.
FOR RENT Apartment
bath and toilet; medlcnl care, medicines, davenport and cooking uUnsilf. sanitary
heat furnished, close In; gentlemen tery, etc.1516 First $75 gets
Phon
THE MAGAZINE SHOP, 105 South CeSouth
Elm.
Brown,
CoaL
nurnlng; excellent meals, tray 2319-M- .
WANTED Ladles all over New Mexico general no
dar, Is prepared to handle yearly sub- FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for FORSAIjSYoung fat turkeys, picked employed. 806 West
extras. All rooms have steam FOR
to take orders for my medallions; good service:
housekeeping
HOTEL
STATE
2416-JLight
SALE
York.
1023
couohrs,
Dresners,
scriptions on all leading magazines. Your
AUTOMOBILES.
New
on
Phone
sanitary
or
foot.
Reif.
light housekeeping.
Write i for particulars.
pay.
rooms fot rent. Under new manageorder will receive prompt attention. Mlsa
Harry heat,H,hot and cold running water. Phon
wardrobe, china cabinet, bookeas,
furnished FOR SALE
FOR RENT New four-rooZlegler, Superintendent.
pullets; ment. Fourth and Central,
FOR SALE Bulck
good Rea, 605 North
Second, Albuquerque W.
Florence Fleming. Phone 1578-lady's desk, chtffnrohe and Inrce amount
4111.
1002 South
steam heat.
204 South Walter.
hens.
apartment;
also
1022
Mexico.
New
Walter.
South
$290.
condition,
used furniture,
rooms
35 Smith First.
AEHESTOS HOOF PAINT
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean
Arno.
6
Bulck
SALE
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red laying
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per galtouring car.
rates by day or week. Over Psstlme FOR
MhIp and
FOR RALE
FOR SALE Livestock
Wicker chlm. dining chlra,
for
Bond-Dillo- n
Two
first-clas- s
FOR
furnished
rooms,
RENT
Walter.
819
South
Co.,
Call
hens.
condition.
M0
lon.
The Mnzann
South
Co.,
Theater, 211 H West Central.
tables, dresser, two runs and other
YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring FOR KAT.E Buolts,
tioea
andTfrylng furniture
housekeeping; adults; no !ck. FOR" 8ALE Laying R. I Reds. Hay FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for city.
hutis-'Walnut, phone 1834
house and
Try a hunt up 724light
of four-ro'u- n
government positions, $130 monthly
rnbt-Hs710 Weit I.efttl.
South Second;
s the building.
209
chickens.
roof, will Inst as lo'
FOR SALE Soma extra good used cars; writ for free list of positions now open
for rent. 412 Eat Tromwell.
Also
stock.
room;
young
garage
also
sleeping
housekeeping;
light
f'OlX
FOR RENT Three-rooPAl.K
SarMIe
408
guaranteed!
apartment and East Trumbull.
Auto
pony.
terms.
Co.,
Mcintosh
essy
exam
no sick. 603 North Fourth.
R. Terry, (former Civil Service
FOR SALE
Furniture at aotory price
1S01
KtMle.
bath, partly furnished. Apply 806 North FOR SALE Six thoroughbred Black
Wfit Central,
which make It cost less than econo
iner), 26 Continental Bldg., Washington,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed West Central.
.
cow giving hand good. Come and iee fur yourself.
FOR SALE Five hut .ed shares of City Eighth, phone 637-- J.
6
FOR PALF3
at your own D. C.
Fresh younff
315 FOR SALE
and rooster.
two. No sick.
Bulck,
Minorca
for
suitable
laying
pullets
room,
E'eotrlo Railway, below par. Sr. H. FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms 1411 South Edlth.
717 Bnuth Arno.
throw Knll-nAmerican Furniture Co., 223 South Sec
price; make a reasonable offer; can
North Eleventh. Phens 1670-MOTION
PICTURE ACTING
with sleeping porch, lights, bath and
lu Hurt. N. T. Armljo building.
be seen at 510 North Eleventh.
n
cow, when ond.
of ladles and FOU R A 1.13
WANTED a number
entire flock of S. C. ELGIN
FOU SALE-M- y'
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
stove, $15 month. 8t5 South Third.
road"
1921
1600
new
now
Ford
FOR SALE Almost
fresh:
milking four fallons.
White Leghorns. W. A. Masaey, 1222
gentlemen to train for motion pichousekeeping, apnnment. by toe nu
PERSONAL
FUR RENT Three rooms and cunvassed South Broadway.
ater, with new truck body:
tures.
Foto Play Pouth K!m.
Call,
week or month
Investigate.
en!" West Central
In sleeping porch completely furnished
H. O. Chaves, 1425 South Second.
FOR SALE Hotel range, butchers' Ice
Moose Hall, 1111,, North FOR SALE Horse, bugsy and harness,
-- For
Film
School,
C.
S.
Whit
Legprivate homes. Ph. 1967-FOR
SALE
furnished'
Seventy
sleeping FOR SALE Or will trade for well lo- Third st. Hears 10-- 1 2
FOR RENT Nicely
box, steam
table, Fairbanks scale, for housekeeping. 419 West Marquette.
s
m.
p.
$150.
Son, Old Town, LEMON SHAMPOO
Taylor and
horn tiens and pullets, now .laying.
room with large closet; bath; use of
fnr Indies, at your
candy stoves, candy slabs, tray wagon, FOU RENT Furnished apartment facCole-8- ,
In excellent ALL TYPES and ages are wanted for phone SS0-vacant
cated
2408-.Ilots,
420
1W7-South
hnme.
Phone
1007,
Perkins.
Phnne
no
electric
sick,. Phone
work table. Ford truck.
phone;
Woodlawn apartments.
care
Address Box
condition.
twelve-week- s
ing Central,
our
motion
Colopictures;
A
Ft
SALE
C.
Island
Edith.
fans and miscellaneous Items.
Rhoda
8.
College Pall
RANCH
gentle
U)70-SUNSET
WANTED
Private
1321 East Central or phona
by trained and
pupils
Journal.
will
course
for
fit
the
you
screen,
.
and
pro
wagon
rado mare; good
Inn.
spring 1000-JReds, C. P. Hayes strain; breeding (TOR RENT Two rooms for light house FOR SALE Ford
experienced teacher, 50c per hour. 1022
.
FOR RENT Small furnished and large
hone
touring car,1920imod-el- , viding you can show good expression and hnrness; a bargain.
and singles; also brona Turkey
South Walter.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
Use of bain
Foto Play
unfurnished apartment; hot water and pens
Call, Investigate.
keeping; also garage.
In A-- l
condition. Liberty starter. ability.
and IF YOU ARE SICK or tired out from
does
two
Phone 2416-JOne
buck,
1926-f6i.HaTe
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r. steam heat.
Phone
601
and
classes
1215 West .Roma, phone eggs.
Nortlt Second;
telephone.
Will sacrifice for $285 cash. Apply 823 Film School,
Also one
young rabbits.
over work, do you realize what a mas
TO MAKE room for'iny young chicks, North Edith.
Valspor Enamels on automobiles. 490-start Friday evening.
West Pacific.
Homestead
hutch, 1208 South sage would do to your tired body? You
Cottage Paint.
will sell a few of my
Plymouth
one-to- n
nice.
FOR
furnished,
WOODWORTH
SALE
M.
Ford
E.
$150;
truck,
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
(23
High.
-Newly
light
now laying.
can have that service In your own home
Ely,
SALEFOR
pullets;
enRanches
for
r
5
housekeeping; private
porch,
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
Ford truck. $300, worm drive;
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Lesth-eFOR SALE Cheap, eight head of Jersey hv calling 641 J. The Masn'Mise.
or 631, South South- Eighth, phone 1168.
trance. Phona J048-ALE-FoV
t y a ci VJtTtltinrncV,
Co.. 40S West Central, phone '0!i7-.- T
by day, week or month. 312 light Bulck, $590; Ford touring, $125; vtjli
cows; three to five years old; will have
"MOUNTAIN VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds. ments,
Hlih.
116
400 West
Thirds
South
mil
from
four
$250.
i
Studcbaker,
city.
Inquire
TIME CARDS
cocks
cockerels
for
and
within next six weeks, 115 North
calves
of
lot
a superb
"'"WW RENT RanchM.
Oold.
FOR RENT Large room furnished fcr sale.
for BABY FOR RENT Large front room, private West Gold
now,
orders
Second, phone 45.
Book
accesso
A
SAVE
MONEY
ON
new
PARTS
and
light housekeeping and glassed sleep- CHICKS; bv so doing, you Insure delivery
V FOU HKNT Ranch, Apply M. ManUelt,
FOR
with
SALE
ranch,
batn.
cheap,
home: lady employed; connecting
for hogs, good
FOR SALE Or trade
11
1303
ing porch; clean and sunny. 122S Sonth exact dat desired. C. P. Hay, 236 North horns privileges; rent $18 per month. 312
house of three rooms. Inqulr
ries; slightly used batteries, tires and
n be
Wit Ontrnl.
work horse, weight about 1100;
Edith.
parts tor stmiebaker,
Chalmers, Max South Fourth.
home with
south Seventh.
High.
iron RENT Two-roosepn nt C. W. Hunter ranrh, north end
.
Auto
Overland-80well
three-rooand
Mcintosh
fur RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
Nine-acr- e
FOR RENT Two and
one
BALK
aod
blvd.
ranch
FUR
Ph"ne
without Innd, six miles on North
Rio
Orande
room
FOR RENT Nlctly furnished front
Company. 608 West Central.
one-hanlshed apartments, hot and dd walr
miles west of Barelaa brld.".
Fourth, clone to chonl. Phone 2129-J- ,
OR TRADE For good genRinglet Barred Rocks, S. C. R. I. Reds;
with or without sleeping porcn; suiton main ditch; new adobe Vuse and FOR PALE one
and steam heat; light and telephone paid. pens and cockerels for breeding; $3 and able
or call at IfiOO South Walter.
LV
A
one or two gentlemen; close in.
tle horse,
for
Jersey cow. Call at
BUSINESS
CHANCES
421 South nmadway.
winmile from achool
ribbon
garage;
up. Brothers of my blue
Harvard streets between
and
416 South Third.
Highland
2404-J1'hone
south room, ners. Buy now. while you hav the pick
In
FOR SALE
TOST AND FOUND
FOR RENT Apartment,
best
location
Falrvlew
Una
and
car
of
end
Garage,
University
WEBTBOIlKS Dally.
8
West SPECIAL OFFER A coxy room In
r.
town.
closet; furnished of the flock. Wm. Bleti,
Phone R79.
FOR SALE Country hnm, atucco house, cemetery.
LOST Auto battory, botween Albuquer-qu- e forglass porch, pantry,
Arrive. Depart
Train.
children. Atlantic, phon 148J-brand new. modern home, private ac- FOR SALE One of tha
No
even ro"ms. steam heated, electric
light housekeeping.
best huslnere
In.
1
and Isletn. Sunday; reward; return Modern.
bath-close
No.
to
cess
Tha
Furnace
heat,
Scout.... 7: JO pm 1:30 pm
618 South High.
e
From fre range
MONEY TO LOAN
DAY OLD CHICKS
ranch; in alfalfa and
light; on
properties In Albuquerque. 1i
to 724 West Silver.
Phone 1949-M- .'
No. I Calif. Limited. H:.10 am UtOO am
only.
peopleEmployed
and
or
Ad
olothes
are
two
of
box
orchard.
877.
trees
Postnfflce
vigorous
First
rooms,
street. Inqulr at Savoy Hotel
stock that
strong,
RENT Two
No. T Fargo
Fast. 10:50 am 11:20 am
STOLEN Blue National one bar bi- FOR
UON-- Y
TO LOAN On watches, diafice
closets
pantry, bath ad.lolnlng, full of pep. Years of experience have
phnne 24ft7-B- 4
cycle. ' Notify W. H. Allen, 722 West completely large
monds, mns and everything valuaolc No, I The Navajo .13:39 am 1:00 am
FOR SALE Real Entate FOR SALE
furnished for housekeeping; taught us how to hatch ohleka that are
e
In FOR
A LE
r
restaurant
one
11 BOUND.
mi.e
reward.
ranch,
Liberal
LIT
21S
We
First.
80
P.mth
have
Copper.
desirable location. 61 West Coal;
satisfactory to our customers.
west of flarelas bridge, on main ditch; Mr R Marcus.
SALE Fine 60 foot lot on Bus;
Alamogordo, New Mexico, $700 cash
10:10 pm
No.
9 El Paso F.xp
confldenca In our stock and know It will FOR
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watehm No.
apartA. Ham- will handle; sickness reason for selling. alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berries; no aliuinished
t-iy
J.
at
reduced
Silver
11:10 am
price.
tun KENt-.McFOR SALE OR TRADE
El
want
t7
Peso
Eip
you with results. It you
Box 495, Alamogordo, New Mexico.
and god jewelry; liberal reliable, con
ter 1an 'u the valley. Phone 2411-Rment! for housekeeping; modern ex- please
mond, 824 East Sliver.
EASTllOLND.
pure-breall
wa
them:
have
th
best
of
10l
160
1st
arrea
N.
Co..
G, 'tlleb Jewelry
JrOR SALE OR TRADE
A. H, Sherer, general delivery, flilenll.il
or
write
no children; located at 624
V
locaMen
subscribe
heat;
to
cept
C.
fine
Some
ANTEDBuslncas
2:10
FOR
fine
lots,
SALE
8.
No.
varieties:
The
pm 2:40 pm
two most profitable
Navajo
land located In nna of the best Irri- West Coal av. Inqulr 616 South Sixth. The
CONKiniCV! !A1. lunns nn Jewelry, dla No. I Calif Limited. S W pm 5 40 pm
for Denver Post. A special boy for city.
tion Fourth ward, Highlands; six lots
White Leirhorns. 100. $20: 600, $95; 1,000,
Four-ft-r- e
is.
gated farming communities of Colorado.
bonds,
untunes.
monils
blocks
SALE
two
businesa
section.
Guarantee
FOR
two
In
.niUs
plan
Liberty
via
,
block
100,
ranch,
prompt
600,
$105;
7:5f
$22;
R.
I.
No.
pm 110 pm
F Kicht
Reds,
University Heights,
$190.
The price and terms are right, hi. U.
McMU-lloWANTED Salesmen
Lowest
rates. Rothman'a No. 10 The
sutoniMblles.
Phone
Rate 6&o per month.
from poa.omce, on main ditch; t
7:20 am 7:50 am
parcel post prepaid. Orders booked upon from street car a snap. W. II.
Royse, 610 North Eleventh.
117 Pouth First.
!?hlvk-to
1949-Bonded
the
state,
milk
house.
house,
Gold.
cent.
206
garage,
25
West
eggs
SOUTH.
Hatching
FROM
GIST
of
MAI KSMliN
per
THIS
receipt
houses, thoroughbred chickens and tut
largest
mo'-'- v
Nu. J
FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondFrom Kl f"aso J5 pm
presenting the Twlnko hair orle. of chicks. We are the In
WANTED Agents
DRESSMAKING
tools and furniture; terms. Phone
the
lv;
money and oldest successful hatchery
Servlo
No JO From El I'sse 7:00 am
to
hand pool tables and one billiard table. keys,
CARPENTERING
jour
241R-.T'
lioME-- ' e,
KKWNX'E"NTTo""-llAC-LiCircular sent upon request.
In first-clas- s
;
one twelve-fo1825-also
connects at relen w'th No. It
10
No.
very attractive; no capital southwest.
drtiKsmukliis.
condition;
Phone
EXl'EltT
JOB MAN.
Address Twlnko Mesllla Valley . Hatchery, Mrs. H. V. PETTfFORD THE" ODD 1673-Valie- - nana
soda fountain. A- -l condition. In- MADE OIL BURNER. Bend $1.00 for necessary; we deliver.
City an4
DHKSSMAKINO
By the day or at home. for Clovls, I'ecoa
K. M
All kinds of work. Phone
Cruces.
Las
Av
Seattle.
12
at
Silver.
and
45.28
how
Bnndy.
West
to
maka
Instructions
Company,
O
quire
Cnst.
2102-complete
608 Smith
Fourth,
t
phone
paint-tnWLLrT'B
to
TleKn
Odd
Jobs carpentering,
with No, II
lomake,
proposition. Easy
No, 2J connect at
FOR SALE At Beien. one block city
Agents
MATTRESS RENOVATING WANTED
TYPEWRITERS
pieatlnn. Williams- Mi- fre
y
Clevis and points east and soJ'h
and roof repairing phone 15B"
cated In highland; prefer East Sti- rll!MS- ITl'HlNa.
reversible flam. Inventor W. J. Hall,
property on Main street, one
ZOO Bouth
777-- J
nroa
llinery.
ph.
'way,
Ark.
.MJcllefonte,
TV PfcW Rt fR8 All make overhauled
BUILDING, alterations, repairing, large brick building, store, rooming house, gar- ver avenue or clnae In, In University
and box;
and several Heights. Owner, state name, address, 1M.KAT1M1, accordion, aid
Ribbons fnr every majobs or small; work by contract or oy age and large warehouse Mrs.
and repaired.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,, fur
mH orders, N. Crane, 216 North
other business buildings.
Hortense price and location of lot Address Rex,
Ex- - nlture packing.
Phuua 471. Ervln Bed- tha day; reasonable prices: work
Albuausraue
chine.
Typewriter
1751-W- ,
hou
M.
caro
Journal
Cane
O.
p.
lit.
X,
Seventh;
Belen,
Call
170,
'.
Apartmsnts.
Dialer,
oa-Box,
estimates fiuo.
Founb. ding Company.
122 "- Want Ada bring results, change, pnun
FOR

house,

no.j

1

,wi

88

J'''

ulTvaaoTPswe

Journal

The Woman's
Catholic Forresters
For you this morning.
They are right from the factory.
There is just four kinds of Imllc rakes in this shipment,
Sandwiches. T.orna Pocncs,
Price, "Tn: n pound.

Rod

Golden

Chocolate

But with each pound of nssoitcd you liny today we will give
a 3 0c package of Fneedu liiscuils for OXTC CF.XT.
This deal today only. TMoare hear in mind.
Fresh Pork Suupago. Swift's r.rookfiold Urn ml.

HOMER H. WARD

STORE.

Well Country Camp

gpjfj

Doris May

I

"EDEN MID RETURN"
I.nuh From

Will Pluck Every

REGULAR

Your System

t
,

Machine

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

Shelled Pinon Nuts
Fannlp S. Spitz. Tel K02. 323 N.
Tenth St.' Send for mail order list

HOMES

SALE

FOR

own i :r.

BY

to
Several new
press
brick. terms. ,. Would consider
lease by., right parties.
821 W.' Silver. Phone 1910-M- .
4

rrrv electric- sihik shop
IS Smith Second,

'Phone

Bi:--

Music and Jewelry Store

--

l'ree t all and Jlellverjr.

11 7 8.

First St.

Phone

917-- J

COAL CU.

JOHNSON

Coal nnd Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
FO0O NORTH FIRST STREET
Phone 38S--

TO CLOSE OUT

8

Various lines All goods appearing in our west Window during
the next few weeks will be sold
at half price.
Watch for Ha renins.
EVERITT JEWELRY CO.

California loses
too early to order
roses for spring delivery, if
a
desire
goon selection.
you
RAYMOND V. ISLOOM
Tt. is none

IMioiki

6oaH Cca!! Coal!

210.7-- J

Good,

Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.11(1 rcr Ton

AI.BUQUEROUE TRANSFER
Phono S42. 401 North First St.

ELMS HOTEL
Finest rooms In the state
steam
hot and colu
heat,
water all ouUida rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath'!- - ia $ 10 ween
Tiansient rale $1.50 single;
$2.00 double
With bath $2.50 single anu
double ja.OO.

ful" dancer,

Good condition
five good tires. Extra larg(
steering wheel, motor driven
horn. New battery. Real Bargain. $500. Call 2183-R- .

Critics

122 S.

J.

Action! Thrills!
DRAMA! LOVE!

Jeweler
En-

Making,

Irresistible!

Plastered cottage, furnished,
has large
shnrto trees,
lot,
chicken house, etc. Ideal for
health seekers, on very easy
also
Overland
terms;
car.
in perfect memodel
chanical condition;
ono new
cord tire, but in bad shape for
looks, has starter, good Willtyd
battery, etc. First $75 gets it.
WM. E. BROWN,
151(1 South Elm.

find

ft

A

Of C069

It

ecu

We hae another car of
Sugarlle Fancy Chestnut
on track

MILK!
are
We

now prepared to

Fresh Pure

iilk

MILK!
deliver

$9.50

To all parts of the city.

Satisfaction

Phone 1046

1902 North Fourth St.

guaranteed.

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber
Heels, 40c

Quality First

Service Always

FURTHER REDUCTION
IN
PRICE OF COAL EFFECTIVE
MONDAY, JAN. 16
GALLUP CERPilLLOS and

Cull

Phone

Albuquerque's

Rightway Shoe Shop
218

South

Second.

Society
Mnsic

Tonight.

Orchestra (

Super

HOUSE

BITTNER
SlOW South

First.

Malone Taxi &
C. K. CONNER,

ROOMS

Phone

221--

Stern

SUPREME

Absolutely

BY

Orchestra Everyone is Talking

ADMISSION

For Satisfaction and Economy

Tel.

Iransfer

I.

M.

D.

Specialist.

Til--

J,

COft

Phone 91

Felipe Hubbell

ASSESSOR BERNALILLO COUNTY

Tuesday, January 17, at 615 West Marble.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
35c
15c

Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder. Note the
following articles to be sold: Mahogany parlor suit, consisting
of settee, rocker, arm chair and library table; bed spring and
mattress, dresser, rockers, rugs, baby bed, baby carriage, same
as new; dining table and chairs, sewing machine, stand table
and many other articles not mentioned. If it Is house furnishings you want, don't miss this opportunity. These goods are
all sanitary and in good condition. lie on hand promptly.

J. L. G03ER, Auctioneer.

Porterfield Bros.

p.

Phone

.

CITY

2003-J-

.

FOUR SOLID CAR LOADS OF

COAL
Have just been been added to our stock
And our displays now invite your inspection
Our qualities are better than ever before
And our prices are lower than ever before

(LABELED)
without a peer. Full of heat and Satisfaction
Unloading all weekt

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

SEEING

About

IS

BELIEVIRG

4 Phones

$1.10

Let- - Onr

5
Trucks Give You Service

WIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Costs less, burns longer, produces more heat.
We sell the nicest cedar Wood and Kindling.

AL

J.

Under Xew Management. Ladle?
and gentlemen's suits (JftA
cleaned and pressed. . 5JLUU
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

158

2033-W-

CANON

White Lightning Harmonizers.
The

Osteopntluo
13ldg.

Returns on Real and Personal Property must be
made before February 1st. Penalty of 25 per cent
will be added on that date to property not returned

Duke City Cleaners

Phono 421. 423 North First.

Colombo

DANCE TOKIGHT,
MVSIC

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Hy

fcit

n-i'-

NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS

NOTICE

Let Us Send a Man
To

Delta Rainbo Boys

127

iHTKRACITE

Use Cerrillos Egg Coal

Bnrelas

and Delivery

MMi&kitea6l&2&$2$

Mlm-t&'l-

PATIENT!

lOcChildren
(Tax Included)

DANCE
Hall

PRICES

Auction Sale

ADVANCE IN PRICES
...25c NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults

Adults.

MATINEE
Children

Phono 35

Free

swift-movin-

Part comedy

Two

NOTE:

NEW STATE COAL CO.

and Cream

g
"This vivid,
picture is
the peer of oriental dramas on the
screen. It has the true atmosphere
of an Arabian Nights tale and must
rank as one of the exceptional photoplays of the year. It has both dramatic intensity and comic relief of an
unusual order. The acting of Pola
Nesrri may be said to be the finest
and most convincing of her career
before the American public, and the
sutoorting cast is one of great
ability."

THE
A

REGULAR

ATTRACTION

ADDED

ATTRACTIONS

OFFICIAL REPORT

mnster.

11(1

ADDED

"BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE"
"CURRENT EVENTS"

The Committee on Critique of the
National Board of Review said in its

See, then, tho wonderful night's adventure
of the beautiful
dancer, tho bold desert
nt nil men's- love and jet
scoffs
who
dancer,
stukes her life for a lover. Moro (luring,
alluring heroine never threw careless kiss.
Allah's will it Is that men shall strive for
li(.p nnd It Is written that blood shall flow
nnd the mighty walls of the Seraglio of
the Mighty One rock to their foundations
nnd the great bronze doors through which
but one mnn may pass to the delights within
lie burst nsiuider ere her beauty and love

75--

5K1

missed !
See this struggle between two men for a woman whosel
heart was divided I

Read What the Highest
Authority in America Said
About It

This wonder picture will transport you hack
through the ngce to the wonder nights of
Arabia, land of the
Araby.
Land where beauty Is the only
Caliphs.
to Harems of tho MagnifiSesame"
"Open
cent. Land where love means Intrigue, nnd
Intrigue flaunts death with a smile.

Fourth

FOR SALE

6 0

P

Bought like a slave for a home and a marriage bond!
And like a million million women before her, she tried
to think her life was fulfilled.
Until love came, unbidden, and showed her what she had

More beau tiful madcap ne'er threw careless kiss.

As the wild desert dancer.

Jewelry Repairing

k--

the

of

screen.

FOLA NEGRI

graving,

Brown's Transfer
and Storage
78
PHONE
West Silver
C. A. HODGES. Prop.

inments

WITH

Expert

-

'

masterly enterta-

WANTED

B03--

jioria chanson
'Be

''
rL'.yt&!!&

fl

Opposite Postoffice.

'.".'mm

Pub-

and
lic,
Press have ranked
it one of the great

Iron Safe, 1200 to 1500 lbs.
In good condition.
W. C. TIIAXTO.V
Phone 7B1--

Phono

''

the

Everywhere

THE FOTO - PLAY FILM
Studios of motion picture acting have moved into their permanent quarters. Now located
at 501 NORTH SECOND. Under the personal diroetion ol
Jean Flson, formerly with tlu
Oakley Productions of Los Angeles, ('lasses start Friday evening, January 20th. Now open
for enrollment.
Hours:
or
p. m.

The
FOGG,
Watch

.,..

all

FOR SALE

Roth man's

JesaoL.LMl.ir

wild desert dancer
scoffer
at
men's
love, yet
slave at last to her
own.

Ford Sedan:

2

wlfii9U
comes?

--

The tale of the
one night in the
life of the beauti-

Announcement

PRICES

ADMISSION

mm

a

Which wins

woman when

i

EXTRA PAIU TROl'SERS
With caeh $23.50 Suit or Overcoat Son
E. it. booth
At Bontrlght Rubber Company.

Topics of the Day
in "THE TIP"

Also "FOX NEWS"
HAROLD LLOYD

17

nt your bcttIco
21 hours.

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Love or
respectability?

One Arabian Night'

FREE

.'.

SEE THIS PH0T0MARVEL
THE TALK OF TWO CONTINENTS!

MUST

MAGNIFICENT.

ARMIJO'S TAXI
PHONE

TIME

jf

YOU SIMPLY

490-- J

Has Moved to 117 West Silver

Four cars

LLI OUU

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

For Convalescent Tubercular1
in the mountain. Kates 812."0
per week. For Reservations.

Phones

315 Murblc Avenue.

Ly rig Theater

Will hold a card party at St
.Marys Hall tonight at 8:15
Kcrioslunents.

Phone

January 17, 1922.

f7

Fingers,

and Coconnut Fail".

WARD'S

MORNING JOURNAL1

ALBUQUERQUE

Page Eight.

Bed Davenport, quartered oak frame, upholstered
in genuine leather. Regular price $69.00.
This Week Special
$54.00

Where You Purchase Quality
Merchandise At a Low Cost.

John B. Rogers Producing Co.
Presents

-

Bed Davenport, plain oak upholstered, imitation
leather. Regular price ,$55.00.
This Week Special...
s
$42.00
.

Beechnut Jelly, large glass, each.
47c
Beechnut Jelly, medium glass, each
28c
Beechnut Peach Jam, large glass, each
37c
Storm Lake Corn, No. 2 can
I2V3
Blue Ribbon Peaches, package, each
10c
5c
Crystal White Soap, bar
Crystal White Soap, 21 bars
..$1.00
lbs. Granulated Sugar
$1.00
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free

17,

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. SKINNER

205 S. First St.

"SPRINGTIME
A Musical

The Production
Ucnutiful

$9

ry

Fantasy of Youth and Romance

fl!CT
1UUII10H4I 1UV
1

ambition and desire to make your shop
Our never-tirin- g
pinsr more convenient and economical has resulted in a
enables us to deliver your orders at a
.which
system
very low cost. For the small sum of lflo you can have your
orders delivered and 'w are positive that we can save you
many times this sum on your order.
y
If you are not one of our many satisfied customers we
would indeed be pleased to have you become acquainted with
our prices; and we assure ou that you are buying the best
at! all times.
If it Is not convenient for you to come to tho
store let your telephone help to pay your grocery bill, and
have every assurance that your order will be given careful and
satisfactory attention.

Aft III

1AA

Gcorgeous Costumes
, Elaborate Scenery

CRYSTAL THEATER
Matinee, Saturday, January 21, 2:30 p. m.

Broadway Central Grocery

Friday and Saturday Evenings,
January 20th and 21st, 8:20 p. m.
Vndcr Auspices of Ballut Aliynd Temple for the Benefit of
Hand nnd Patrol.
Reserved Scat Sale nt Matson's Hook Store Wednesday, Ian.
JHth at 8:00 o'clock a. m.
PRICES $2.00 AND WAR TAX

'

Genuine Reed Baby Carriage, in ivory finish.
Regular price $35.00.
This Week Special..
$22.50
Child's Bed, full size, wood frame, ivory finish.
Regular price $16.00.
This Week Special
..$9.75

U LIVINGSTON & CO.
.

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
Phone 188
Corner Broadway and Central.

v

JI

CS rhe HIShMt Grade Macaroni
3) Ezf Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni rroaucw

OME FURNISHERS
213-21-

5

West Gold Ave.
THIS

IS

NATIONAL

Albuquerque, N.
THRIFT WEEK

M.-

-

